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demise2 of humanity. This is not just something that Hollywood scriptwriters3 think about. Such things worry
computer-programming expert Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of
Skype, Huw Price, professor4 of philosophy at Cambridge,
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SYMBOLS

Each page-long article in the magazine has been
created to be used more or less independently
so that you can learn and practise even if
you only have five or ten minutes free.
At the same time, the symbols below allow you to
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively.
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare
a class or classes around a common theme.

Exercise (at the end
of the magazine). Test
and consolidate what
you have learned.

THE EN

Speaking extension.
A question aimed at
provoking a group
discussion of the
topic in question.

Photo by GabboT

to bring about (bring-broughtbrought) – cause
2
demise – end, decline
3
scriptwriter – sb. who writes
the script (= text) of a movie
4
professor – (false friend) head
1

Downloadable audio
file (see also audio
scripts). There are
recommendations on
how best to use the
audio files on p. 87.

This arrow directs you
to other related articles
in the magazine.

p. 40

6, 22

p. 6

of department at a university,
senior academic
5
to set up (set-set-set) – create,
establish
6
to arise (arise-arose-arisen) –
emerge, occur

p.6

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
Listening extension
(Internet). Once you’ve
learned the basic
vocabulary of a topic,
why not listen to
further discussions?
4 | YES 16

These are the only
abbreviations you
have to know to use
this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun

Some
will be
idea: f
robots
in our
gent b
octopu
experi
licate t
ity can
as dra
simply
obsole
from v
1925, “
but a w

speed
from t
9
naïve –
10
to tre
11
scena
thetic

7

8

phone antennas. There is little danger of the message
being garbled5 – as it is in the game of Chinese whispers6 – because it is so simple: “danger predator”.

FOOTNOTES

The superscript numbers in the text
refer to the footnotes at the bottom
or at the side of the same page. The
footnotes explain the difficult vocabulary as determined by our non-native
proofreaders. Like you, these proofreaders are learners so they are able
to identify the exact words you need
to know to understand the sentence.
Definitions are given in English, so that
you learn to think in English and these
definitions are then checked by the
non-native proofreaders to ensure that
you will understand them. Some words
are defined by pictures: we use these
visual stimuli when that is the best way
to fix an idea in your memory. Read
the definition or look at the illustration
and then re-read the sentence in question. By working with English-language
footnotes you will rapidly increase
your vocabulary and learn how English
words relate to each other, all of
which will have a dramatic impact on
your fluency and self-confidence1 .
Some readers find it useful to put
their finger next to the word in the
article that they are looking for in the
footnotes to make it easier to return
to the text afterwards. Either way, it
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place
because the footnotes are numbered
and the words are highlighted in bold.
Notice that the syllables and words that
should be stressed2 are underlined.
Red footnotes give extra cultural
(rather than linguistic) information,
or they refer you to other articles.

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic
symbols that we use
which might cause you
problems.

Consonants

Meanwhile9, a study from Anglia Rus
sity has found that African elephants plan
on cropland11 to coincide with the new m
raids are more frequent and more substa
the nights are darkest. This suggests that
stand that darkness lowers the risk of bei
farmers12. Or perhaps they know that hu
less and more lightly13 when there is a fu

MY NAME IS FLI

Dolphins have a signature whistle14 whi
identify themselves and to identify others
hear a familiar whistle they will repeat it b
acquaintance15, which they don’t do for
whistle. Moreover, a study from the Unive
cago has now found that dolphins remem
signature whistles14 after more than 20
gesting they have the best memory in the
Photo by Ikiwaner

NOT-SO-CARNIVOROUS
CROCS7

Research from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in
Charleston, South Carolina, has confirmed decades of
anecdotal reports: over half the existing crocodilian
species supplement their diet with fruit. It seems that
at least 13 of the 23 species of crocodiles and alligators in the world today eat fruit as well as meat.
warning (adj.) – alarm
to bang – beat, hit
to pick up – receive
4
to relay – resent
5
garbled – incoherent,
meaningless
6
Chinese whispers (UK English) – broken telephone (US
English)
7
croc – (colloquial) crocodile
8
full moon – when the complete
disc of the moon is visible
1

(associated with werewolves)
meanwhile – at the same time
raid – surprise attack
11
cropland – arable farms
12
farmer – agriculturalist
13
more lightly – less deeply
14
signature whistle – high-frequency sound that identifies
an individual
15
acquaintance – known individual, (in this case) friend

2

9

3

10

2

1

self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

2

/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels

/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply,
aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs

/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS

This section of the magazine offers short news
stories organized thematically:

7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18

19

20

News
- anecdotes from around the world
Religious News
- religious anecdotes from around the world
Language News
- the stories from the world of linguistics
Science News
- what’s up in the world of science
Mental Health News
- the latest brain stories
Exercise 2

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION
7

Watch: a short explanation of how to take
great photos of black cats. It is, in fact,
a clever advertisement for Samsung:
http://goo.gl/PakZOS

8

Watch: an interesting documentary about
the Yazidis in two half-hour episodes:
http://goo.gl/YAR64q

11

Watch: this five-minute report about the use of
The Tempest to work with children with autism:
http://goo.gl/Sp65ab

18-20

Speak: Are you learning English as an
investment? Are there any non-materialistic
aspects to your language learning – like
broadening your cultural horizons?

Internet: Virtual Reality Phones
- 3-D simulations on your cell
Internet: Saudi Arabia’s Mysterious Tweeter
- using Twitter to fight corruption
Politics: Power, Corruption & Lies
- the science of corruption
Politics: The Ways of Corruption
- the geography of graft
Politics: The Backlash Against Baksheesh
- how to combat corruption
Politics: The Political Economy of Corruption
- the economic consequences of corruption
Exercises 4, 24
Economics: speaking English
can make you rich
- the investment value of English for you
Economics: the economic benefits
of learning a language
- the benefits of bilingualism
Economics: the benefits of a bilingual baby
- have a baby from Babel

6 | YES 16

Sign up for the free newsletter on our webpage
and get our 22-page Methodology Pack for FREE
as well as a FREE weekly exercise.
www.yes-mag.com

News

STYGIAN1 FELINES
AREN’T PHOTOGENIC

70% of cats that have been abandoned and are
currently in RSPCA 2 shelters3 in Britain are
black. Well, you might think, people are superstitious and black cats are considered unlucky. Well,
no; that’s not the reason. These are cats that
were once pets and have been abandoned (if
you’re superstitious you don’t have a black cat in
the first place4). Anyway, in Britain – in contrast
to continental Europe – there is a strong tradition
that black cats are lucky. No, the pathetic reason
for the fall from grace 5 of inky6 moggies7 is
the current craze8 for selfies with one’s cat; black
cats don’t look good in photos.

BRIGHTER WIFE,
BETTER MARRIAGE

According to a study from the University of Wisconsin,
marriages in which the wife has better academic qualifications are 40% less likely to end9 in divorce than those in
which the husband is better qualified.

Stygian – dark, black
RSPCA – Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
3
shelter – refuge
4
in the first place – to start with
5
fall from grace – decline in
popularity
6
inky – black
7
moggie – (informal) cat
8
craze – fashion, trend
1

2

2

p. 6

are 40% less likely to end –
have a 40% lower probability
of ending
10
groan – moan, inarticulate
sound of pain or despair
11
to abuse – mistreat, (in this
case) not show respect for
12
hammer –
13
worthy – venerable, reputable
14
nearly – almost, just under

9

Photo by Marina Carresi

THOR OR THORA?

Do you hear the groan10 from Midgard? The Viking
world has never been so abused11. Marvel Comics has
announced that Thor, the superhero armed with the
hammer12 Mjolnir, is going to have a sex-change. From
now on Thor will be a she and she will be ‘worthy’ 13,
according to Marvel’s Wil Moss. The surprising transformation may be motivated by the fact that nearly14 50% of
comic-book readers are now female.
Meanwhile, Lego has found that challenging15 gender
stereotyping can be profitable. As we commented in the
last issue16 of Yes, Lego introduced three female scientists
to its collection of figures17 (a chemist, a palaeontologist
and an astronomer). Well, the figures17 sold out18 around
the world in just19 four days. Lego had previously been
criticized because 80% of their figures were male and the
female figures they did make tended to be homemakers20.
Maybe they’ll do a (female) Thor figure soon.
15

to challenge – go against,
question

issue – numbered edition in
a sequence (often associated
with a specific month)
17
figure – (in this case) figurine
18
to sell out (sell-sold-sold) – stop
being available because all
stocks of the product have
been sold
19
just – (in this case) only
20
homemaker – housewife
16
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Religious News

Yazidi men

Photo by Bestoun94

GENOCIDE & HOPE
IN THE CALIPHATE

The creation of the Caliphate in the Islamic State straddling1 the border2 between Syria and Iraq has brought a
stream3 of grisly4 news stories including beheadings 5,
crucifixions and genocide. The horror at the barbarism of
ISIS (which includes in its ranks6 several hundred westerners) has overshadowed7 another story that doesn’t fit
with8 the West’s islamophobia. In early August hundreds
of Sunnis and Shiites in Bagdad attended9 a public Mass
to condemn the Islamic States genocide against Christians as un-Islamic. These ordinary Muslims held placards10 that read, ‘We are all Christians’ and wore11 T-shirts
with ‘N’ painted on the front – the Caliphate identifies the
homes of Christians by painting an ‘N’ (for ‘Nazarene’) on
the door. Further north12, moderate Muslims in Mosul
have helped Christians to escape to Kurdistan, where they
are protected by the Kurdish authorities (who are also
Sunni Muslims).
The plight13 of the Yazidis is much worse than that of
the Christians. The Caliphate gives Christians a choice:
convert or die. By contrast, the Islamic State has issued14
to straddle – be on both sides of
border – frontier
3
stream – series
4
grisly – horrendous, macabre
5
beheading – decapitation
6
in its ranks – in its militia
7
to overshadow – eclipse
8
to fit with – be in harmony with
9
to attend – (false friend) participate in

placard –
to wear (wear-wore-worn) –
dress in
12
further north – to the north
13
plight – situation, predicament
14
to issue – (in this case) emit
15
devil worshipper – sb. who
venerates demons
16
Peshmerga – Kurdish militia
17
lettuce /ˡletis/ –

Yazidi refugees

Photo by UK Department for International Development

a fatwa that all Yazidis should die (because they are considered ‘devil worshippers’ 15). Still, tens of thousands of
Yazidis have been rescued by the Peshmerga16. The genocide against the Yazidis is not just a human tragedy but an
anthropological one – they are one of the most fascinating
minorities in the Middle East. Their religion has absorbed
elements from Mithraism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. They also have some wonderfully idiosyncratic prohibitions: they can’t eat lettuce17, they can’t wear
blue and they can’t use words that contain /ʃ/! All apparently whimsical18 but no more or less ridiculous than the
prohibitions of other, better-known, religions.

GOD & BOTS19

Earlier this year a Creationist conference20, the Southern Evangelical Seminary in Matthews, North Carolina, has opened up a fascinating can of worms21: what
are the implications for religion of robotics and artificial
intelligence? The conference20 was even attended9 by
a humanoid robot, NAO. In one workshop22 participants
nurtured23 a baby dinosaur robot. At the end of the session they were told to torture and kill it, an experience
they found deeply distressing.
whimsical – capricious
bot – (informal) robot
20
conference – (false friend)
convention
21
can of worms – complicated
group of interrelated problems
22
workshop – (in this case) study
group
23
to nurture – care for, look after,
take care of

1

10

18

2

11

19
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Language News

THE PLAGIARISM
ARMS RACE

As teachers increasingly use anti-plagiarism software, students are turning to4 a thesaurus app to ‘customize’5 work
that they have copied and pasted from the internet. Unfortunately, the transformation often results in gibberish6 as
when, for example, ‘big players’7 was rendered8 as ‘mature
musicians’ in one student’s work or when ‘left behind’ 9
became ‘sinister10 buttocks’ 11 in another’s essay12!

GEE-GEES’13 GESTURES

Horses may not have hands but they communicate
using gestures. Research from the University of Sussex
has found that horses study each other’s facial expressions – both their eyes and ears – and follow their herd
mates’ 14 gaze15 and ear orientation. This sort of gestural
communication has been identified previously in other
animals such as monkeys, but this is the first time it has
been observed in ‘prey’ 16 animals (whose eyes are not
forward pointing17).

UK STATS

>> In 2003 there were 66,690 pubs in Britain. Now
there are just 54,490. What’s more, the rate of closure is accelerating; now 31 close every week.
>> 13% of British university students are simultaneously doing full-time jobs. Another 46% have parttime jobs.
>> Tattoos were once associated with sailors18 and the
working class. However, a recent study found that
a greater proportion of middle-class Britons (28%)
than working-class Brits (27%) now sport19 body
art. Surprisingly, even the UK’s upper class can’t
resist the ink20 – 19% of posh21 Brits have a tattoo.
>> Twice22 the number of people visit the theatre in
London each year (22 million) as attend23 Premier
League football matches.

THE NEED TO READ

Book sales are falling across the western world 1 , largely2
because of the competition for time posed3 by social
media and mobile games. Well, get back to the books. Evidence from King’s College, London and the University
of Edinburgh suggests that children who are better readers at seven become more intelligent teenagers (as measured by IQ tests). Moreover, as W. Somerset Maugham
commented, “To acquire the habit of reading is to construct for yourself a refuge from almost all the miseries
in life.”
for example, they have fallen
9.3% in the USA in recent
years
2
largely – mostly, primarily
3
to pose – present, cause
4
to turn to – use
5
to customize – personalize
6
gibberish /ˡdʒibəriʃ/ – nonsense,
meaningless phrases
7
big player – influential
1

2

individual
to render – convert into
9
to be left behind – be
abandoned
10
sinister – menacing, ominous
(though etymologically it means
‘left-handed’)
11
buttocks –
bottom, behind
8

essay – composition
gee-gee /ˡdʒi:dʒi./ – (children’s
word) horse
14
herd mate – member of the
same group of horses
15
gaze – stare, direction of vision
16
prey – quarry, referring to a
species that is killed for food by
carnivores
17
forward pointing – on the
12
13

front (as opposed to on the
sides) of one’s face
18
sailor – mariner, seaman
19
to sport – (in this case) have
20
the ink – (in this case) tattoos
21
posh – upper-class
22
twice – x2, double
23
to attend – (false friend) go to
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Science
to15 3000 frames16 per second can register minute surface17 vibrations on objects and then software can use
these to reconstruct the sound in the room at the time.
The technique, which measures movements on a scale of
one five-thousandth of a pixel – was even able to identify
a song (the rap song ‘Ice Ice Baby’ by Vanilla Ice) from
silent footage 18 of headphones19 that were plugged
into20 a laptop.

CURBING7 CONTAGION

Photo by Alan D Wilson www.naturespicsonline.com

PIGEON STEW1 ON THE
PREHISTORIC MENU

Researchers from Aberystwyth University in Wales have
found an easy way to limit the spread8 of contagious
diseases9. The Welsh scientists compared the number of
germs passed from one person to another by
a). a handshake10,
b). a high five11, and
c). bumping fists12. A high five reduced the transfer of
germs by 50% compared to a handshake while fist bumping reduced it by 90%. Fist bumping is already fashionable
with some world leaders, such as Barak Obama and the
Dalai Lama.

It used to be thought that Neanderthals were too brutish to catch fast prey2 but that has now been disproven
by evidence from Gorham’s Cave in Gibraltar, a veritable
treasure trove3 of Neanderthal remains4. Evidence presented by the Gibraltar Museum shows that the Neanderthals caught and cooked rock doves 5, the ancestors
of domestic pigeons for tens of thousands of years. It is
postulated that the Neanderthals may have made nets to
snare6 the birds.

AUDIBLE SILENCE

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have found a way of extracting audio from
silent video. Using a high-speed camera they filmed various objects – such as a potted plant13 and a packet of
crisps – through a window. The camera which snaps14 up
stew – casserole, meat and vegetables cooked together slowly
in water
2
prey – quarry, animals hunted
for food
3
treasure trove – (metaphorical)
goldmine, collection of valuable
things
4
remains – artefacts, detritus
5
rock dove – (Columba livia) grey
coastal pigeon
6
to snare – catch, trap
7
to curb sth. – limit sth., control
sth.
1

10 | YES 16

spread – propagation,
dissemination
9
disease – illness, sickness
10
handshake –
8

President Obama fist-pumping with Diego Diaz
11

high five –

Photo by Pete Souza

bumping fists – fist bump, see
photo
13
potted plant – plant in a
ceramic or plastic container
14
to snap – take (a photograph)
15
up to – as many as
16
frame – photograph
17
surface (adj.)
– superficial
18
footage – sequence
of images
19
headphones –
20
to be plugged into –
be connected to
12

2

Mental Health News

Photo by Bill Branson

PREVENTING DEMENTIA

Researchers at Cambridge University say there is a
simple method of radically reducing your risk of developing1 Alzheimer’s disease2. Seven simple lifestyle changes
will dramatically decrease the chances3 of dementia and
all are in line with a general improvement in one’s health.
The most important factor is regular exercise – defined
as three 20-minute sessions of vigorous exercise or five
30-minute sessions of moderate exercise per week. Those
who don’t take regular exercise are 82% more likely to
develop4 Alzheimer’s. High blood5 pressure, obesity and
smoking each account for6 an increase in risk of around
60%. Having diabetes increases the risk of Alzheimer’s
by 46%. Of course, many of these factors are related:
for instance7, late-onset diabetes8 is linked to obesity
which can be reduced through regular physical exercise.
In other words Mens sana in corpore sano.

workshop10 organized by the Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) uses The Tempest to help autistic kids and
young people to explore the emotions that they often
find difficult to express. Performances begin and end with
calming exercises focusing on an awareness11 of iambic
pentameters12. It has long been known that this meter
– the backbone13 of most English poetry and drama – is
connected to the heartbeat14 and regular breathing15 as
well as the natural rhythms of the English language. The
process starts with the iamb16 ‘hello’ and ends with the
iamb ‘goodbye’. Participants also learn to ‘throw’ glances17
for others to ‘catch’. Different characters can focus attention on specific emotions. RSC actor and designer of the
course, Kelly Hunter, says the play can show how to “use
our eyes and mind to find reason and love”.
Researchers from Ohio State University are monitoring18 the success of the project. They have already
identified greater gains in social functioning and language
skills19 amongst20 the participants than in a control
group (kids on the waiting list to join the project).

THE PLAY’S THE
THING FOR AUTISM

It has often been claimed 9 that Shakespeare had a
great understanding of psychology but the idea that his
plays could be used to help those with autism is new. A
to develop – (in this case) start
to suffer from
2
disease – illness, sickness
3
chances – probability,
possibility
4
are 82% more likely to
develop – have an 82% greater
possibility of developing1
5
blood (adj.) – (in this case)
1

2

p. 6

arterial
to account for – represent
7
for instance – for example
8
late-onset diabetes – type-2
diabetes, diabetes that manifests later in life
9
to claim – state, say, declare
10
workshop – study group,
seminar
6

Prospero Miranda and Ariel from The Tempest

awareness – consciousness,
recognition
12
iambic pentameter
– ●/ ●/ ●/ ●/ ●
13
backbone – basis, bedrock,
foundation
14
heartbeat – cardiac pulsations
15
breathing – respiration
16
iamb – / ●/, foot in which one
11

. . . . .
.

unstressed syllable is followed
by one stressed syllable
17
glance – quick look
18
to monitor – study, watch and
measure
19
skills – ability
20
amongst – among, (in this
case) for
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Internet

SAUDI ARABIA’S
MYSTERIOUS TWEETER
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

A

Saudi Arabian tweeter1 who has 1.5 million followers has been tweeting about corruption in the Saudi
royal family over the past three years and making
sarcastic digs2 at government ministers. This has been
much to the enjoyment of the public, but to the ire of the
establishment.
Saudi Arabia is a country where free speech is tightly3
controlled and its internet firewall4 is one of the tightest
in the world. It is amazing that the tweeter has been able
to continue to tweet for so long without being discovered.
Tweeting under the name @mutjtahiid, he has been
reporting about land 5 appropriations by the royals,
dodgy6 military deals7 and what he calls rigged8 public
tenders 9. King Abdullah and his sons are his main10
targets11.

THE POPULAR INSIDER

He has become hugely12 popular, largely because he is
believed be a royal insider who has access to information
on the royals. @mutjtahiid has revealed private information about the size of mansions, the royals’ travel plans,
their health problems and their arguments, causing considerable controversy.
@mutjtahiid once tweeted directly to Prince Abdul Aziz
bin Fahd, one of his frequent targets, “Is it true that your
house in Jedda cost $1 billion but you charged $6 billion and pocketed13 the rest?” The prince responded by
angrily calling him a ‘hired tool’ 14.
Saudi Arabia has 2.5 million active Twitter users, the
most in the region, and many of these are following
@mutjtahiid. @mutjtahiid isn’t a toothless tiger15 either.
tweeter /ˡtwi:tər/ – user of Twitter /ˡtwitər/
2
dig – (in this case) criticism,
comment
3
tightly – strictly, severely
4
firewall – (in this case) barrier to
unauthorized access
5
land – terrain
6
dodgy – suspect, suspicious,
1
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questionable
deal – agreement, accord
8
rigged – manipulated to be
partial
9
public tender – government
contract
10
main – principal, primary
11
target – (false friend) victim,
object that is attacked

7

A Saudi Arabian user of social media.

Photo by Mohammed Saeed Harib

In 2012 the intelligence agency director lost his job after
@mutjtahiid tweeted that he was incompetent.

FREEDOM OR ACCOUNTABILITY16

Twitter is increasingly being used to anonymously make
accusations against people, without providing direct evidence of the claims17. Individuals can be the subject of
scurrilous18 rumour and allegation with little meaningful19 remedy against the anonymous person making them.
Anonymous, baseless allegations can damage reputations and leave people feeling vulnerable. A debate has
begun as to how far free speech should go, and where
accountability16 should start. The question is, should
twitter users have to use their real names and be subject
to defamation court action.
In the meantime, @mutjtahiid is using his freedom
of speech at great risk to himself. He admits to being an
Arab male, but will give no further details. In a country like
Saudi Arabia social media may be the only option for true
freedom of expression.
hugely – enormously, very
to pocket – embezzle,
misappropriate
14
hired tool – instrument that is
manipulated by some clandestine interest
15
toothless tiger – paper tiger,
impressive but ineffective force
16
accountability – having to
12
13

explain one’s words and acts
to sb.
17
claim – assertion, allegation
18
scurrilous – defamatory,
libellous
19
meaningful – significant,
effective

Internet

VIRTUAL REALITY PHONES
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

VIRTUAL FUN

‘Virtual reality’ is a term that was first coined1 in the
1980s by computer scientist Jaron Lanier and means
‘almost real’.
This technology is best known for its use in games.
Participants wear a helmet2 with a movie screen3 inside,
which displays 4 three-dimensional images. Special
gloves 5 with sensors can be worn which create feeling
sensations, and an adapted treadmill6 allows7 you to
run or walk from place to place in the virtual world. By
wearing the helmet2 you are taken into an amazing world
with 3-D pictures leaving you with the feeling that you are
really there.
Virtual reality first entered my reality in a London shopping centre in the mid-1990s. After putting on the equipment and mounting a treadmill6 I quickly entered a new
world, where I ran around a multi-level spaceship shooting at my friend. The graphics were excellent even back
then. Fast forward to 2014, and this type of virtual reality
game hasn’t really taken off8 in the way anticipated; perhaps because the machines were large9, cumbersome10
and expensive.

3-D IS COMING TO A PHONE NEAR YOU

All of this is about to change. Both Samsung and LG are
about to11 release commercially viable smartphones with
immersive 360-degree gaming and videos, and both will
create a new form of mobile entertainment. Users will
simply slip their phones into12 the front of a headset13 for
a panoramic entertainment experience.
to coin – invent
(a word or
expression)
2
helmet – hard
hat, head
covering
3
screen – ‘face’ of a
monitor, TV, etc.
4
to display – show,
exhibit
5
glove /glʌv/ –
6
treadmill –
7
to allow – permit,
1

enable
to take off (take-took-taken) –
become popular
9
large – (false friend) big
10
cumbersome – incommodious,
difficult to move
11
to be about to – be going to...
imminently
12
to slip sth. into – insert sth. into
13
headset –
14
available
– obtainable,
accessible,
8

Photo by NASA

The Samsung Gear VR will cost around $240 and the
LG VRTX One will cost around $99, making this technology available14 for the masses. Imagine if in your English
class, instead of15 spending an hour in a dreary16 room,
you could instantly be transported to New York, at least in
the virtual sense. Also the geography student could visit
the region they are learning about. The learning possibilities are almost endless!

HORRIBLE TUBE JOURNEYS

Of course there is one drawback17 – currently when commuting to work18 crammed into19 the Underground like
sardines in a tin20, we have to put up with21 the annoying22 person beside23 us speaking overly loudly about
their personal life on their mobile phone. Instead 24
now you may encounter commuters wildly25 swinging
around26 playing 3-D games! But other than this potential
distraction, 3-D headsets13 get a big stamp of approval
from27 me!
affordable
instead of – rather than, as
opposed to
16
dreary – uninspiring, not
stimulating
17
drawback – disadvantage
18
to commute to work – go
regularly to work
19
crammed into – confined in
20
tin (of sardines) –
21
to put up with
(put-put-put)
15

– tolerate
annoying – irritating
23
beside – next to
24
instead – (in this case) by
contrast
25
wildly /ˡwaildli/ – in an uncontrolled way
26
to swing around (swingswung-swung) – flail, move
erratically
27
X gets a big stamp of
approval from sb. – sb.
approves strongly of X
22
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POWER, CORRUPTION
& LIES

while all around you misappropriate resources6 is simply
dumb7 from an evolutionary standpoint8. In other words
hypocrisy and the ability of individuals to lie 9 to themselves about their own conduct is a necessary feature10
of corruption. Indeed11, research from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) suggests that more creative people tend to be more dishonest; probably because
they are better at telling themselves stories to convince
themselves that their dishonesty is OK.

T

DISTANCE CORRUPTS

here are many definitions of corruption but one thing
that almost everyone seems to agree on is that corruption is ‘other people’. Nobody describes himself
or herself as corrupt. This is because we all tend to rationalize our own corrupt conduct even though we would
describe similar behaviour1 as corrupt if we observed it
in others. The honesty-corruption continuum goes to the
heart of what it means to be human: the highly2 social
animal. It makes evolutionary sense to exhort everybody
else to be honest while deviously3 breaking4 the rules
oneself. Conversely, taking the moral high ground 5

According to the MIT study distancing also plays a vital
role in facilitating corruption. First, if individuals are
only earning money indirectly through their corrupt
behaviour1, this makes the slide12 into misconduct13
easier. For example, the bonus of a financial manager
may be linked to14 the value of stock15. Under such circumstances he or she can rationalize corrupt behaviour
as maximizing shareholder value16 (even though its real
aim17 is to maximize his or her bonus). Secondly, the existence of intermediaries enables18 misappropriation too.
Finally, the more that those who are
robbed by corruption are an anonymous mass rather than19 individuals,
the easier it is to pilfer20 their money.

CORRUPTION AS DISEASE21

Corruption is self-reinforcing behaviour
– the more you embezzle22, the more
normalized graft23 becomes and the
easier it is to justify it to oneself. In the
end, the individual completely rationalizes his or her corrupt behaviour1
as ‘part of the job’. In India, for
instance 24 , almost any interaction
with the state requires a bribe25. It
is standard practice for officials to
ask, Chai pani?26 , which implies “How
about an inducement27 to get the
ball rolling28?”
Photo by Lars Ploughmann

behaviour – conduct
highly – very, intensely
3
deviously – duplicitously,
deceitfully
4
to break (break-broke-broken)
– infringe
5
to take the moral high ground
(take-took-taken) – adopt a
morally superior position
6
resources – assets, capital,
money
7
dumb – (in this case) stupid,
1

2
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idiotic
standpoint – perspective
9
to lie – fib, be deceitful, fabricate
untruths
10
feature – aspect
11
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
12
slide – decline, gradual descent,
fall
13
misconduct – wrongdoing,
delinquency
14
to be linked to – be connected
to
8

stock – shares, the value of a
company
16
shareholder value – the
returns earned by people who
have stock
17
aim – objective
18
to enable – facilitate
19
rather than – as opposed to,
instead of
20
to pilfer – steal, rob
21
disease – illness, (in this case)
contagion
15

to embezzle – misappropriate
money from an institution
23
graft – corruption, bribery
24
for instance – for example
25
bribe – illegal payment to
suborn an official
26
literally, “Is there any tea or
water?”
27
inducement – (in this case)
bribe25
28
to get the ball rolling (get-gotgot) – start the process
22
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THE WAYS OF CORRUPTION

are stealing7 the intellectual property of others it just8
becomes what you do, an act completely outside people’s
moral barometers.

POWER CORRUPTS

THE GEOGRAPHY OF GRAFT1

All societies have some level of corruption but rates2 vary
enormously. There is undeniable3 evidence that the more
established democracies of the Anglosphere and the Germanic countries of northern Europe, together with Japan
and Singapore, are less corrupt than most developing4
societies in other parts of the world. However, any racial
theory about corruption would be naïve to the point of
stupidity. 5 The problem is that corruption is contagious.
There is plenty of evidence that Anglos and North Europeans gradually relax their moral standards when living in
more corrupt societies. Conversely, a study from the University of Oxford found that individuals from countries
with high levels of corruption gradually became less corrupt the longer they spent in the UK.
The process of contagion is easily illustrated with
the case of illegal downloads 6; once enough people

Research from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
in Lausanne shows that, while9 almost everyone perceives
themselves as honest, most people are capable of corruption and the percentage who break10 the rules for personal
gain11 increases as what they stand to gain12 increases.
Another study from Tilburg University in the Netherlands showed that the more powerful people feel, the
more corruptible they are. The cliché that ‘power corrupts’
is demonstrably true. Specifically, it creates what Joris
Lammers calls ‘moral myopia’: power disinhibits the ability
of powerful people to act immorally. In fact, brain scans
show that the effect is similar to that of alcohol: individuals literally become drunk on power.
The effect is so strong that you can even demonstrate
a significant relationship between the width13 of a man’s
face and his level of unethical behaviour14, according to
a study from the University of Wisconsin. The explanation for this apparently ludicrous15 correlation is that for
some rather16 obscure evolutionary reason men with wide
faces feel more powerful than their thinner-faced counterparts17 and this leads18 them to be more corruptible.

Index of corruption
as perceived by
the citizens of each
country (Transparency
International)

Map by Ruben2196

graft – corruption, bribery
rate – level
3
undeniable – irrefutable,
indisputable
4
developing – underdeveloped,
Third World
5
Peter Eigen, formerly of
the World Bank, explains
how corruption fomented
1

2

4, 24

by multinationals from the
developed countries (i.e. the
Anglosphere and northern
Europe) perpetuates poverty
in the Third World in the TED
talk: http://goo.gl/64fGoW
6
download – file of information
(e.g. a movie or music)
7
to steal (steal-stole-stolen) – rob

just – (in this case) simply
while –although
10
to break (break-broke-broken)
– infringe
11
gain – benefit, advantage, profit
12
to stand to gain (stand-stoodstood) – will probably obtain
13
width – breadth, diameter
14
behaviour (UK English)
8

9

– behavior (US English), conduct
ludicrous – ridiculous,
preposterous
16
rather – quite, somewhat
17
counterparts – peers, fellow
citizens
18
to lead (lead-led-led) – cause
15
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THE BACKLASH1
AGAINST BAKSHEESH2

P

eople put up with3 corruption as long as it works4.
With the world financial crisis there has been an
increased social mobilization across the world against
(other people’s) corruption. But what is the best way to
act? It seems obvious that a civil service or an elite that
feels that it has impunity from punishment5 for corruption is likely to6 be more corrupt. But does stiffer7 sentencing lead to 8 less bribery9 and embezzlement10?
If so we would expect to see declining corruption in the
People’s Republic where corrupt officials are regularly executed, but this does not seem to be the case.

DISCRETIONARY POWER

Singapore has the lowest level of corruption in Asia and
this may partly be to do with17 the fact that, since independence, officials there have always been very well paid.
However, a good salary does not make you immune to
corruption, as countless examples around the world show.
Transparency laws and a civil society willing to18 spend
the time and effort controlling the powerful are obviously
important factors.19 “Information can extinguish corruption
by bringing the self-interest of the agents into plain view,
thus20 eliminating discretion over the way they act. Competition can extinguish corruption by ensuring that those
agents doing business expensively and ineffectively to
benefit themselves are undercut21 by those doing it honestly and cheaply.”22
However, the reduction of the discretionary power23
of officials is also important. If it is software rather
than24 a civil servant that decides, the opportunities
for corruption will diminish25; machines don’t expect
bribes26 or payolas27.

AS EASY AS SENDING A LETTER

Increased auditing reduces misappropriation. Research from
the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology suggests that
simply sending a letter saying
that the state audit agency will be
coming to pay a visit11 can reduce
embezzlement8 by about a third.
Research from Florida State University suggests that a system
that encourages12 and processes
anonymous complaints13 can be
effective if they are collected by
a sufficiently independent agency
and they trigger 14 an investigation once a threshold number15 is
reached16.
Anna Hazare on hunger strike against corruption in India
backlash – strong negative
reaction
2
baksheesh – (in parts of Asia)
bribe
3
to put up with (put-put-put)
– tolerate
4
to work – (in this case) function,
be successful
5
punishment – disciplining
6
is likely to – will probably
7
stiffer – more severe
8
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result in
1
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bribery – subornation (formal),
palm-greasing, graft, corruption
10
embezzlement – misappropriation of an institution’s money
11
to pay a visit (pay-paid-paid) –
make an inspection
12
to encourage – motivate,
inspire
13
complaint – protest, objection,
(in this case) report denouncing
corruption
14
to trigger – bring about, result

9

in
threshold number – specified
number of complaints13
16
to reach – arrive at
17
to be to do with – be related to
18
to be willing to – be prepared
to, be ready to
19
see http://alaveteli.org/
20
thus – (formal) in this way
21
to undercut (-cut/-cut/-cut) –
offer products and services at a
lower price than (a competitor)
15

Photo by Boomaschool

Alan Beattie in False
Economy [Penguin, 2010]
23
discretionary powers – ability
to take arbitrary decisions
24
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
25
to diminish – be reduced
26
bribe – illegal payment to
suborn an official
27
payola – (US English) bribe26
(especially for the unofficial
promotion of a product)
22
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THE POLITICAL ECONOMY
OF CORRUPTION
The World Bank estimates that one trillion
dollars is paid in bribes4 every year.

Anti-corruption march in Washington

BAD FOR BUSINESS

Corruption is the antithesis of true market capitalism in
that it leads to1 the misallocation2 of resources3. If
everyone has to pay a bribe4 to use a public service, the
poor are excluded from public services and there is a
transfer of funds to civil servants. Similarly, if large public
contracts are allocated5 on the basis of bribes, necessarily
less efficient options will be chosen over the most efficient
ones. Embezzlement6 means that the money for public
works disappears and so projects are left unfinished. From
Bolivia to Indonesia the maps are blighted7 by unfinished roads which are virtually useless despite the massive investment of resources. Corruption has a significant

Photo by Djembays

adverse effect on productivity. Besides8 kickbacks9 necessarily constitute untaxed10 income, so they increase the
tax burden11 on legitimate income. A climate of corruption
will affect and then be augmented by the private sector
too. Corruption may be partially caused by underdevelopment12; what is certain is that it perpetuates it.
However, different types of corruption affect business
in different ways. If it is stable and predictable enough,
corruption essentially becomes simply a tax. On the other
hand, inefficient and arbitrary corruption can devastate an
economy. Tim Harford gives the example of Cameroon.
“The corruption is not only unfair13, it is also hugely14
wasteful. Gendarmes spend their time harassing15 travellers in return for rather16 modest returns. The costs
are enormous. An entire police force is too busy extracting bribes4 to catch criminals17. A four-hour trip takes
five hours. Travellers have to take costly steps to protect
themselves: carrying less money, travelling less often or at
busier times of day18...”19

GRAFT20 & PLUTOCRACY

Anti-bribe Square in Taipei Taiwan
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result
in
2
misallocation – inappropriate
use
3
resources – money, investment,
capital
4
bribe – illegal payment to
suborn an official
1

4, 24

Photo by JeanHavoc (Wikimedia User)

to allocate – assign
embezzlement – misappropriation of an institution’s money
7
to blight – scar, disfigure
8
besides – what’s more, anyway
9
kickback – (informal) bribe4
10
untaxed – that is not subject to
a fiscal contribution
5

6

However, in a plutocracy in which the accumulation of
money is prioritized over all other moral and ideological
objectives, corruption is almost inevitable. This is especially true in a society in which incompetent executives
can legally earn more than the total salary of several hundred of his employees without any reference to their contribution to the company’s wellbeing.
burden – obligation,
responsibility
12
underdevelopment – inadequate economic progress
13
unfair – unjust, inequitable
14
hugely – very
15
to harass – torment, persecute
16
rather – (in this case)
11

surprisingly
criminal – (semi-false friend)
delinquent
18
at busier times of day – (in this
case) when there is more traffic
19
The Undercover Economist
[Abacus, 2006]
20
graft – corruption, bribery
17
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WILL SPEAKING ENGLISH
MAKE YOU RICH?
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

W

ill learning English make you a millionaire? Perhaps not. But learning a language isn’t only about
money. Languages give us an insight1 into a culture, people and history. Even so, it doesn’t hurt if learning
English also means that we can earn a bit extra along the
way!

THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF ENGLISH

Studying English comes at a cost through lessons, books
and effort. So is your investment2 worth the trouble3
and expense? The good news is ‘YES’. Economists have
found that learning English increases your earning potential. Aimee Chin, an Associate Professor4 in the economics department at the University of Houston, has found
that immigrants to the USA who transition 5 from speaking English ‘well’ to ‘very well’ see their wages6 rise7 by a
massive 30%.
Research by the British Council has also found that
a good grasp 8 of English in developing 9 countries
increases a person’s earnings by up to 25%. In India, for
example, they found that being fluent in English increases
the hourly wages of men by 34% and of women by 22%.

TOO MUCH TOO FAST

Despite its economic benefits, it is important that English
doesn’t override10 local culture. Indonesia has stopped
teaching English in its primary schools with the Deputy
Education and Culture Minister Musliar Kasim saying, “Elementary schools won’t have English lessons because [students] haven’t learned to understand the Indonesian language yet.”
insight – deep understanding
investment – (in this case)
effort and expenditure
3
to be worth the trouble – merit
the effort
4
professor – (false friend) senior
university teacher
1

2
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to transition – make the transition, pass
6
wages – salary, pay
7
to rise (rise-rose-risen) –
increase, augment
8
grasp – (in this case)
understanding
5

Photo by Josh Tampico

TEACHING THE ENGLISH TO SPEAK ENGLISH

You may be surprised to learn that Britain itself is facing11
an English-language literacy crisis. On current figures12,
nearly13 1.5 million 11-year-olds will be unable to read
properly14 by 2025. The problem is acute15 in low-income
groups, in particular white British boys, where 45 per cent
reach 11 unable to read well. The British government is
urgently developing a strategy to improve child literacy.

THE RESIDENT ENGLISH EXPERT

Even if you don’t need English a lot in your job, being the
resident ‘English expert’ will still make you more valuable
to your employer, who can call on16 you to deal with17
foreign clients. Also fluency in this one language gives
you access to companies around the world! Multinational
firms, including from non-English speaking countries, are
increasingly using English as their common language.
Learning English will both introduce you to a new culture
and, according to the economic data, also leave you financially better off!
developing (adj.) – Third World,
underdeveloped
10
to override (-ride/-rode/-ridden) – eclipse
11
to be facing – be confronting
12
figures – statistics
13
nearly – almost, just under

9

properly – correctly, sufficiently well
15
acute – drastic, desperate
16
to call on sb. – depend on sb.,
count on sb.
17
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) –
(in this case) interact with
14

p. 6
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THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS
OF LEARNING A LANGUAGE
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

W

hile it is clear that learning English can improve our
economic circumstances, many students don’t realize1 English isn’t the only language that can help us
climb2 higher on the corporate ladder3.

THE LANGUAGE OF MONEY

Research from Wharton and LECG Europe found that
studying most second languages correlate with about a
2% increase in annual income. 2% may not look very significant at first – someone making $30,000 annually will
only get about $600 extra per year. However, Robert
Lane Greene at The Economist magazine says that once
you factor in4 compounding 5, a foreign language could
mean $67,000 more in savings by retirement. Not too bad
in your retirement account6!
In the US, learning Spanish as a second language provides just7 a 1.5% increase in annual income, while you
will earn 2.3% for French and 3.8% for German. This translates into big differences in the retirement account6:
your Spanish is worth 8 $51,000, French, $77,000, and
German, $128,000. The main9 reason for the differences
is the number of available speakers – there are many
Spanish speakers in the US.
The UK has a much greater demand for bilingual Spanish speakers. Jane Weightman, director of Commercial
Language Training, a firm that teaches more than 20 languages to businesspeople in the UK said, in an interview
with The Guardian, that Spanish has overtaken10 German
as the most important business language in the UK. With
to realize – (false friend) be
conscious
2
to climb /klaim/ – ascend
3
on the corporate ladder – in
the corporate hierarchy
4
to factor in – include
5
compounding – the effect of
accumulation
6
retirement account – reserve
1

p. 6

of money for when you are old
just – (in this case) only
8
is worth – can be valued at
9
main – primary, most important
10
to overtake (-take/-took/taken) – surpass
11
to take over (take-took-taken) –
acquire, buy
12
to merge with – fuse with

7

so much Spanish presence there – Santander taking
over11 Abbey, Telefonica buying O2, and Iberia merging
with12 BA13 – there are “lots of opportunities in the British
subsidiaries”.
French, German, Italian and Dutch are useful, she says,
and Nordic languages are in demand, especially in the
technology, IT and telecoms sectors.

FLUENCY NOT MANDATORY

Sheffield-based Ancon manufactures and supplies 14
stainless steel15 fixing systems16 for the construction
industry, and a quarter of its business is done with continental Europe, as well as exporting to the Middle East
and Russia. The company hires17 people who speak more
than one language but says staff18 don’t have to speak
perfectly to reap19 the benefits. Customers feel comfortable if you can speak some of their language, and they
appreciate the effort. Polyglot workers result in a high client-retention rate20, according to the firm.
Learning non-English languages will both introduce
you to a new culture and, according to the economic data,
leave you financially better off21. Hasta luego!

Photo by Sarah Venturi

BA – British Airways
to supply – provision
15
stainless steel – a type of
ferrous metal that does not rust
(= oxidize)
16
fixing systems – anchoring
components, brackets and
hinges
17
to hire sb. – employ sb.

staff – employees
to reap – garner, benefit from,
take advantage of
20
a high client-retention rate
– a significant proportion of
clients returning
21
better off – wealthier, richer

13

18

14

19
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THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS
OF BILINGUAL BABIES
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

S

ix-month olds who are brought up1 with exposure to
more than one language show cognitive advantages
over babies from a monolingual family according to
British newspaper The Independent.
Photo by Marina Carresi

BILINGUAL BABIES HAVE HIGHER IQS

Researchers from the National University of Singapore
worked with various hospitals in the Singapore to examine
the effects of bilingualism on babies. Singapore has a high
number of bilingual families.
They found that at just six months old, infants who
are exposed to more than one language have an edge2
over their monolingual peers3. They tested the babies
by repeatedly showing them the same picture. The bilingual babies got bored more quickly and showed a greater
Photo by
Josh Tampico

to bring sb. up (bring-broughtbrought) – rear sb., raise sb.,
look after a child
2
edge – (in this case) advantage
3
peers – counterparts,
contemporaries
4
link – connection, correlation
1
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IQ – intelligence quotient (a
measure of intelligence)
6
are likely to – will probably
7
to come into play (come-camecome) – be relevant
8
onset – start, beginning,
inception
5

desire for any novel images. These tendencies have previously been found to have strong links4 to higher IQ 5 later
in life.

ECONOMICALLY SPEAKING

Being bilingual in itself means you are likely to6 benefit
economically during your life. Where a baby is exposed to
more than one language these benefits will be increased
through a higher IQ 5. People with higher IQs tend to be
more successful than others, although of course there are
other factors that also come into play7. Also bilinguals
have later onset8 of Alzheimer’s disease, on average 9,
than do monolinguals meaning a longer, more economically productive life.
Unfortunately, there is no point in learning a language
later in life if your sole10 purpose is to increase your IQ 5.
The research found that this benefit only occurs when
‘babies’ are exposed to two languages.
One explanation for why bilingual babies grow up
to have good cognitive skills11 is because they require
greater information processing skills in order to not only
learn two languages, but to do this whilst12 learning to distinguish between the two sets13 of vocabulary and grammar. The efficiency they develop14 in order to achieve15
this appears to stand them in good stead16 both economically and intellectually for the rest of their lives.
on average – typically
sole – only
11
skills – abilities
12
whilst /waiəlst/ – while, at the
same time as
13
set – (in this case) compendium,
collection, group

to develop – evolve
to achieve – accomplish, do
16
to stand sb. in good stead
(stand-stood-stood) – prepare
sb. well

9

14

10

15
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SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION
22

Watch: a recent 50-minute colourful
travel video on Colorado, (ironically
narrated by an Australian) at:
http://goo.gl/6tJiRw

26

Read: there is a good biography
of Darby Sabini at:
http://goo.gl/tvhxQ7
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Colorado: a ‘grand’ canyon
Catch a schooner in Pueblo
The land of westerns
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True Crime: the Sabini Brothers – the
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‘Monkey’ and the barmaid
The Kings of Little Italy: the Sabinis take over
Gang War: the botched ambush
The Secret of the Sabinis’
Success: crime does pay
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Cinema: Christian Bale
The Accidental Actor
The Son & the Stars
The Angry Young Man
Out of the Furnace

Watch: this short documentary about the
Sabinis in the context of other London gangs:
http://goo.gl/bSyCsU
30

Watch: here is a breathless review of
Christian Bale’s film career to 2011:
http://goo.gl/rS6PEx
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Travel

Colorado
by Robbie Jones

C

Black Canyon, 'Kneeling Camel' view

Photo by Jesse Varner
Photo by Midimacman

olorado. It makes you think of schooners1, Hollywood and the Sahara /səˡha:rə/ Desert right? OK,
maybe not, but you’d be closer to the mark2 than if you
thought of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. Yes,
the river’s source3 is in the Rocky Mountains of this state
but the famous canyon is further down the river, over
the state line in Arizona. The nearly4 rectangular state is
anything but 5 square 6. Colorado contains a microcosmic cross-section7 of US history and geography that’s
hard8 to see anywhere else in a single place. To be fair9,
this ‘single place’ is bigger than the UK, though the population is only about five million.
Denver, the state capital of Colorado is huge10 and
interesting, but that’s what you have the internet for. The
only eye-opener11 I would mention in the state capital
is the Black American West Museum, which will change
your view of the Wild West forever: a third of cowboys
were in fact African Americans.
The eastern third of the state looks like it was stolen
from neighboring12 Kansas. If I were the boss of Colorado, I think I’d just13 give them all those rolling14
plains15. With my introduction out of the way16, I can get
on17 and share18 some not-so-important but oh-so-interesting tidbits19 about Colorado, USA.

Places to Visit in Colorado
People visit the state for many reasons including:
>> Aspen: where Hollywood film-stars come to ski.
>> Dinosaur National Monument: northwest Colorado’s
very own Jurassic Park.
>> The Rocky Mountain National Park
>> The Black Canyon of the Gunnison: Colorado’s ‘grand
canyon’.
I’m not going to talk about any of these places!
schooner –
to be closer to the mark – be
more correct, be more exact
3
source – (of a river) origin, start
4
nearly – almost, practically
5
anything but – definitely not
6
square – conservative,
conformist
7
cross section – representative
1

2
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The Black American West Museum. The house was the home of Justina Ford,
Colorado’s first black female doctor, in the first half of the Twentieth Century.
truthful
huge – enormous, very
extensive
11
eye-opener – experience
that provides unexpected
enlightenment
12
neighboring – adjacent
13
just – (in this case) simply
14
rolling – undulating
10

sample
hard – (in this case) difficult
9
fair – (in this case) honest,
8

plain – prairie, steppe
out of the way – completed
17
to get on (get-got-got)
– proceed
18
to share – (in this case) offer,
provide
19
tidbit (US English) – titbit
(UK English), detail, piece of
information
15

16

20, 25
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Travel

Pueblo,
Colorado
The Schooners of Pueblo
Schooners – not tall-masted sailing vessels1 of the
high sea, these are goblet-shaped2, frosted3 drinking
vessels4 for cold beer. Gus’ Tavern calls these chilled 5,
heavy glasses of lager6 ‘Dutch7 Lunch’8 . Situated in a
working-class neighborhood, Gus’ was the place where
steelworkers9 used to come for Dutch courage10 before
facing11 the red-hot 12 mills13 on sweltering14 afternoons. Locals15 often add a small can of tomato juice.
‘Red beer’ is a mild16 cousin of the spicy Mexican drink,
michelada. Mexican and Tex-Mex food are huge favorites17 throughout18 the American Southwest. Even the

Pikes Peak

Photo by Beverly Lussier

Obama family had some huevos rancheros at Jorge’s
Sombrero while campaigning to win votes. Colorado,
like Ohio, is an all-important swing state19 for US presidential candidates. You can never be too sure whether20
the Democrats or the Republicans will win Colorado in a
national election.

Off to Hollywood
You may know something about Pueblo without realizing21 it. You’ve probably seen Pike’s Peak or at least a
likeness22 of this spectacular mountain on the front
range 23 of the Rockies. William Wadsworth Hodkinson who worked in Pueblo as a telegraph operator in
the early 1900s sketched24 that mountain as seen from
Pueblo. Then he used it in the logo for his new company,
Paramount Pictures. Their first movie starred25 Pueblo-born Carmen ‘Baby’ De Rue. Her father, Eugene, was
fluent in five languages and became the innovator of the
dubbing technique26 and sound editing.
Gus' Place - Get your Dutch lunch!
schooner – tall-masted sailing
vessel
2
goblet-shaped –
having the form of a
goblet
3
frosted – frozen,
chilled, icy
4
drinking vessel
– glass
5
chilled – frozen,
frosted, cold
6
lager /ˡla:gər/ – gold-colored
beer
7
Dutch – (false friend) from
Holland
8
this is an adaptation of the

Photo by Robbie K Jones

1

9, 10

20, 25

mill – (in this case) factory
sweltering – uncomfortably
hot
15
locals – local people, (in this
case) Denverites
16
mild /maild/ – non-spicy
17
to be a huge favorite – be very
popular
18
throughout – all over, in every
part of
19
swing state – US state that
sometimes votes Democrat and sometimes votes
Republican
20
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot
be used before ‘or’)
13

14

colloquial term ‘liquid lunch’
(= a midday drinking session
without food)
9
steelworker – a worker in a
factory that produces steel (= a
type of hard ferrous metal)
10
Dutch courage – valor resulting from drinking alcohol
11
to face – confront
12
red-hot – infernally hot

to realize (false friend) – be
conscious of
22
likeness – representation,
image
23
the front range – (in this case)
the eastern side
24
to sketch – draw, make a
picture of
25
to star sb. – include sb. as one
of the most important dramatis
personae
26
dubbing technique – process
for providing a film with a
soundtrack in a different
language from the original one
21
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The Land
of Westerns
Back from Hollywood
The southwest part of the state is in
the area known as ‘Four Corners’, in
reference to the spot1 that marks the
junction of Colorado and three neighboring2 states: Utah, Arizona and New
Mexico. This area is the home of Mesa
Verde, one of the most impressive
Photo by James E Jones
Robbie and Susannah
cliff-dwelling 3 ancient civilizations.
For me, the major4 stop in this region is
the town of Durango; home to Fort Lewis College, which of thousands), and Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
was started as a school for Native Americans and still (Robert Redford, Paul Newman). The D&SNGRR still runs
grants 5 free tuition6 to local Navaho /ˡnævəhou/, Ute 7 a 3½-hour scenic15 route through steep-walled16 can/ju:t/ and people from Native American communities yons that would be considered impossible to engineer by
from across the country. Durango swarms with8 hippies, today’s standards. By the way, the rails were first made
hikers9, backpackers10, bikers, cowboys, kayakers, tour- in Pueblo. The destination, Silverton was once the very
picture of the Wild West. Nestled17 among18 majestic
ists and townees11.
peaks19, it once had streets lined with more brothels20
than homes. Within my lifetime21 the main22 street was
The Iron Horse
Durango is the Colorado town Hollywood came back to. still a dirt road23. If not for the business of the railroad
Right when Westerns were all the rage12, filmmakers dis- and its daily passengers, Silverton would probably have
covered a major piece of authentic old-west memorabilia become one of the dozens of ghost towns24 that dot25 the
– an entire steam train13 that had been running since it landscape of Colorado when silver prices collapsed at the
started serving the silver14 mines in 1881 in the San Juan beginning of the Twentieth Century. The town started as
Mountains. Big motion pictures filmed on the Durango & settlement26 for passing miners. Now all the catering to
Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad include Ticket to Tom- the passing tourists somehow seems fitting27 and real.
ahawk, with a very young Marylyn Monroe, Around the Unlike28 any other tourist trap29 I’ve visited, it never
World in Eighty Days (David Niven, Cantinflas and a cast gets old.
spot – point, location, place
neighboring – adjacent
3
cliff-dwelling – living in a
precipice
4
major – most important
5
to grant – give, offer, provide
6
free tuition – schooling at no
cost
7
the state name ‘Utah’ is
derived from that of the Ute
people
8
to swarm with – be full of
9
hiker – sb. who walks long
distances through rural areas
1

2
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for pleasure
backpacker – young person
who travels around on foot and
on public transport carrying a
backpack
11
townee – sb. from the local
urban community
12
to be all the rage – be fashionable and popular
13
steam train –
14
silver – (Ag) a precious metal
15
scenic – (false friend)
picturesque
16
steep-walled – precipitous
10

to nestle – be sheltered, be
protected
18
among – amongst, (in this
case) between
19
peak – summit, mountaintop
20
brothel – house of prostitution
17

within my lifetime – when I
was younger
22
main – principal
23
dirt road – road that has not
been asphalted
24
ghost town – town that has
been abandoned
25
to dot – (in this case) punctuate
26
settlement – encampment,
improvised town
27
fitting – appropriate, apt
28
unlike – in contrast to
29
tourist trap – place that
attracts tourists
21

20, 25
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Travel

Sahara in
the States
Camels... of Sorts1
OK. So, the Sahara /səˡha:rə/? Well, Colorado, apart
from being about the size of the country called Western Sahara, also contains the tallest sand 2 dunes in
North America. When you are on the sand at Great
Sand Dunes National Park3 , it looks as if a caravan of
camels could appear at any moment. That said, you’d
be more likely to see4 a ‘camel cricket’ 5, whose wide
feet let it tread6 the sand easily. If you’re really lucky, you
might find a Great Sand Dunes Tiger Beetle, which lives
nowhere else on earth. This creature loves his meat well
done. It mainly7 eats sun-baked8 bugs9 that get caught
out on 60°C sands.

Drifting10 Dunes
The prevailing westerly winds of the San Luis Valley
have been building and sculpting dunes up to 230
meters for over 400,000 years – and they’re still growing.

A Camel Cricket by Neda

Great Sand Dunes National Park
Photo by Phil Armitage

A stream that runs alongside the dunes constantly
changes course as the sand2 builds up12 and then gives
way13. The shifting14 sand causes wave-like15 surges16.
With a choice of skim-boarding17, sand-dune sledding18
and sandcastle building, you can have a perfect day at
the ‘beach’ in a totally landlocked19 state.
11

Prehistoric Monsters
Colorado gave the world its biggest and oldest organisms. Aspen 20 groves21 are actually22 one single
organism and can be up to23 80,000 years old. A
good example is the grove in Kebler Pass, Colorado.
Kebler Pass
of sorts – more or less, kind of
sand – particles of silicon (that
can form into desert dunes)
3
some 300km south of
Denver
4
you’d be more likely to see
– it is more probable that you
would see
5
camel cricket – (Rhaphidophoridae) type of insect (see
photo)
1

2

9, 10

20, 25

Photo by US Geological Survey

to tread (tread-trod-trodden) –
walk on
7
mainly – primarily
8
sun-baked – cooked by the sun
9
bug – (in this case) insect
10
drifting – gradually moving
11
stream – brook, small river,
creek (US English)
12
to build up (build-built-built)
– accumulate
13
to give way (give-gave-given)
6

– recede, collapse
shifting – moving, drifting
15
wave-like – undulating
16
surge – flow, flux
17
skim-boarding – surfing
18
sledding –
19
landlocked – completely
isolated from the sea
20
aspen – (Populus tremuloides)
type of tree
21
grove – group of trees, small
14

forest
actually – (false friend) in fact
23
up to – as much as
22
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True Crime

The Sabini
Brother
by Colman Keane

Photo by Ewan Munro

‘Monkey’ and the Barmaid
The beautiful, dark-skinned1 Sicilian barmaid2 at the
Griffin public house3 on Saffron Hill4 in Holborn was as
happy as Larry5. Not only had she6 not a care in the
world7, but that very8 morning she had come to work in
a lovely, light-blue, sailor-collared dress9 (all the rage10
in 1920), a dress which had cost the young Sicilian the
better part of three months’ wages11. Still, it had been
worth12 it. She felt the lingering13, admiring glances14
of many of the all-male clientele15 that were sipping16
their ale 17 and bitter18 appreciatively. The peace and
quiet of the Griffin public house3 was suddenly shattered19 when Thomas ‘Monkey’ Benneyworth, one of the
leading lights20 of the Elephant Gang, after spitting at21
the barmaid2 , claimed22 that his pint23 was flat24 and
demanded that she pull a fresh one. When the barmaid2
politely refused he strode over to25 the counter and with
all his might26 ripped her dress asunder27.
Little Italy
dark-skinned – tanned,
swarthy, (in this case)
olive-skinned
2
barmaid – woman who serves
drinks in a pub or bar
3
public house – (formal) pub
4
In those days, it was the main
north-south route through
the area. It was named after
the herb that grew there in
medieval times.
5
to be as happy as Larry – be as
happy as a lark, be very happy
1
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Photo by Colin Smith

not only had she – she had not
only. See p. 54
7
not a care in the world – nothing that was worrying her
8
very – (in this case/emphatic)
same
9
sailor-collared dress – dress
with a collar like that of a stereotypical sailor (= mariner)
10
all the rage – very fashionable
11
wages – salary, pay
12
it had been worth it – the
effort had been justified
6

lingering – protracted,
prolonged
14
glance – peek, brief look
15
all-male clientele – the men
who were the only customers
16
to sip – drink little by little
17
ale – type of brown beer
18
bitter – type of brown beer
19
to shatter – (in this case)
destroy
20
leading light – leader
21
to spit at (spit-spat-spat) – eject
saliva at
13

to claim – declare, say, state
pint /paint/ – big glass of beer
24
to be flat – (in this case) have
lost its effervescence
25
to stride over to (stridestrode-stridden) – approach
walking energetically
26
might – strength
27
to rip sth. asunder – tear sth.
apart, destroy sth. completely
22
23

22

True Crime

The Kings of
Little Italy
T

his gross1 insult to Sicilian womanhood 2 was
acutely3 felt by one of the customers, a man by the
name of Darby Sabini, the leader of the Italian Mob4, who
promptly5 punched6 Benneyworth on the jaw7, knocking him out and breaking his jaw in the process. Needless to say, such a humiliation could not go unanswered
and it was no surprise when a few months later Benneyworth (his jaw7 by now mended8) and other members of
the Elephant and Castle Gang came back to Little Italy9
vowing revenge10 and looking for retribution11. Darby
Sabini12 , his four brothers together with other formidable allies such as Papa Pasquale and Silvio Massardo,
had been tipped off13 and were waiting for the Elephant

Saffron Hill
gross – (in this case) extreme,
terrible
2
womanhood – women as a
group
3
acutely – extremely, profoundly
4
mob – (in this case) group of
gangsters
5
promptly – immediately
6
to punch –
7
jaw – mandible (formal)
8
to mend – heal, get better
9
This was the centre of Italian
life in London in the late 19th
and early 20th Centuries.
1

22

Photo by Edward Betts

Little Italy

to vow revenge – be
determined to inflict
vengeance
11
retribution – punishment,
vengeance
10

Darby Sabini in the 1940s

and Castle mob4 . With their impeccable boxing skills14
and deft15 use of the blade16 and knife, the Sabinis made
mincemeat of17 Benneyworth and his friends and drove
them out of Little Italy forever.

The First Modern Boss
Darby Sabini and his gang would from that moment on
become the kings of Little Italy and, far-fetched18 though
it may sound, their meteoric rise19 to the very pinnacle of gangland20 can indeed21 be
traced back to that ugly scene at the
Griffin. Darby Sabini, who had the
unswerving22 loyalty of his brothers
Fred, Charles, Joseph and handsome
Harryboy, would go down in gangland20 history as the greatest of all
English Godfathers and would succeed in putting together23 a powerful organization made up of24 Italian
and Jewish mobsters25 that effectively became the biggest protection
racket26 in southern England, and
would be viewed by historians as the
first ever modern gangland bosses.
Photo by Martin Addison

(1888-1950) – also known
as Octavio Handley, Fred
Handley and Charles Sabini
13
to tip sb. off – warn sb., alert sb.
14
skills – ability, talent
15
deft – skilful, adept, dexterous
16
blade – cutting implement
17
to make mincemeat of
(make-made-made) – defeat sb.,
destroy sb.
18
far-fetched – unlikely,
improbable
19
rise – ascent
20
gangland – the criminal
12

underworld
indeed – (emphatic) really
22
unswerving – constant,
resolute
23
would succeed in putting
together – was able to create
24
to be made up of – be
composed of, consist of
25
mobster – gangster, hoodlum
26
protection racket – criminal
activity in which gangsters
extort money from
shopkeepers
21
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True Crime

Gang War
T

he claim1 that “there wasn’t an Englishman among
them”2 is surely an exaggeration and has more to
do with3 the court appearance they made in 1923. The
famous judge Mr Justice Darling, a man of considerable
culture and linguistic prowess4, clearly thought the same
and decided to try out his linguistic skills5 by addressing
the Sabini brothers in Italian. His disappointment6 can
well be imagined when the brothers stared back at7 him
in amazement8. Unknown to his Lordship9, the Sabini
brothers could only speak English. Their parents were
the Italian Charles Sabini and the Englishwoman Eliza
Handley. Charles Sabini père died when Darby was a
child and the six boys and their only sister were raised10
by their English mother.

1920 Epsom Derby finish

The Ambush11
After having successfully dealt with12 the Elephant and
Castle gang, Darby Sabini and his friends decided to
muscle in on13 the smaller gangs who were ‘protecting’ 14
the racetracks15. From that moment on16 bookmakers17
were forced by the Sabinis to pay a levy18 for the privilege of having a pitch on19 the racetrack15. Such was
the success of the Italian Mob that by the early Twenties
Darby was earning a staggering20 £20,000 a year. Over
the next five years, a running battle21 was to take place
between the Sabinis and the Brummagen Boys led22
by the fearsome23 Billy Kimber24 from Birmingham as
both gangs fought for dominance of the racetracks15. On
Derby Day 1921, the Birmingham boys left the course25
claim – assertion, (in this case)
idea
2
Raphael Samuel, East End
Underground, 1981, London,
Routledge & Kegan Paul.
3
to have to do with – be related
to
4
prowess – ability
5
skills – talents, abilities
6
disappointment
– dissatisfaction
7
to stare back at sb. – look at
sb. fixedly
8
in amazement – astonished,
very surprised
9
his Lordship – (in this case)
the judge
10
to raise sb. – rear sb., bring sb.
1
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up, prepare a child for adult life
ambush – surprise attack
12
to deal with sb. (deal-dealtdealt) – eliminate sb.
13
to muscle in on – interfere
with, intimidate
14
to protect – (in this case)
extort money from
15
racetrack – stadium in which
horses race
16
from that moment on – after
that
17
bookmaker – sb. who accepts
bets at a racetrack15
18
levy – tax, contribution
19
to have a pitch on (have-hadhad) – (in this case) work at
20
staggering – impressive
11

A charabanc

Photo by Jons Pics

early and, armed to the teeth26 with guns and knives,
blocked the road with their charabanc27 and lay in
wait28 for Darby Sabini and his allies. However, something went awry29. For30 Darby Sabini had had a good
day and after backing31 the ever-so-brave Humorist at
6/1 had decided to call it a day32 early. The Birmingham
boys waited and when the first cab33 approached, they
duly attacked it34 . It contained none other than their
allies from Leeds. All 28 men were arrested. It was yet
another feather in Darby Sabini’s (flat) cap35.
running battle – confrontation
that occurs over a time and in
different places
22
to lead (lead-led-led) – captain,
direct
23
fearsome – menacing,
formidable
24
This famous kingpin of the
racetrack is also a character
played by Charlie CreedMiles in the BBC Two series
Peaky Blinders.
25
(race)course – racetrack15
26
to be armed to the teeth – be
very well armed
27
charabanc – early type of
minibus
28
to lie in wait (lie-lay-lain) – wait
21

in ambush
to go awry /əˡrai/ (go-wentgone) – go wrong
30
for – (in this case) this was
because
31
to back – (in this case) bet on,
risk money on
32
to call it a day – go home
33
cab – taxi
34
they duly attacked it – they
attacked it as
planned
35
feather in
sb.’s cap – victory for sb. A
‘flat cap’ is a
type of soft
hat
29
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True Crime

The Secret of
the Sabinis’
Success
Over the next decade, the Sabinis, by dint of1 dividing
up the racetracks with Billy Kimber, had succeeded in
spreading2 their empire even further. They also showed
themselves to be shrewd3 businessmen by coming to
an agreement with the French-born Cortesi brothers.
Nevertheless, regardless of4 their business acumen 5,
they could never have been so successful had they not
had6 contacts within7 the police force. That “the Sabinis
received protection from certain elements of the law”8 is
not in doubt.

The RAF in Egypt

Photo by Royal Air Force

In 1940 Darby Sabini was arrested
and interned for a year as an ‘enemy
alien’, despite his English mother. 14
Indeed15, Darby’s only son was killed
while fighting for Britain in the RAF16
in Egypt.

A Casualty9 of War

Crime17 Does Pay18

Sabini’s racket10 was based on an alliance between Italian gangsters and Jewish bookmakers11. After the formation of the Axis12, antisemitism spread13 amongst the
Italians and undermined Sabini’s power base.

At the end of his career19, Darby
together with his brother Harryboy
went to Brighton to retire. Darby
Sabini would never be forgotten and
was immortalized as the Brighton
gang leader Colleoni who meets the
young hoodlum 20 Pinkie Brown on
a Brighton racetrack 21 in Graham
Greene’s famous novel, Brighton Rock
(1938). 22 Indeed15, a film about Darby,
Sabini, is due to be released in 2016.
Nor is there any doubt that Darby
had done well. After all, he had been
able to send his daughters to Roedean 23 and, when he and his brother
Harryboy decided to retire, they did
so financed by two sacks of gold.

Roedean School
by dint of – by means of, by
to spread (spread-spreadspread) – propagate, extend
3
shrewd – astute, perspicacious
4
regardless of – irrespective of
5
acumen – sagacity, ability
6
had they not had – if they had
not had. See pp. 54-55
7
within – inside, in
8
Billy Hill, Boss of Britain´s
Underworld, London, 1955,
1

2
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Photo by Les Chatfield

The Naldrett Press.
casualty – (false friend) victim
10
racket – criminal business
11
bookmaker – sb. who accepts
bets at a racetrack
12
the Axis – the alliance between
Hitler’s Nazi Germany and
Mussolini’s Fascist Italy
13
to spread (spread-spreadspread) – proliferate
14
Eliza Handley never

9

formally married Otavio
Sabini, so there was no basis
for his internment
15
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
16
the RAF /a: ei ef/ – the Royal
Air Force
17
crime – (semi-false friend)
delinquency
18
does pay – (emphatic) be
profitable in the end
19
career – (in this case) criminal

trajectory
hoodlum – delinquent,
gangster
21
racetrack – stadium in which
horses race
22
adapted for cinema in 1947
and 2010
23
/ˡroudi:n/ one of the most
expensive private secondary schools for girls in the
UK
20
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Cinema

Christian Bale
The Accidental Actor
Christian Bale’s older sisters, Sharon and Louise, were
attending1 dance and acting workshops2 when Christian was eight years old. He wasn’t really interested in
acting but, after watching his sister Louise 27 times3 in
Bugsy Malone, he wanted to have fun on stage4 too. Soon
Christian was getting more small parts in TV commercials than his sisters. TV adverts 5 gave way to6 small
dramatic roles on the telly7 and a West End comedy, The
Nerd8 . It was while filming in an NBC telefilm, Anastasia:
The Mystery of Anna that he worked opposite Amy Irving
who was married to Steven Spielberg at the time. When
Spielberg was casting the lead role9 for Empire of the Sun,
Amy suggested Christian and, after many screen tests10,
the 14 year old got the role. It utterly11 changed his life,
but not always for the better.

14-year-old Christian Bale

Photo by Towpilot

English Psychos
The filming of Empire of the Sun was followed by an
exhausting promotional tour in which the 14-year-old
gave 160 media interviews. Finally, Christian said to his
father, “I don’t want to do this, it’s not fun anymore”. He
tried to return to a normal life back in Bournemouth but
when the movie became Spielberg’s box-office flop12 ,
Christian became the target13 of taunts14 from his envious schoolmates15. They even tried to cut his face or
break his nose to permanently disfigure him to end his
career. This situation put him off16 the whole idea of
cinema and stardom. However, small TV acting roles
were a means17 of escape from the hostile atmosphere of
Bournemouth School for Boys.
to attend – (false friend) go to,
be a pupil at
2
workshop – (in this case) study
group, class
3
27 times – on 27 occasions
4
on stage – in the theatre
5
advert (UK English) – ad, advertisement, commercial
1
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to give way to (give-gavegiven) – be superseded by, be
replaced by
7
telly (UK English) – TV
8
starring Rowan Atkinson
(TV’s Mr Bean)
9
lead role – central part
10
screen test – movie audition
6

utterly – completely, totally
box-office flop – (of movies)
commercial failure. In fact it
doubled the money spent
on it, but at the time this was
a fiasco compared to Spielberg’s previous movies
13
target – (false friend) victim

taunt – disdainful comment
schoolmates – classmates,
other pupils
16
to put sb. off sth. (put-put-put)
– cause sb. to dislike sth.
17
a means – a way

11

14

12

15

Cinema

The Son &
the Stars
Here I was, a nobody from South
Africa, and my son was shaking
hands1 with the Queen!


DAVID BALE 2

Empire & the Father
Being a Hollywood star wasn’t Christian’s dream, it was
David Bale’s. Christian’s father was born in Cape Town,
South Africa, on 2nd September, 1941. His own father had
been a strict disciplinarian and a retired RAF officer.
When his parents divorced, David followed his mother
from Egypt, where the family were living at the time, to
England. At 17 he reunited with his father in South Africa
and attended3 the University of Cape Town. Although
David was no scholar4, his outgoing 5 character meant
he enjoyed university life and he participated in the
anti-Apartheid movement. In 1962, David married his
pregnant girlfriend, Sandra Thompson, and he became
a father at just 21. Six months later he left his family and
returned to England, getting divorced in 1964. While
working at a Wimpy fast-food restaurant in Bournemouth,
he met Jenny James and they fell in love. David and
Jenny had three daughters before Christian Charles Philip
Bale was born on 30th January, 1974 in Wales. David supposedly held up his newborn son to the heavens6 and
melodramatically whispered7 a line from Alex Husley’s
Roots: “Behold8, the only thing greater than yourself”.
David’s life had been full of disappointments and the gesture was the ominous mission statement9 of a father
determined to reach for the stars10 through his son.
1

to shake hands (shake-shookshaken) –

at the London premiere of
Empire of the Sun in 1987
3
to attend – (false friend) go to,
2

be a student at
to be no scholar – not be very
academically talented
5
outgoing – extrovert
6
the heavens – heaven, the gods
7
to whisper – say quietly
8
to behold (behold-beheld-beheld) – (poetic) look, observe
9
mission statement – declaration of one’s intentions

4

During Christian’s childhood his family had to move
frequently to avoid11 creditors as David looked for work
wherever it was available. Sometimes the family would
find themselves evicted12 from their flat when David
missed paying13 the rent. Jenny had to become the principal breadwinner14. However, in 1987 the money Christian earned from Empire of the Sun allowed15 the Bales to
buy a large16 comfortable house in Bournemouth. David
was determined to move to Hollywood to turn17 Christian into a movie star. Jenny wanted her son to finish his
studies. The ‘tug-of-love’ 18 over Christian’s future led to
divorce and in 1991 David moved to Los Angeles with his
17-year-old son and devoted himself fulltime to networking for Christian’s career19. He described Christian as the
natural successor to other Welsh acting stars like Richard
Burton and Anthony Hopkins. 20 In other words, he was
living vicariously21 through Christian, trying to control
the one thing in his life that could be a success.
Christian Bale
at the Academy
Awards cremony
(2011)

Photo by Carlos Lazo

to reach for the stars – have
ambitious objectives
11
to avoid – escape from
12
to evict sb. – eject/expel sb.
legally
13
missed paying – failed to pay,
didn’t pay
14
breadwinner – sb. who earns
money so that a family can
survive
10

to allow – enable, permit
large – (false friend) spacious
17
to turn – (in this case) convert
18
tug-of-love – custody conflict
between a mother and a father
19
career – (false friend) professional trajectory
20
Christian, in fact, considers
himself English, not Welsh
21
vicariously – indirectly
15

16
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Cinema

The Angry
Young Man
Bale’s story shows all the classic
rage1 of a boy who has been
simultaneously spoiled2 and
betrayed3 in a dysfunctional family.


CAROLINE GRAHAM4

The Dark Knight European premiere

Photo by Cristiano Betta

the director of photography on Terminator Salvation went
viral on the internet in 2009.

Boy Interrupted
Christian had unwittingly5 split6 his family in two.
Indeed7, he only went along with 8 the Hollywood
option because it seemed preferable to staying in the
English education system. Initially, he was homesick9
for his girlfriend back in10 Bournemouth. Moreover, he
was torn 11 between his mother and
father, England and USA, study and
acting. With all this conflict and unhappiness, it was hardly12 surprising that
Christian Bale became a troubled13 and
angry young man. His relationship with
his family brought further psychological turmoil14 . He broke off all contact
with his father while David was dying
in 2003. Then, in 2008 he was arrested
in London for allegedly15 attacking his
own mother and sister. His inability to
control his anger spilled over into16 his
professional life and earned him a bad
reputation, which nearly17 cost him his
career18. Indeed7, Bale’s rant19 against

Refusing to Play
From the beginning Christian was not comfortable with
the huge20 promotion campaigns Hollywood organized
before the premieres of films. He didn’t want to play the
Hollywood ‘game’ and he even refused to take starlets21
out to get free press coverage22. He also
refused to get a Hollywood publicist. He
hated and still hates talking about his
private life and dislikes everything that
surrounds fame; he only wants to act
and be judged on his performances.
Christian would finally have his teeth
fixed for American Psycho (2000), but
until then, his crooked23 teeth, along
with a slight lisp24 , eroded his confidence25. As a result, he refused to smile.
To make matters worse 26 he had to
overcome his reputation as a Disney
teen star. 27 This was a big disadvantage
when what most interested him was
making art-house movies28.
Photo by jbach

rage – anger, fury
to spoil sb. – pamper sb., give
sb. everything s/he desires
to the detriment of his/her
character
3
to betray sb. – (in this case) not
care for sb. appropriately
4
in The Mail on Sunday
(26/07/2008)
5
unwittingly – unintentionally,
unconsciously
6
to split (split-split-split) – divide,
1

2
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break up
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
8
to go along with (go-wentgone) – concede to
9
to be homesick – suffer a
strong desire to return home
10
back in – (emphatic) in
11
to be torn – be painfully
divided
12
hardly – not really
13
troubled – traumatized
14
turmoil – chaos

7

allegedly – supposedly
to spill over into (spill-spiltspilt) – affect
17
nearly – almost
18
career – (false friend) professional trajectory
19
rant – diatribe
20
huge – enormous
21
starlet – young female star
22
press coverage – publicity
23
crooked /ˡkrukid/ – not straight
24
slight lisp – minor speech
15

16

impediment
confidence – self-assurance
26
to make matters worse – an
additional problem was that
27
His first big films in USA
after Empire of the Sun was
the musical Newsies (1992)
and Swing Kids (1993)
28
art-house movie – film that
is artistic or experimental as
opposed to entertaining and
commercially oriented
25

Cinema

Out of the
Furnace1
G

iven all the adverse factors in play (enumerated on
the previous pages), it might seem almost miraculous that Christian Bale has become a major Hollywood
star. One of the secrets of his success2 is that he is a fine
and versatile actor. His natural ability was recognized
early on. Even as Empire of the Sun (1987) was a comparative flop3, his performance was universally praised4.
He continued to offer fine performances in low-profile 5
films until American Psycho (2000) put the spotlight6
on him again. That movie indicated Bale’s uncanny7
ability to morph into his character but the extremes of
his ability for metamorphosis only became clear in The
Machinist (2004). Christian’s ability as a character actor
was acknowledged in 2011 with the Oscar for his role in
The Fighter (2010).
However, it is Bale’s versatility
which has allowed 8 him to consolidate himself so well. Christian has
done Shakespeare, a western, costume
drama, sci-fi and even finally a comedy.
Bale has played everyone from Jesus
and Moses to a junkie and Batman.

Christian and Sibi Bale. Christian is one of the greatest actors of our era.
Lucky to have spent the weekend crashing into pylons with him. Stunt
driving weekend. (Photo by Hapa Power)

internet fan page, set up11 by Harrison
Cheung 12 , the first such webpage for a
movie star. At a time when Hollywood
was turning its back on13 the internet,
Cheung used the webpage to nurture14
a fan base and use it as a pressure
group to further15 Bale’s career. Movie
magazines and film producers were
inundated with hundreds of letters
demanding that Christian be included
and promoted. Such lobbying16 was
only possible in the mid- to late-1990s
but it was crucial to Bale’s success2.

The Secret Weapon
There are of course many fine young
thespians 9 who fail to make 10 the
transition from child actor to mature
star. Ability alone cannot explain
how Christian Bale survived in Hollywood for 14 years without a major
box office success to his name. The
secret weapon in Bale’s arsenal was his
furnace – (literally) very hot
oven for melting metals, forge,
(metaphorically) inferno. Out of
the Furnace (2013) is the title
of a movie starring Bale
2
success – (false friend) triumph
3
flop – unsuccessful movie,
(opposite of ‘blockbuster’)
4
to praise – commend, admire
1

Further reading

low-profile – that attract less
publicity and attention
6
spotlight – focus, public
attention
7
uncanny – weird, abnormal
8
to allow – permit, enable
9
thespian – actor
10
fail to make – do not make...
successfully
5

to set sth. up (set-set-set) –
create, establish
12
author of the book Christian
Bale: The Inside Story
of the Darkest Batman
[BenBella Books, 2012],
Cheung helped Bale as
a publicist, advisor and
general factotum for nearly
11

a decade
to turn one’s back on – ignore
14
to nurture – foment
15
to further sth. – advance, sth.,
promote sth.
16
lobbying – the use of pressure
and persuasion to promote sth.
13
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Introduction

Radical
Grammar:
Introduction
Reinventing the English language?
What hubris1 has driven us to ‘reinvent the wheel’ 2?
Are we really so conceited3 as to think that we are in a
position to challenge4 the tried and tested 5 routes of
EFL6 grammar, blazing a trail7 down the road less travelled8? Well, our inspiration is literally decades of teaching English to non-natives and finding that certain structures – summed up9 as ‘the present perfect and the third
conditional’ – get repeated year after
year at different levels like some holy10
mantra. The most depressing aspect of
this process is that the structures covered are not the most troublesome11,
nor the most useful. In fact, they tend
to be horribly abstract. At least if the
two areas mentioned were presented
as ‘reporting news and hypothesizing
about the past’ we might have some
idea of what they are for. I tell a lie,
the most depressing aspect of the conventional presentation of grammar is
that it results in bored learners, bored
teachers and little progress.

Blazing a Trail

interest in what should be pastures
new15, we will be content. Ultimately16,
it is up to you17 to judge whether18 we
have been successful19 or not.

More Modest Aims12

A Note About The Title

In any case we make no pretence that this 60-page dossier will replace established grammar books. What we
hope to do is more modest; present some aspects of
English grammar which do cause13 problems but which
are rarely if ever14 analysed. If we can awake a little

I’ve called this dossier ‘radical grammar’ because the
assonance sounds sexier20 than ‘alternative grammar’
or ‘fresh perspectives on English grammar’. However, the
use of ‘radical’ is not meant to21 suggest that the contents are in any way politically revolutionary.

hubris – arrogance
to reinvent the wheel – waste
time trying to replace sth. that
already exists and is successful
3
conceited – self-important,
arrogant
4
to challenge – question,
confront
5
tried and tested
1

2

– well-established
EFL – English as a foreign
language
7
to blaze a trail – be a pioneer
8
the road less travelled – an
unconventional option
9
to sum up – summarize,
synopsize
10
holy – sacred
6

troublesome – problematic
aim – objective
13
do cause – (emphatic) cause
14
if ever – (in this case) if they
are ever
15
pastures new – sth. that offers
a new experience
16
ultimately – (false friend) in
the final analysis

it is up to you – it is your job
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used before ‘or’)
19
to be successful – do a good
job
20
sexy – (in this case) exciting
and attractive
21
to be meant to – be supposed
to

11

17

12

18
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Plurals

Plural
Problems
One of the pitfalls1 for EFL2
learners is distinguishing between
singular and plural words.
1. There are nouns that can only be used in the singular –
i.e. 3 mass nouns4 (e.g. music, information):
- The information is incomplete. (= The details are
incomplete).
2. There are ‘uncountable’5 nouns that can only be used
in the plural (such as alms6, belongings7, clothes8, outskirts9, remains10, savings11):
- I bought some new clothes (= I bought three new
clothes garments).
3. There are nouns that look plural but are in fact
singular:

Clothes

Photo by Douglas Jasch

- We are at a crossroads12.
- The news is worrying.
4. There are nouns that mean different things in the singular and the plural (e.g. custom13/customs14, manner15/
manners16, spirit17/spirits18):
- This is an old Spanish custom19.
- We have to go through customs14 before leaving the airport.
- He had a curious, pompous manner15 that caused people
to take an instant dislike to him.
- Good manners16 are very important to her.
- A spirit17 haunts20 the house.
- The Government has introduced a special tax on spirits18.
5. English even has nouns that were plural and became
singular and vice-versa. For instance 21, ‘peas’ are
now countable (singular ‘a pea’) but they were once
uncountable (spelt ‘pease’) like rice. By contrast, ‘data’
was the plural of ‘datum’. However, it is now usually
uncountable and therefore singular!
- Peas are good for you.
- Your data is incorrect.
In the rest of this section we look at some of the most
persistently troublesome22 plural problems.

Alms
pitfall – frequent problem
EFL – English as a foreign
language
3
i.e. – (id est) that is
4
mass nouns – uncountable
nouns
5
these nouns are ‘uncountable’ in the sense that they
cannot be used with numbers: ‘four clothes’
6
alms /a:mz/ – money given
1

2
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charitably
belongings – possessions
8
clothes – clothing, garments
9
outskirts – periphery of a
town/city
10
remains – cadaver, body parts;
residue
11
savings – money that has been
accumulated
12
crossroads – the intersection
between two roads

7

custom – tradition
customs – a. traditions; b.
official control of the products
that enter a country
15
manner – way of being,
demeanour
16
manners – correct conduct,
etiquette, decorum
17
spirit – ghost, phantom
18
spirits – a. ghosts, phantoms; b.
liquor, alcoholic drinks
13

14

old Spanish custom –
long-standing practice in a company which is unauthorized or
otherwise irregular. In this sentence the expression could
simply refer to an established
tradition from Spain.
20
to haunt /hɔ:nt/ – frequent
21
for instance – for example
22
troublesome /ˡtrʌbəlsəm/
– problematic

19

12

Plurals

The Problem
with ‘You’
Polite Forms of ‘You’
In Spanish there is a polite1 form of ‘you’ for both singular and plural (Usted, Ustedes). In French the plural form
is used with a singular meaning for politeness (vous). How
does English reflect such courtesies? Well, all those formulas such as “Would you mind if I…?” and “Could you
possibly…?” as well as2 the importance of ‘please’ are the
English equivalent:
- Could you possibly say that again more slowly, please?

Specifically Plural ‘You’
Surprisingly, most of the time it is clear who we mean by
‘you’. However, on certain occasions we need to clarify
exactly who we are referring to. If the ‘you’ is specifically
singular it can be followed by the
person’s name:
- Would you do the dishes3 tonight,
John?

Colloquial Alternatives
Other combinations include ‘you guys’ and ‘you folks’.
However, notice that these forms are very familiar. I
was recently in a restaurant in England with a group of
people. At one point the young waitress6 came over and
asked, “Have you guys got everything you need?” A middle-aged lady in our group was mildly7 offended by this
term of address 8 .
A further colloquial option is ‘yous’ (also written
‘youse’) /ju:z/:
- What’ve yous bin doin’? (= What have you all been
doing?)
This form should never be used in formal writing.

An Overworked Word
Of course, ‘you’ is also used generically in spoken English
where we might use ‘one’ in formal written English:
- You learn to put these things down to experience9.
(Instead of10, One learns to put…)
Moreover, ‘you’ is both the subject and the object pronoun of the second person singular and plural. As a
result, ‘you’ is the 4th most frequently used word in
spoken English (after ‘the’, ‘I’ and ‘and’).

You-plural has a number of solutions.
If we are referring to two people
‘you two’ – pronounced almost as
one word – is regularly used:
- You two, come over here and help
to stack4 the chairs.
- He was talking to you two, not to
me.
For larger5 groups ‘you’ can be
combined with ‘all’:
- You all think I’m stupid – well I’m
not!
This can be pronounced as one
word, “y’all”, and this form is closely
associated with the South and the
Southwest of the USA.
polite – courteous, respectful
as well as – together with
3
to do the dishes (do-did-done)
– clean the dirty plates, wash up
(UK English)
4
to stack – make a pile of, put
1

2

30

one on top of another
larger – (false friend) bigger
6
waitress – woman who serves
tables in a restaurant
7
mildly – slightly, a little
8
no doubt, she would have
5

Photo by Alan Light

Have you guys got everything you need?
preferred, “Have you all got
everything you need?”
9
to put sth. down to
experience (put-put-put) –
accept that you have made a
mistake and decide to learn

from it
instead of – rather than, as
opposed to

10
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Plurals

People are
Strange
Collective nouns referring to
groups of people often cause
problems for learners, who don’t
know whether1 to use them
with a singular or a plural verb.
Troops

People
Perhaps the most common mistake made by learners
of English is to perceive ‘people’ as a singular noun. On
almost every occasion that you encounter or use ‘people’
(= ‘persons’; ‘men, women and children’) it is plural:

There were a lot
of people in Saint
Peter’s Square.

- People live (not lives) longer now than in the past.
- Some people are (not is) more intuitive than others.
There is, however, one exception (there always is!).
‘People’ can refer to tribe or nation:
- A people without history is like wind2 on the buffalo
grass3. [A Sioux proverb]
- Anthropological reports about the Zulu of South Africa,
the Macusi of Guyana and about the indigenous peoples of Paraguay record cases of people being censured
or punished4 for what they were perceived to do in
others’ dreams.
- Prophetic dreams dominated the lives of the pre-Islamic
peoples of Arabia so much that the Prophet Mohammed forbade5 the interpretation of dreams.
Notice, however, that this use is not common and is
rather6 poetic.

The Police
When we talk about the police we perceive them as
people (they are people, after all!): this leads7 us to
always use ‘police’ with a plural verb:
- The police are investigating the incident.

Troop(s)

Photo by Marina Carresi

whether – ‘if’
(but ‘if’ cannot
be used before
two or more
alternatives)
2
wind (n.) –

1
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buffalo grass – (Buchloe
dactyloides), a type of North
American pasture
4
to punish – penalize, castigate
(formal)
5
to forbid
3

In most cases we only use the noun ‘troops 8’ in the
plural. However, with certain pre-determiners we can use
‘troop’ in the singular (e.g. a cavalry troop9).
Notice that the adjectival form is ‘troop’ (e.g. a troop carrier10, a troopship).
(forbid-forbade-forbidden) –
prohibit, ban
6
rather – somewhat, quite
7
to lead (lead-led-led) – (in this
case) cause
8
troops – (false friend) ordinary

fighting soldiers (in contrast to
officers)
9
cavalry troop – organized
group of mounted soldiers
10
troop carrier – vehicle for
transporting combat soldiers

Plurals

Groups of
People
Some words for groups of people can be used in singular or plural, depending on whether1 we are perceiving them as a unit (= singular) or a group of individuals
(= plural):
- The team are playing dreadfully2.
- The team is made up of3 young people from both
communities.
- My family is of Polish descent4.
- My family have decided to go to France this summer.
- The government is divided over what to do.
- The government are planning to cut taxes before the
elections.
Words that can be singular or plural in this way include
those for: audiences, classes, clubs, committees,
companies, congregations, crews 5, crowds6, juries7,
political parties, sports teams, staff8 and unions9:
- The BBC is/are going to expand its/their international
service.
- The jury7 is/are considering its/their verdict.

The crew was/were standing to attention.

Photo by Cpl. Tommy Huynh

Notice that generally speaking, they tend to be singular in
US English and plural in UK English. However, given that
native speakers fluctuate between the use of singular and
plural in these cases, you shouldn’t worry much about
which you use.

Countries
Countries are usually perceived as institutions so they are
singular:
- Germany is opposing the American position.
What’s more, some countries or organizations that have a
clearly plural form are, in fact, used with a singular verb
because they are perceived as institutions:
- The United Nations is an international organization that
was established in 1945.
- The United States has only lost one war.
However, in British English if we are referring to a national
sports team, we usually use the plural:
- France are in the lead10 at the moment.
Photo by Candida Performa

The crowd was/were all wearing hats.
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used before ‘or’)
2
dreadfully – appallingly, very
badly
3
to be made up of – be
composed of, consist of

1

descent – ancestry, extraction
crew – group of people
who work on a boat, ship or
aeroplane
6
crowd – multitude, tumult
7
jury – group of (usually)

4

5

12 people who decide if an
accused person is guilty or not
guilty (= innocent) in some legal
systems
8
staff – employees as a group
9
(trade) union – organization

for workers
to be in the lead – be in front,
be winning

10
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Plurals

Three Words
from Hell
To conclude this section on
troublesome1 plurals we’re
going to have a look at three
terms that are truly perverse.
Arms
‘An arm’ refers to one of a person’s two upper limbs2.
However, ‘arms’ can refer to ‘upper limbs’ or ‘weapons3’. Notice that we don’t use ‘arm’ (in singular) to mean
‘weapon’. However, the compound noun ‘firearm’ can be
in the singular or plural:
- Americans are allowed to4 carry firearms.
- Do you keep an arm a weapon at home?
Notice that the adjectival form is ‘arms’:
- an arms cache5, an arms race6, an arms dealer7

A goods train.

Content(s)
The ‘contents’ are the things contained inside something.
So we can talk about the contents of a bag or a magazine. We don’t normally talk about the ‘content’ (in singular) unless the noun is qualified by an adjective (e.g. the
fibre content, sodium content):
- I’m worried about the sugar content of the marmalade.
Notice that ‘content’ is sometimes used in the singular to
describe abstract contents, such as information:
- I object to the TV show’s content.
- He designed the website’s content.
Notice the difference in pronunciation between ‘(salt) content’ (n.) /’kontent/ and ‘content8’ (adj.) /kənˡtent/.

Goods
The situation is similar for the noun ‘goods’. In the plural
it means ‘products’ but we can’t talk about ‘a good’ in the
singular; ‘good’ in most cases is an adjective.9 However,
if we qualify the product by putting certain adjectives
before ‘good’, then ‘good’ (n.) is perfectly correct (e.g. a
consumer good, an ersatz good10, a Giffin good11, an
inferior good12, a luxury good, a Veblen good13). Notice
that the adjectival form is ‘goods’ (e.g. a goods train14).

An arm. A firearm/ weapon.
troublesome
/ˡtrʌbəlsəm/
– problematic
2
upper limb – arm
3
weapons – guns,
bombs, daggers,
swords, lances, spears,
maces, etc.
4
to be allowed to – be
permitted to
1
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arms cache /kæʃ/ – secret
store/reserve of weapons3
6
arms race – competitive
accumulation of weapons
between two superpowers
7
arms dealer – sb. who sells
weapons3
8
content – satisfied, happy
9
notice that ‘good’ (n.) occurs
in a few expressions: e.g. to
5

do you good (= be good for
you), for your own good (= in
your interests)
10
ersatz good – substitute
product, imitation
11
Giffin good – (economics)
inferior good whose demand
increases when its price
increases
12
an inferior good – a product

that is bought less as income
rises
13
Veblen good – luxury good
whose demand increases when
its price increases
14
goods train (UK English) –
freight train (US English), train
that carries cargo as opposed
to passengers
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Reflexives

Reflexive
Reflections
Quite early on1 in the process of learning English, you
should have learned the reflexive pronouns:
SINGULAR

PLURAL

myself

ourselves

yourself

yourselves

herself
himself

themselves

itself
Later, you may have come across2 two more: ‘oneself’3
and ‘themself’4. However, none of these reflexive pronouns is very common. If you speak a romance language
and compare the frequency with which you use your own
reflexive pronouns to the frequency of English reflexive
pronouns, the difference will be staggering5.

In English – in contrast to, say6,
Spanish, German, Russian and French
– we often automatically assume7
that the verb has a reflexive meaning
if there is no object.
Inherent Reflexivity
Spanish, French and German use reflexive pronouns
for all sorts of8 situations in which something happens
‘within’ 9 the subject even though s/he (or it) doesn’t

quite early on – (in this case) in
one of the first classes
2
to come across – encounter
3
oneself – (formal) reflexive
pronoun for the subject pronoun ‘one’; e.g. “one shouldn’t
humiliate oneself like that”.
4
themself – (informal buzzword) himself or herself
5
staggering – very surprising,
impressive, shocking
1
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say – (in this case) for example
to assume – (false friend) conclude, suppose
8
for all sorts of – for many different types of
9
within – inside, in
10
themself – (informal buzzword) himself, herself or itself
11
it should be noted that there
is nothing ‘normal’ about
‘inherent reflexivity’ – most

6
7

I feel myself happy!

Photo by Jakob Montrasio

consciously do the action to themself10. Such concepts
cause quite a lot of problems for English learners of other
European languages because we would never use reflexive pronouns in these cases11 :
- Jenny fainted12. (not fainted herself)
-I feel myself happy/sad/angry today.
- I remembered to feed the cat.
- He slipped13 and fell himself over.
- Relax yourself! He isn’t going to come.

An Afterthought
The fact is that modern reflexive pronouns (ending
-self/-selves) only developed14 in the Early Modern
period.15 Before that, English had made do with16 the
personal pronoun (e.g. “I repent me”17). Moreover18, the
new reflexive pronouns had to compete with a strong
tendency to convert reflexive verbs into intransitives by
omitting the reflexive pronoun. This is one of the most
confusing aspects of English for many learners: the lack
of19 any systematic differentiation between transitive
[T] and intransitive verbs [I]. Many verbs are reflexive
by assumption if they do not take an object (as we will
see over the next seven pages). What makes matters
worse20 is that many native speakers, even teachers,
cannot see any problem with this practice!

non-European languages do
not use reflexive pronouns
in such situations
12
to faint – lose consciousness,
pass out
13
to slip – lose one’s balance
14
to develop – (in this case)
emerge, appear
15
specifically around 1600
16
to make do with (make-mademade) – survive using, get by,

improvise using
this would be simply, ‘I
repent’ in Modern English
18
moreover – what’s more, in
addition
19
lack of – absence of
20
what makes matters worse
– the thing that makes the situation more difficult
17

19
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Should I Use
a Reflexive
Pronoun?
Very few English verbs are necessarily reflexive. One of
these rare verbs is ‘to pride oneself on’ 1:
- He prides himself on being an excellent chef.
A few verbs that can be used transitively [T] and intransitively [I] do usually take2 a reflexive pronoun when used
intransitively:
- Explain what you mean! [T] = Explain yourself! [I]
- You should assert3 your rights. [T]
- Assert yourself4 ! [I]

You Choose - Occasionally
Some verbs can be used either in a reflexive form or as
intransitive verbs:
>>  to shave (yourself)
>>  to dry (yourself)
>>  to dress (yourself) 5
- though6 in most of these cases the non-reflexive form
is more common. Specifically, when the action is one that
people frequently do to themselves, we usually omit the
reflexive pronoun. So, while it is possible to say, ‘I shaved
myself before dinner’ we would more than likely7 say
simply, ‘I shaved before dinner’.

US vs. UK
Another problem arises8 when we compare British and
American English. The verb ‘enjoy’ in British English is
always transitive, i.e.9 it either takes an object or the
reflexive pronoun:
- [T] Enjoy the party! or
- Enjoy yourself!
However, in American English the verb can be
intransitive:
- [I] Enjoy!
to pride oneself on – be proud
of, be satisfied with sth.
2
do take – (emphatic) take
3
to assert (transitive) – insist on,
defend

1

19

to assert oneself – insist on
one’s rights
5
though ‘to get dressed’ is the
most frequent form
6
though – although, (in this

4

He prides himself on being an excellent draughtman.

A Radically Different Meaning
The reflexive pronoun can completely change the
meaning of a verb in some cases. For example,
‘I resigned’ means that I left my job. However, ‘I
resigned myself’ means that I accepted a situation
because I couldn’t change it.

Emphasis
The reflexive pronoun is often used for emphasis, though
many people think that this is stylistically poor (since10 it
adds nothing to the meaning):
- I myself disagree with11 the whole idea.

The Friendly Reflexive
In some cases the use of the reflexive pronoun
can make a remark12 sound friendlier. Compare,
‘sit down’ (unquestionably an order, even if it is
accompanied by ‘please’) and ‘sit yourself down’ (an
invitation).

case) however
more than likely – probably,
almost certainly
8
to arise (arise-arose-arisen) –
appear, become apparent

7

i.e. – id est, that is
since – (in this case) given that
11
to disagree with – not agree
with, reject
12
remark (n.) – comment

9

10
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Reflexive
Pronouns,
Self-Harm and
Irresponsibility

Ambiguity & Misunderstanding
If you say “he hurt himself” I don’t know if the person
in question has a masochistic tendency or if the pain1
was caused unintentionally. For that reason most native
speakers would prefer to say ‘he got hurt’ – which clearly
specifies the accidental nature of the pain1.
In some cases the reflexive form is not just2 ambiguous; it will almost certainly3 lead to4 misunderstanding.
In some European languages you can say something like:
- My father has killed himself in a car crash5.
For a native English-speaker this would imply that the
father in question committed suicide by having a collision in his car. In fact, the sentence is a real one6 and
was genuinely misunderstood7 by an English speaker. In
English we would have to say:
- My father has died in a car crash5. Or My father has
been killed in a car crash.

Irresponsibility
Similarly, though less dramatically, other European languages may say:
- The cup8 fell from me. 9
To a native English-speaker this sounds like an amusing10 attempt11 to avoid accepting12 responsibility. We
could say ‘The cup fell’ but this would imply that we were
nowhere near13 it and so we were in no way responsible
for its breaking (not that we caused it to break unintentionally). To express the idea in ‘The cup fell from me’, we
would say:
- I dropped14 the cup (accidentally).
Of course, to continental ears that sounds like you did it on
purpose15, especially if the word ‘accidentally’ is omitted.

Reflection, Reflexive, Reflective

A reflective suit
pain – suffering, hurt
just – (in this case) only
3
almost certainly – in all
probability
4
to lead to (lead-led-led) – cause
5
car crash – traffic accident
6
is a real one – was really said
7
to misunderstand
(misunderstand-misunderstood1

2
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At one time the spelling ‘reflexion’ was common in
English but now ‘reflection’ is much more common for
all the meanings of the word and we recommend that
you use this. However, the situation is more complex as
regards16 adjectives. ‘Reflexive’ is only used in reference
to grammar (but is the only correct word in this context).
In all other senses, ‘reflective’ is the only possibility. So,
we would talk about “being in a reflective17 mood18” or
a cyclist’s jacket being “covered in reflective material”.

Photo by Marina Carresi

misunderstood)
– misinterpret
8
cup – (false
friend)
9
notice that
this sentence
does not
sound natural to native
English-speakers

amusing – funny, hilarious
attempt – effort, (in this case)
stratagem
12
to avoid accepting – evade
accepting, not to accept
13
to be nowhere near sth. –
(emphatic) not be even close to
sth., be distant from sth.
14
to drop – let sth. fall, allow sth.
10
11

to fall
on purpose – intentionally
16
as regards – in terms of, in
relation to
17
reflective – thoughtful,
pensive
18
mood – temporary state of
mind
15

19
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Unaccusative
Verbs
A: My dog has no nose.
B: How does he smell?
A: Awful1!
The children’s joke above hinges on2 the fact that ‘to
smell’ can mean
a.  to perceive odours (which is what B meant by his question), and
b.  to produce odours (which is how A interpreted the
question).

Definition
The unaccusative3 in English refers to verbs whose subjects are not agents but ‘patients’4 of the action. It is the
equivalent of a passive structure but is in fact active (and
intransitive). In other words the subject does not actively
initiate or is not actively responsible for the action of the
verb; rather5, it has properties similar to those of the
The kettle boiled.

How does he smell?

Photo by Isabel Rodríguez

direct object of a transitive verb (or better, of the grammatical subject of its passive counterpart6). Confused?
Well, let’s look at some examples:
- Jane boiled the kettle. (active)
- The kettle was boiled (by Jane). (passive)
- The kettle boiled. (unaccusative)

Who’s in Charge?
Notice that the unaccusative does not imply volitional7
control of the action. The kettle did not want to boil! Similarly, if we say, ‘The frog changed into a prince’ it means
that, as a result of somebody’s magic, the frog became a
prince. By contrast, ‘The frog changed itself into a prince’
means unambiguously that the frog used its own magic
to become a prince.
- He spread8 a rumour that she was going to have a baby.
(active)
- A rumour was spread that she was going to have a baby.
(passive)
- A rumour spread9 that she was going to have a baby.
(unaccusative)

No Agent

Photo by Ragesoss

awful – terrible, atrocious
to hinge /hindʒ/ on – be based
on, centre on, require
3
also known as the ‘ergative’
or the ‘medio-passive’. It is
the equivalent to the ‘middle

1

2
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voice’ in Ancient Greek and
Old Norse
4
patient (n.) – (in linguistics)
person or thing to which sth. is
done; ‘object’ but without the
accusative implications

- The boiling water broke the glass.
- The glass was broken.
- The glass broke.
Notice that the unaccusative cannot mention the agent.
We can say ‘the glass was broken by the boiling water’
if we choose to, but we can’t say ‘the glass broke by the
boiling water’.
rather – (in this case) by
contrast
6
counterpart – equivalent
7
volitional – referring to what
you wish/want to happen
8
to spread
5

(spread-spread-spread) – [T]
disseminate sth., propagate sth.
9
to spread (spread-spreadspread) – [I] disseminate (itself),
propagate (itself)
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The Naturalness
of the
Unaccusative
The unaccusative may seem like a weird1 exotic structure
to non-native speakers. Unfortunately, it is often the only
natural-sounding way to express an idea:
- The sun melted2 the ice.
- The ice was melted.
- The ice melted3.
Notice that the first two cases sound pedantic; under
‘normal’ circumstances melting is simply what ice does.
In other words the unaccusative can express something
that is considered natural and is expected to occur. The
patient4 is so unstable that the change-of-state can take
place 5 without the intervention of an agent.

Focus on the Action
- The boy rolled the ball across the room.
- The ball was rolled across the room.
- The ball rolled across the room.
Notice that the focus here is on the action (and perhaps
the noise) of the ball rolling across the
room. We don’t know or are not interested if its movement was caused by
someone or just6 by gravity. In other
words there are many possible causes
to the change of state.
- Someone opened the door.
- The door was opened.
- The door opened.
Notice how the unaccusative can
create an air of mystery or suspense. It
can emphasize, as here, that we don’t
know who (or what!) opened the door.
weird – strange, bizarre
to melt (transitive) – cause sth.
to change from solid to liquid
3
to melt (intransitive) – change
from solid to liquid
4
patient (n.) – (in linguistics)
person or thing to which sth. is
done; ‘object’ but without the
1

2
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accusative implications
to take place (take-took-taken)
– occur, happen
6
just – (in this case) simply, only
7
to screen – [I] (of movies) show,
be on
8
to screen – [T] (of cinemas)
show, put on, project
5

The wax has melted.

Photo by Sara L Carresi

Sometimes the unaccusative sentence means exactly the
same thing as a passive sentence:
- This hotel is renovating. (= is being renovated)
- The movie is screening7 in cinemas all over the country.
(= is being screened8)
However, in other cases there is no natural passive
equivalent:
- Water freezes at 0ºC. (in this case the agent is
irrelevant)
- Wax9 melts3 at a low temperature.
- A tragic event occurred during the parade10.
- The gap has widened11 between the rich and the poor.

The unaccusative use of
verbs is on the increase in
English, especially in British
English.

Photo by Planet Love

- If the situation worsens12 , the local
population will need international aid.
This structure, which is similar to the
agentless passive, allows13 the writer
or speaker to report negative facts
without pinpointing 14 the agency
involved15.

wax – mouldable yellowishwhite substance used for
making candles and for
polishing and protecting
furniture
10
parade – (false friend) festive
procession
11
to widen – become wider, get

9

bigger
to worsen – become worse,
deteriorate
13
to allow – permit, enable
14
to pinpoint – specify exactly
15
the agency involved – who or
what is responsible
12

15, 18
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Examples of the
Unaccusative
Unfortunately, some of the most common transitive
verbs are used in the unaccusative (i.e. intransitively [I]
without a reflexive pronoun in English). These include:
Some Verbs of Movement
drop 1, fly, pour, rock 2, roll, sail 3 ,
shake, shine, sink, swing4, turn, wave:

[T] The protestors waved16 an independence flag.
[I] They waved17 as the group left.

[T] The pilot flew the plane over the
city.
[I] The plane flew over the fields.

Joining and Separating

[T] He leaned5 his rifle against the
wall.
[I] She leant6 on his desk.

[T] She gathered19 a bunch20 of wild
flowers from the meadow21.
[I] A crowd gathered22 in front of the
town hall.

[T] She poured7 a glass of wine.
[I] Water poured8 down the walls.
[T] He rolled9 the ball towards me.
[I] The ball rolled10 towards me.
[T] He shook his head11.
[I] The earth shook12 under our feet.
[T] She shone13 her flashlight14 into
the cavern.
[I] The sun shone15.
to drop – [T] let sth. fall, cause sth. to fall;
[I] fall
2
to rock – [T] cause sth. to move from side to
side; [I] move from side to side
3
to sail – [T] cause sth. to put to sea, cause
sth. to leave port; [I] put to sea, leave port
4
to swing (swing-swung-swung) – [T] cause
sth. to oscillate; [I] oscillate;
5
to lean sth. (lean-leant-leant) – [T] cause sth.
to rest/recline (on/against sth. else)
6
to lean (lean-leant-leant) – [I] recline, rest
7
to pour sth. – (of liquids) [T] cause a liquid
to flow/cascade/fall
8
to pour – (of liquids) [I] flow, cascade, fall
9
to roll – [T] cause sth. to move by rotation
10
to roll – [I] move by rotation
11
to shake your head (shake-shook-shaken)
– say ‘no’ by moving your head from side
1
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collect, divide, gather, meet, spread,
stretch18:

She gathered a bunch
of flowers.

Photo by Florida Memory

[T] He is meeting the other committee members at 3 o’clock.
[I] The committee is meeting at 3
o’clock.
[T]  Cats and dogs were blamed for23
spreading24 the plague 25 so
some26 60,000 of these innocent
animals were killed.
[I]  The Ebola has spread27 throughout28 West Africa.
to side
to shake (shake-shook-shaken) – tremble,
vibrate
13
to shine sth. (shine-shone-shone) [T] direct
light from sth.
14
flashlight (US English) –
torch (UK English)
15
to shine (shine-shoneshone) – [I] radiate light
16
to wave sth. – [T] move sth.
up and down, move back and forth
17
to wave – [I] undulate, oscillate, move; say
‘hello’ or ‘goodbye’ with a hand
18
to stretch sth. – [T] make sth. longer,
lengthen sth.; [I] become longer, expand
(oneself), extend one’s muscles
19
to gather – [T] bring together, collect
(things)
12

She poured a glass
of wine.

Photo by Marina Carresi

bunch – bouquet
meadow – area of grassland that receives
abundant water (especially near a river)
22
to gather – [I] congregate, assemble, come
together
23
to be blamed for – be accused of
24
to spread sth. – [T] disseminate sth.,
propagate sth.
25
the (bubonic) plague
– the Black Death
26
some – (in this case)
approximately
27
to spread – [I]
disseminate (itself),
propagate (itself)
28
throughout – through
all of
20
21
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More Examples of
the Unaccusative
Compare the transitive sentences with
the intransitive/unaccusative ones.

Metamorphosis
begin, bend , boil, break, burn,
change, close, crack 2, cook, dry,
feed, freeze, hurt, improve, open,
shut3, start, thaw4, wake:

featherless11 head and neck to
reduce fouling12 when they are
feeding13.

1

[T] They had begun/started the play
before we arrived.
[I] The play had begun/started before
we arrived.

[T] The girl tripped14 her friend (up)
and he fell flat on his face!
[I] The girl tripped15 (up) and she fell
flat on her face!

BRAIN-TEASER:
- What gets wetter
the more it dries?
- A towel.

[T] Alfred burnt the cakes.
[I] The cake burned to a crisp5.
[T] The cold snap6 froze7 the river
last Christmas.
[I] The river froze8 last Christmas.
[T] He woke her (up) at three in the
morning.
[I] He woke (up) at three in the
morning.
[T] Have you fed9the cat?
[I]  Vultures 10 usually

have

a

to bend – [T] make sth. curved, manipulate;
[I] become curved, be flexible, double over
2
to crack – a. cause a fissure in, b. suffer a
fissure
3
to shut – [T] close sth.; [T] submerge, go
under; [I] close itself
4
to thaw – a. cause to defrost, melt, b. defrost,
melt
5
to burn to a crisp – burn completely
6
cold snap – unexpected period of cold
weather
7
to freeze (freeze-froze-frozen) – [T] cause
sth. to become solid because of cold
8
to freeze (freeze-froze-frozen) – [I] become
solid because of cold
1
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growing19 more bananas.
[I] Jacob has grown20 two inches in
the last 12 months.

Continuation
continue, keep dry, keep moving,
shelter:

Verbs of Change of Size
develop, grow, increase, shrink16 ,
widen:
[T] Retailers17 are increasing prices.
[I] Prices are increasing constantly.
[T] We need to grow18 the economy by 2%. We can do this by
to feed (feed-fed-fed) – [T]
give food to
10
vulture –
11
featherless – with no
plumage
12
fouling – make sth. dirty
13
to feed (feed-fed-fed) – [I] eat,
consume food
14
to trip sb. (up) – cause sb. to
fall by blocking their legs
15
to trip (up) – [I] stumble, fall (because you
lose control of your feet)
16
to shrink (shrink-shrank-shrunk) – [T]
cause sth. to become smaller, [I] become
small

9

[T] She kept the wood dry by covering it with a tarpaulin21.
[I] She kept dry by sheltering22 in a
cave.
[T] The hut23 sheltered24 him from
the snowstorm.
[I] The boats sheltered22 in the port.
retailer – shopkeeper, person who sells in
small quantities to consumers
18
to grow (grow-grew-grown) – [T] expand.
This buzzword has only appeared
recently in (US) English
19
grow (grow-grew-grown) – [T] cultivate
20
grow (grow-grew-grown) – [I] increase in
size
21
tarpaulin – waterproof (= impermeable)
sheet (= big rectangle of textile) often used
when camping
22
to shelter – [I] take refuge, seek protection
23
hut – small simple building made of wood
24
to shelter – [T] protect sb., keep sb. safe
17
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Reflexive Aversion
It may seem to many non-native
speakers of English that the English
language has some neurotic aversion
to using reflexive pronouns as there
seems to be a number of strategies
for avoiding1 their use.
1. The unaccusative strategy –
as we have seen on the preceding
pages.
2. The ‘get’ strategy.
English regularly uses the verb ‘get’
+ an adjective to describe processes
that would be expressed using a
reflexive verb in other European languages (e.g. get angry, get dressed,
get drunk, get tired, etc.).

3. The ‘passive’ strategy.
English uses the passive in many situations in which other European languages would use reflexive verbs;
- The book was lost in the post.
4. The ‘alternative verb’ strategy.
A number of reflexive concepts are
expressed with a different verb in
English. For instance 2, while 3 we
can use “he thought to himself” in
limited situations, we tend to use ‘he
wondered’:
- “What are they doing?” he thought
to himself/he wondered.
- I wonder what they are doing. (“I
think to myself” is not possible
here)
5. The ‘personal hygiene’ strategy.
Most other European languages
express matters 4 of personal
hygiene by using the reflexive pronoun with the part of the body
accompanied by a definite article
(something like “he combed5 himself
the hair”). This sounds ridiculous in
English. By contrast, we use a non-reflexive verb and a determiner before
the part of the body:
- He combed5 his hair.
- They cleaned their teeth.
- Have you washed your hands?
- You should cut your (finger)nails6.

She combed her long auburn hair.
strategies for avoiding their use –
strategies that have the objective of not
using reflexive pronouns
2
for instance – for example
3
while – (in this case) although

1

19

6. The ‘have sth. done’ strategy.
Most other European languages use
reflexive pronouns for situations in

matter – question, aspect
to comb one’s hair –
6
(finger)nail –
7
to avoid – (in this case)
not use

4

5

Have you washed
your hands?

Photo by UK Department for
International Development

which we instruct other people to
do things for us. English avoids7 this
by using the ‘have something done’
structure:
- She had her car serviced8 .
-  I’m going to have my windows
cleaned.
7. The ‘reciprocity strategy’.
In English if two or more people are
doing something which affects the
other person in the pair (or people
in the group) we have to use ‘one
another’ (for two people) or ‘each
other’ (for two or more people).
Compare:
-  Bob and Ben blame9 themselves for
the accident (they both consider that
they are both responsible)
-  Bob and Ben blame each other/one
another for the accident (Bob considers that Ben is responsible and Ben
considers that Bob is responsible).

to service sth. – check and
repair sth.
9
to blame sb. – accuse sb. of
being responsible
8
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A Language
is More Than
Just Words
Relexification: the Hidden1 Problem
Almost certainly2 your biggest problem with English
is ‘relexification’ – yet3 you’ve never heard of it! Relexification is when you take the structure of your own4 language and you insert the words of a foreign 5 language
into it. In other words you relexify when you translate
from your own language into English word for word.
Most language students do this to a greater or lesser
extent6, but to do so is to ignore the existence of syntax,
idioms and collocation.
Relexification seems absurd when it is your own language into which words are relexified. However, even
if your language is the source7 and not the target language8 relexification can seem humorous; one only has
to think of the great success in Spain of the From Lost to
the River books.

Relexification in Literature
Relexification can be a source9 of literary distinctiveness.
It has often been commented that the special musicality and poetry of Irish English comes from the fact that
Hibernian English10 often slots English words into11 the
structures of Irish Gaelic. Moreover, many of the great
English-language writers from the Indian Subcontinent
achieve12 an exotic edge13 thanks to the use of structures
that are understandable but could not have been produced by a monolingual English speaker.
Relexification can also be used by writers for comic
effect: in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man James
hidden – concealed, less
obvious
2
almost certainly – it is practically certain that
3
yet – (in this case) but, however
4
your own – (emphatic) your
5
a foreign – (in this case)
another
6
to a greater or lesser extent –
to some degree
7
source – (in this case) origin
8
target language – language
1
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into which you are translating
source – (in this case) cause
10
Hibernian English – English as it is spoken in Ireland
(especially as spoken by the
descendants of Irish Gaelic
speakers)
11
to slot A into B – insert A into B
12
to achieve – attain, get, obtain
13
edge – (in this case) aspect,
element
14
amusingly – comically

9

For Whom the Bell Tolls

Photo by Eiga no Tomo

Joyce creates amusingly14 relexified Latin phrases like
Ego credo ut vita pauperum est simpliciter atrox, simpliciter sanguinarius atrox, in Liverpoolio 15 .
On the other hand, not all great writers are so skilful16 in their use of relexification. In For Whom the Bell17
Tolls18 Hemingway regularly has people saying things
like ‘Until soon’ to say goodbye. He was clearly struck19
by the fact that the Spanish form of ‘cheerio!’ or ‘See you
later’ (Hasta luego) means literally ‘until soon’. However,
by putting such expressions in the mouths of his characters – all the conversations are actually20 in Spanish
in the novel – he made them seem kooky21. Other such
expressions from For Whom the Bell Tolls include:
>> How do they call you?22
>> Are you his woman?23
>> She’s something barbarous! 24
>> What an injustice! 25
>> She knows what she speaks. 26
>> Not even in a joke! 27
a word for word translation
of ‘I think the life of the
poor is simply atrocious,
simply bloody atrocious, in
Liverpool’
16
skilful – talented,
dexterous, clever
17
bell –
18
to toll – ring in a
solemn way
19
to be struck – (in this case) be
surprised/interested
15

actually – (false friend) in fact
kooky – eccentric, weird, a
little mad
22
= What’s your name?
23
= Are you his wife?/Are you
with him?
24
= She’s a bit of a brute.
25
= How unfair!
26
= She knows what she’s
talking about.
27
= You must be joking!/
Dream on!
20
21
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Relexification
& EFL Learners
I

f you have to correct hundreds of pages of university
assignments1 from EFL2 learners each year (as I do),
you become painfully aware3 that relexification is the
problem that students face4. They know what they want
to say in their own language and they then write it out in
English verbatim 5. Most translation software on computers does more or less the same. The result is at best6 irritating and difficult to follow. At worst7 it is nonsensical8.
So, do you have what it takes9 to be an English
teacher? Find out10 if you do by trying to correct the
authentic sentences taken from students’ homework on p.
121 (exercise 16). Look out for11 cases of relexification.

Solutions

Top photo by Alex

What can the EFL25 student do about relexification? Well,
unfortunately there are no easy solutions. It would be
facile12 of me to say you have to think in English (though
that is in fact what you have to aim to13 do). It certainly
helps to read and listen to the English of native speakers as often as possible. Finally, when you make notes
don’t just14 jot down15 individual words but be aware3
of whole16 phrases. The best phrasebooks can be helpful in this regard17. And if you look through18 a serious phrasebook you will see how few of the standard
expressions that dominate our everyday interaction have
a direct correspondence between the individual words in
the two languages.
assignments – homework
EFL – English as a Foreign
Language
3
to be aware – be conscious
4
to face – be confronted by
5
verbatim – word for word
6
at best – in optimal
circumstances
7
at worst – in the worst cases
8
nonsensical – meaningless
9
to have what it takes
(have-had-had) – have what is
necessary

Bottom photo by
Marina Carresi

to find out – discover
to look out for – be vigilant for
12
facile – too easy, simplistic,
superficial
13
to aim to – try to
14
just – (in this case) only
15
to jot down – write down
16
whole – entire
17
in this regard – for this, in
relation to this
18
to look through – peruse,
examine

1

10

2

11
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Verbs as
Adverbs

Verbs
Used As
Adverbs
It’s bound to start raining soon.
Photo by Marina Carresi

T

here is a small group of verbs in English whose meaning is expressed by adverbs in other languages. This
makes them difficult to translate without changing the
structure of the sentence.

Fail to
This is just1 a rather2 elaborate way of saying ‘not’:
- I failed to find any milk at the shops. (= I didn’t find any
milk at the shops.)

Sometimes this negative idea has the additional meaning
of ‘forgetting’:
- She promised to be punctual but, as usual, she failed to
arrive on time. (= …she didn’t arrive on time, she forgot
to arrive on time.)
- Eric failed to bring me the milk I asked for. (= Eric
forgot…)
- She never failed to offer help when we had a problem.
(= She always offered help…, she always remembered to
offer…)
‘I fail to see’ is a common way of saying “I don’t
understand”:
- I fail to see why that’s funny. (= I don’t understand why
that’s funny.)
- I fail to see what all the fuss3 is about. (= I don’t see
what all the fuss3 is about.)

Be bound to

Hi there. I’m calling because I
failed to catch the train.
just – only, simply
rather – somewhat, surprisingly
3
fuss – commotion

1

2
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to bind (bind-bound-bound) –
attach, fasten, secure
5
the verb is plural in British

4

‘Bound’ is the past participle of the verb ‘to bind4’. However, it is used after ‘to be’ to mean ‘certain’. Notice that
‘be bound to’ in the present has a future meaning:
- France are 5 bound to win the ‘Six Nations’. (= France are
certain to win…, France will certainly win…)
- It was bound to happen sooner or later. (= It was destined to happen one day/It was certain to happen
sooner or later.)
- The weather is bound to clear up tomorrow, you’ll see.
(= The weather will certainly get better…)
English because it is referring to the players in the
French team, not to the

country. See p. 39
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Verbs as
Adverbs

Happen to
O

ur Modern English word ‘happen’ comes from the
Old Norse word happ, which meant ‘chance’ 1, ‘good
luck’ or ‘fortuity’. In the north of England ‘happen’ can still
mean ‘maybe’, ‘possibly’ (i.e. ‘perhaps’ - which also comes
from happ). 2
1. = by chance, by coincidence, fortuitously, (un)
fortunately
- She happened to be away on business when I went to
see her. (= unfortunately, she was away…)
- If you happen to see Eric, tell him I send my regards3 (=
if you see Eric by chance…)
- If you should happen4 to see Eric, tell him that Liz was
asking after5 him.
-  Should you happen to6 see Eric, ask him why he’s
never here!
- Eric, if you should happen to pass the shops, buy some
milk, please.
2. ‘Happen to’ can also express that something is surprising or unexpected:
- I happen to know that what she said about tomorrow’s
weather is wrong! (= This may come as a surprise but I
know that that’s wrong!)
- We happen to think that she’s right about the political
situation. (= We think that she’s right, even though7 you
don’t.)

Just at that moment a llama happened
to cross the road in front of us.

- As it happens there’s been a cancellation. I can see you
now if you like.
5. The idea of fortuity is continued in the formal expression ‘to happen (up)on’:
- He happened on a wallet8 in the street. (= He found a
wallet in the street by chance.)
- They happened upon the only island for thousands of
miles. (= Fortuitously, they found the only island…)
6. In US English ‘to happen by’, ‘to happen past’ or ‘to
happen along’ means to go to a place without planning
to do so:
- We happened by your old neighbourhood in Queens
but we couldn’t work out9 which house you used
to live in. (= We went to your old neighbourhood in
Queens unintentionally…)

3. This idea of surprise is also expressed by the phrase ‘It
just so happens…’:
- It just so happens that I’ve got just what you’re looking
for. (= Surprisingly, I have exactly what you need.)

The structure of (PRO)NOUN + HAPPEN TO can be
replaced by IT HAPPENED THAT + (PRO)NOUN to
make a more formal sentence:
- Eric happened to be in the building when it collapsed. (= It happened that Eric was in the building
when it collapsed.)
- It happened that she was away on business when I
went to see her. (See 1).

4. Another expression that suggests that something is
unexpected or unplanned is ‘As it happens…’:
- As it happens I’ve got just what you’re looking for.

chance – opportunity
in fact, ‘happy’ is also
related: it originally meant
‘lucky’ or ‘prosperous’ (if you
are lucky and prosperous
you are usually happy!).

1

2
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to send one’s regards (sendsent-sent) – (formal) say ‘hello’
4
if you should happen to – if
you happen to
5
to ask after sb. – ask how sb. is,
show interest in sb’s health and
3

Photo by Irene Sanz

happiness
should you happen to –
(formal) if you happen to
7
even though – even if, despite
the fact that
8
wallet – container for money,
6

purse, billfold
(US English)
9
to work out
– (in this case)
determine,
discover
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Inverted
Structures

Inverted
Structures:
English
Back-to-Front
Have you ever read an English
sentence in which all the words seem
to be in the wrong order? This article
explains what’s happening when
English suddenly goes back-to-front.
What Is Inversion?
In English ‘inversion’ doesn’t refer to financial operations
(that’s ‘investment’) but rather1 to putting things back to
front. Specifically in grammar, inversion means placing
the subject after the verb, i.e. inverting the usual SUBJECT
+ VERB + OBJECT word order. You are most familiar with
inversion in the case of English questions;
- Can I come to the party too?
- You’ve been to Paris, haven’t you?
- Did Juliet really eat all the cakes?
You should have few problems with these question structures and they are not the subject of this article. Rather2
we are going to look at the dozen or so situations in
which English uses inversion in structures that are not
questions.

Negative Adverbial Expressions

You've been to Cappadocia, haven't you?

Photo by Nick Franklin

>>  On no account…
- On no account6 should you open this door. (= You
shouldn’t open this door on any account/for any
reason)
>>  At no time…
- At no time was the Prime Minister in any real danger. (=
The Prime Minister wasn’t in any real danger at any time)
>>  Nowhere…
- Nowhere have we seen such big oranges. (= We haven’t
seen such big oranges anywhere)

‘Only’ Phrases
What’s more, a number of structures beginning with ‘only’
are followed by an inverted phrase:
>>  Only by…
- Only by standing on a chair could he see through the
window.
>>  Only in this way…
- We must break into7 the Canadian market. Only in this
way will we sell enough whiskey.
>>  Only then…
- Only then did I realize8 that my car was missing.

Inversion is used in a number of negative structures:
>>  Under no circumstances…
- Under no circumstances will I accept this kind3 of
behaviour4 . (= I won’t accept this kind3 of behaviour
under any circumstances).
>>  In no way…
-  In no way can we afford a new car. (= There’s no way we
can afford5 a new car)
but rather – (in this case) it
refers instead, by contrast it
refers
2
rather – (in this case) by

1
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contrast
kind (n.) – sort, type
4
behaviour (UK English) –
behavior (US English), conduct
3

However, the most important inverted structure with
‘only’ is ‘not only… but…’. The second part of the phrase
usually contains either ‘also’ in the middle or ‘too’ at the
end:
- Not only did we visit Australia but we went to New Zealand too.
- Not only do they produce cars but they also construct
aeroplanes.
can afford – have enough
money to pay for
6
on no account – under no
circumstances
5

to break into (break-broke-broken) – penetrate, enter
8
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious/aware

7

33

Inverted
Structures

More Inverted
Structures
Hardly, Scarcely
When we want to say that one thing happened directly
after another, we can use ‘hardly’ 1 or ‘scarcely’ 2 followed by an inverted structure and then ‘when’:
- Hardly had I got through the door when I realized3
there had been a burglary4. (or I had hardly…)
- Scarcely had the conference started when the delegates
began to complain5 about the accommodation. (or The
conference had scarcely started…)
‘No sooner…’ is slightly6 different. In this case the sentence has to be inverted and it is followed by ‘than’:
- No sooner had the conference started than the delegates began to complain5 about the accommodation.

There goes your father's car!

Photo by Jaume Carbonell

Joining the Club
Inversion is used in short structures that liken7 ourselves
(or others) to the subject of a preceding statement8;
- A: I hate football.
B: So do I.
- A: I haven’t been to Boston.
B: Neither/Nor have I.
- A: Kevin comes from Brighton.
B: So does Trevor.

After Adverbs of Place
Sometimes we emphasise a phrase consisting of a verb
of movement plus particle by putting the particle at the
beginning of the sentence followed by an inverted structure. This type of structure sounds quite literary:
- Down fell the walls! (= The walls fell down)

Quoting Direct Speech
Inversion can also be used with ‘say’, ‘reply’, ‘ask’ and similar verbs after a phrase in direct speech;
- “It’s time to go”, said Henry (or Henry said)
hardly – barely, scarcely2,
almost not
2
scarcely – barely, hardly, only
just
3
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious/aware
4
burglary – act of robbing a
1
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home
to complain – protest
6
slightly – a little, marginally
7
to liken – compare, mention
similarities between A and B,
say that two or more things are
alike (= similar)
5

- ‘I don’t want to leave yet’, replied Ethel (or Ethel replied)
-  ‘I love you so much’, whispered9 Alice (or Alice
whispered)
Notice, however, that this structure sounds excessively
pompous if the subject of the verb is a pronoun;
- ‘I love you so much’, she whispered (not whispered she)
Journalists sometimes use the inverted structure before
direct speech (e.g. Says Stephen Gerrard, “It’s going to be
a tough10 game”). This is considered poor style. Indeed11,
many people dislike the verbosity of inversion in direct
speech quoting12. P. G. Wodehouse satirized the style
when he said, “Where it will all end knows God 13 , as Time
magazine would say”!

Here & There
We can also use inversion after ‘here’ or ‘there’, but again,
only if the subject is a noun, not a pronoun.
- Here comes Bod!
- There goes your father’s car!
- Here he comes!
statement – declaration, (in
this case) phrase, sentence
9
to whisper – speak softly, talk
in a low voice, speak secretively
10
tough /tʌf/ – difficult,
complicated
11
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
8

quoting – repeating the exact
words that another person
has said
13
it should be ‘God knows
where it will all end!’
12
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Conditional

The Conditional
Without ‘If’
For many learners the conjunction ‘if’ is one of the defining factors of a conditional sentence, so the idea of ‘conditional sentences without if’ is unsettling1. However,
there are both highly2 colloquial and rather3 literary
contexts in which ‘if’ is left out4.

1. Illiterate Omission of ‘if’
In speech ‘if’ is occasionally omitted in threats5:
- (You) say that again, I’ll rip your spine6 out7 = If you
say that again…
- (You) touch my motorbike, I’ll kill you = If you touch
my motorbike…
In fact, in both these sentences, the initial ‘You’ could also
be omitted.
Another colloquial way to omit ‘if’ is to replace it with
‘and’ between the two clauses:
- If you take my advice8 you’ll soon pass the exam. =
(You) take my advice and you’ll soon pass the exam.
Again, the initial ‘You’ could be omitted in this sentence.
Should you need any help cleaning
the beach, just let me know.

Photo by LCDR Eric Johnson NOAA Corps

2. The Sophisticated Omission of ‘if’
The conjunction ‘if’ can be omitted from certain first,
second and third conditional sentences:

First Conditional

Eyes straight ahead! Look at me again and
I’ll have you do 40 press-ups.
unsettling – disconcerting
highly – very
3
rather – quite, reasonably,
somewhat

1

2
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to leave out (leave-left-left)
– omit
5
threat – menacing remark,
intimidating comment

4

If the auxiliary verb in the if-clause is or could be ‘should’
then ‘if’ can be omitted and replaced by an inverted
structure:
- If you need any help with that, don’t hesitate9 to ask =
Should you need any help with that, don’t hesitate
to ask.
- If he changes his mind, just let me know. = Should he
change his mind, just let me know.
spine – backbone, vertebrae
to rip sth. out – extract violently
8
advice – recommendations,
suggestions

6
7

9

to hesitate – think twice, doubt,
be unsure

35

Conditional

The Second
& Third
Conditional
Without ‘If’
Second Conditional
The second conditional is used to refer to unreal,
unlikely1 or hypothetical situations in present-future
time. We can only omit ‘if’ in second conditional sentences if ‘were’ can be used in what was the if-clause:
- If it weren’t for her therapist, she wouldn’t have got
better. = Were it not for her therapist, she wouldn’t
have got better.
- I’d refuse to do it if I were in his shoes. = I’d refuse to
do it were I in his shoes.
- If he were my son, I wouldn’t stand for2 that sort of3
thing. = Were he my son, I wouldn’t stand for that
sort of thing.

Were I in his shoes, I’d refuse to jump!

Photo by Staff Sgt. Sara Csurilla

Third Conditional
We use the third conditional to hypothesize about the
past. The conjunction ‘if’ can be omitted from third conditional sentences inverting the verb so that ‘had’ begins
what was the if-clause:
- I wouldn’t be alive today if it hadn’t been for that mountaineer. = I wouldn’t be alive today, had it not been
for that mountaineer.
- If I had realized4 what they were going to do, I’d5 never
have voted for them. = Had I realized what they were
going to do, I’d never have voted for them.
- This disaster could have been averted if they had followed my orders. = This disaster could have been
averted had they followed my orders.

Use

I wouldn’t be alive today, had it not
been for that mountaineer.
1

unlikely – improbable
to stand for (stand-stoodstood) – tolerate

2
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3
4

sort of – type of, kind of
to realize – (false friend) be
aware/conscious

Of course, all this begs the question6, why would one
want to omit ‘if’? What does the inverted conditional
imply? Well, above all7 this structure is considered more
formal than an if-conditional. In written English it is considered quite literary and suggests that the writer is
well-educated. However, in spoken English it tends to be
used by officious8 people, such as receptionists in posh9
restaurants and hotels.
5
6

’d – (in this case) would
to beg the question – cause
you to ask the question

above all – most importantly
officious – self-important
9
posh – sophisticated, elegant

7

8
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Cleft Sentences

Cleft
Sentences
Use
A cleft1 sentence is one in which the normal sequence of
subject-verb-object is changed. This is done to highlight2
a specific part of the sentence. In speech an element is
highlighted through3 intonation. We could do the same
in informal writing by underlining4 the word but in more
formal writing the same effect is achieved 5 by moving
the element nearer6 to the beginning of the sentence.
Notice that although cleft sentences were originally a
written device7, they are often used in speech as well8.
Cleft structures can begin:
>>  ‘It is/was…’
>>  ‘The thing that…’
>>  ‘The person/people who…’
>>  ‘The reason why…’

The thing that impressed me more than anything
else was the hedges in the garden.

- Mr Fields takes those decisions in this company.
   Mr Fields is the person who takes those13 decisions in
this company.
   The person who takes those13 decisions in this company is Mr Fields.
   In this company the person who takes those13 decisions is Mr Fields.
- I’m here to talk to you about your career14 options.
   The reason why I’m here is to talk to you about your
career options.

- John noticed the typing error9.
   It was John who/that noticed the typing error.
   It was the typing error that John noticed.

Agreement
>>  It is/was + PLURAL NOUN + PLURAL VERB

- His command10 of language
impresses me more than anything else.
   The thing that impresses me
more than anything else is his
command of language.
- The money was hidden11 under
the floorboards12.
   The place where the money
was hidden was under the
floorboards.
   Under the floorboards is/was
the place where the money
was hidden.
cleft – divided in two, cut in two
to highlight – emphasize
3
through – (in this case) using
4
underlining – draw a line under
(i.e. ‘underline’)
5
to achieve – accomplish, obtain
6
nearer – closer

It may look awkward15 to follow
‘It is/was…’ with a plural noun and
a plural verb form but this is the
only possibility in English:
-  Her parents insisted on the
operation.
   They were It was her parents
who insisted on the operation.

It was Jack that forced her to
see the play against her will!

device – (in this case) structure
as well – too, also
9
typing error – typo,
orthographic mistake (especially one committed when
writing on a machine)
10
command – control, dominion,

1

7

2

8
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-  This company needs more
skilled 16 workers, not more
managers.
    They are It’s more skilled
workers (that) this company
needs, not more managers.

mastery, proficiency (with)
to hide (hide-hid-hidden) – conceal, put sth. out of sight so that
it is difficult to find, camouflage
12
floorboard – one of the planks
(= flat pieces of wood) that form
the floor
11

those – (in this case) that
type of
14
career – (false friend) professional trajectory
15
awkward – clumsy, uncomfortable, inelegant
16
skilled – specialized
13

29

Cleft Sentences

Pronouns
in Cleft
Sentences
Subject or Object
Pronoun after BE?
The answer to this question depends
completely on the formality that you
want to express. The subject pronoun after BE is the correct form but
it can sound pompous. We recommend that you use a subject pronoun
when writing and an object pronoun
in speech:
>>  BE + SUBJECT PRONOUN
(formal / written)
>>  BE + OBJECT PRONOUN
(informal / spoken)
- I am uncertain.
  It is I who am uncertain. (formal)
 It’s me who is* uncertain.
(informal)

It was she/her who studied hardest for the exam.

- You are hysterical.
   It is you who are hysterical.
(formal)
 It’s you who is* hysterical.
(informal)
- We are angry.
   It is we who are angry. (formal)
   It’s us who are angry. (informal)
- I have a blue car.
   It is I who has a blue car. (formal)
   It’s me who has* a blue car.
(informal)
- She has a problem
   It is she who has a problem.
(formal)
    It’s her who has a problem.
(informal)
* Notice that informally we use the
third person singular form of the
verb (i.e.1 ‘is’, ‘has’, etc.).

Other Relative Pronouns

It was in Venice where/that
they met and fell in love.
29
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In cleft sentences we can use
>> ‘who’ or ‘that’ for people,
>> ‘that’ for things
>> and even ‘when’ and ‘where’ for
times and places, respectively:
- It was Jane who/that noticed the

Photo by Marina Carresi

typing error.
- It was on Sunday when/that the
accident happened.
- It was in the park where/that I saw
them.
Notice that some people would consider the use of ‘when’ and ‘where’ in
these sentences informal.
So, we can move the emphasis
around a complex sentence by
changing the initial focus. Study
these examples:
- Louis gave your CDs to Joan in
class last Friday.
   It was Louis who/that gave your
CDs to Joan in class last Friday (I
didn’t)
   It was Joan that Louis gave your
CDs to in class last Friday (not
me)
   It was last Friday when/that Louis
gave your CDs to Joan in class
(not last Thursday)
   It was in class when/that Louis
gave your CDs to Joan last Friday
(not in the club)
   It was your CDs that Louis gave
to Joan in class last Friday (not
mine)
1

i.e. – (id est) that is
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Cleft Sentences

Pseudo-Cleft
Sentences
In pseudo-cleft sentences the basic word order is not
changed but the sentence is fronted1 with ‘What…’ to
shift2 the emphasis:
- John noticed the typing error.
   What John noticed was the typing error.
- We need actions not words.
   What we need is actions not words.
   Actions not words is what we need.
- I liked the choir3 singing most of all.
   What I liked most of all was the choir singing.
   The choir singing was what I liked most of all.
- I loved the way George Clooney proposed to4 her.
   What I loved was the way George Clooney proposed
to her.
This structure is often used with verbs expressing an emotional response to something (such as ‘like’, ‘hate’, ‘dislike’, ‘enjoy’, ‘want’, ‘need’, ‘prefer’, ‘love’ and ‘need’).
We sometimes use ‘All…’ instead of5 ‘What…’ to focus on
one thing above all else6:
- She wants an iPad for her birthday.
   All she wants for her birthday is an iPad.
   An iPad is all she wants for her birthday.
- I mentioned the tsunami and he broke down in tears7.
   All I did was (to) mention the tsunami and he broke
down in tears.
Pseudo-cleft sentences (i.e. 8 what-clauses) can
be turned into cleft sentences using the verb ‘do’
(do-does-did-done):
- First the teacher reviewed9 last week’s class.
   What the teacher did first was (to) review last week’s
class.
to front – introduce
to shift – change, move
3
choir /kwaiər/ –
4
to propose to sb. – ask sb. to
marry you
5
instead of – rather than, as
opposed to
6
above all else – over
everything else
1

2
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7

to break down in tears (breakbroke-broken) – burst into tears,

What I loved in Birmingham was the
modern architecture.
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- You should ask your boss to assess10 your work each
year.
   What you should do is (to) ask your boss to assess
your work each year.
   What you should do is ask for your work to be
assessed each year.
- He cleans all the dishes11 before he goes to bed.
   What he does is (to) clean all the dishes before he
goes to bed.
Notice that by including the ‘to’ in each sentence we
make it sound slightly12 more formal.
Similarly, we can use the verb ‘happen’ to emphasize the
whole sentence:
- There was a bus strike13 , so I didn’t make it14 to the
seminar.
   What happened was (that) there was a bus strike, so I
didn’t make it to the seminar.
- The driver lost control and smashed into15 the bus stop.
   What happened was (that) the driver lost control and
smashed into the bus stop.
- The government has called an election.
   What has happened is that the government has
called an election.
Notice that by including the ‘that’ in each sentence we
make it sound more formal.
lose control emotionally and
start crying
8
i.e. – (id est) that is
9
to review – (in this case) go
over sth. again, repeat the
essential parts of
10
to assess – evaluate, review
11
dishes – (in this case) dirty
plates

slightly – a little, marginally
strike – situation in which
employees don’t work to protest about sth.
14
to make it (swh.) (make-mademade) – manage to arrive swh.,
be able to go swh.
15
to smash into – crash into,
collide violently with
12
13
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Have Been /
Gone To

Have Been To
vs.
Have Gone To
Have you gone to Italy?
I haven’t ever gone to Ireland.
Have you ever been in the USA?

- Have you ever been to the UK before?
- this question could be asked in the UK or abroad3.
The logical conclusion of all this is that you cannot say,
‘Have you gone to…?’. This would imply that the person
you are talking to is not present. You can’t even argue4
that this question could be asked over the telephone
because it wouldn’t sound natural;
- [on one’s cellphone]: I was surprised you weren’t here
when I got back. Have you gone to the party? Are you
at the party?

Never with ‘EVER’

Your irregular verb list is wrong! Where it says ‘go-wentgone’ it should say ‘go-went-gone/been’. The fact is that
we use both ‘gone’ and ‘been’ as the past participle of
‘go’. However, we use them very differently.

Have Gone to = Have Left for
‘Have gone to’ implies1 that the person has gone to the
place mentioned but has not returned. In fact, s/he may
not even have arrived2 yet;
- They’ve gone to the cinema (but
they haven’t come back yet).
- John has gone to Moscow by train.
He arrives there tomorrow and will
be back on the 25th.
- My boss has gone to our Paris office,
so I haven’t got much work to do at
the moment.

Notice also that we never use ‘have gone to’ or ‘haven’t
gone to’ with ‘ever’:
- They haven’t ever been to France. (They haven’t ever
gone to France).

been IN or been TO
Many learners of English tend to use 5 ‘in’ instead of6 ‘to’
in this type of structure:
- Have you ever been in the USA?
This is not a terrible mistake but “Have you ever been to
the USA?” sounds much more natural.

Have Been to = Have Visited
and Returned from
By contrast, ‘have been to’ implies1
that the person has gone to the place
and has returned;
- They’ve been to the cinema (so they
won’t want to go out again tonight).
- John’s been to Moscow. He should
be able to tell you a good place to
stay.
Notice that it is possible to use have
been to when you are in the place
mentioned;
to imply – suggest
to arrive – reach, get to
3
abroad – in a foreign country,

1

2

11

4

Have you ever gone been to Vietnam?

(in this case) outside the UK
to argue – (in this case) reason,
insist, assert

tend to use – usually use, have
a tendency of using
6
instead of – rather than, as
5
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opposed to
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Causative Pairs

Lay Lady Lay?

Photo by Alex Proimos

‘Cause sth./sb.
to’ Verbs
Some of the most confusing verbs in English come from
a small group of paired verbs whose spelling is differentiated by one vowel sound. A classic example of this type
of pair is ‘lie’ and ‘lay’:

Lie vs. Lay
A very troublesome1 pair is lie-lay. Lie /lai/ (lie-lay-lain)
means to ‘be horizontal’ or ‘be prostrate’, and lie down
(lie down - lay down - lain down) means ‘to place oneself in a horizontal position’ or ‘prostrate oneself’. Both
are intransitive. By contrast, lay /lei/ (lay-laid /leid/ -laid /
leid/), which is transitive, means ‘to cause sth. to lie’, i.e. to
place sth. in a horizontal position. This meaning has been
extended in a number of expressions:
>>  ‘to lay an egg’ is used in reference to birds and refers to
producing an egg;
>>  ‘to lay the table’ means ‘to place cutlery2 on a dinner
table’.
Lay down has a similar, though more emphatic meaning:
>>  ‘to lay down your arms’ means ‘to capitulate’,
>>  ‘to lay down the law’ means ‘to formulate and enforce3
rules’.
troublesome – problematic,
difficult
2
cutlery (UK English) – knifes,
forks and spoons, silverware
(US English)
3
to enforce – implement,
impose, apply
4
‘Lay lady lay’ would imply
1
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that Bob wants a hen10 called
Lady to produce an egg!
5
interestingly, in the notes of
World Outside (1991) the lyric
has been changed to “…I lay
awake”. However, Richard
Butler clearly says ‘laid’ on
both the studio and live

‘Lay’ in Pop Songs
The differentiation of ‘lie’ and ‘lay’ even causes problems
for native speakers. For example,
>>  Lay down, Sally (1977, by Eric Clapton) should be ‘lie
down, Sally’,
>>  and Lay Lady Lay (1969, by Bob Dylan) should by ‘lie
lady lie’. 4
The British also make similar mistakes; UK band The
Psychedelic Furs included the line ‘where you sleep I
laid awake’ in their song Get A Room 5 . In fact, the two
forms (i.e. ‘lie’ and ‘lay’) were not clearly distinguished
until the 20th Century. For example, Lord Byron wrote,
‘There let him lay’ in Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage (1812).
- If you’re tired you should lie down and take a nap6.
-  The footballer lay on the ground7 without moving. He
had obviously been knocked out8.
-  The workmen laid the paving stones9 in just a few hours.
- The hen10 has laid three eggs this week.
Neither ‘lie’ nor ‘lay’ should be confused with ‘lie’ (lie-liedlied), which means ‘not tell the truth’:
-  The former11 President lied about his foreign bank accounts.

Fall vs. Fell
Fall (fall-fell-fallen) is an intransitive verb that means
‘to drop’ or ‘to descend’. Fell (fell-felled-felled), which is
clearly formed from the past of ‘fall’, means ‘to cause sth.
to fall’, i.e. to cut down a tree, or to knock down a person.
- She fell downstairs and broke her leg.
- King Harold was felled by an arrow12 in his eye.
- They felled all the trees to build a car park – it’s such a
shame13!
versions of this excellent song.
nap – short rest, siesta
7
ground – terrain, (in this case)
pitch, playing field
8
to knock sb. out – render sb.
unconscious
9
paving stones – big flat square
and rectangular stones used
6

to make a
pavement
10
hen –
11
former – ex12
arrow –
13
shame – (in this
case) pity, sad
thing, misfortune
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Causative Pairs

Four More
Causative Pairs
‘Lay’ and ‘fell’ are not the only
derived causative verbs in English.

Rise vs. Raise
Another infamous pair are rise /raiz/ and raise /reiz/. Rise
(rise-rose-risen) is an intransitive verb that means ‘to go
up’ or ‘to ascend’. Although raise (raise-raised-raised)
is not formed from the past of ‘rise’, it clearly means ‘to
cause sth. to rise’, i.e. it is transitive.
- Prices have risen as a result of the trade1 embargo.
- Shopkeepers2 have raised prices as a result of the
trade embargo.

Sit vs. Set
The original ‘cause sth. to’ relationship has been somewhat3 lost in the pair sit-set. Sit (sit-sat-sat) means ‘to be
in a seated position’, i.e. it usually refers to a state, not an
action4 . In the past it also meant ‘to be situated’.
Sit down means ‘to take a seat’, i.e. it refers to an
action, not to a state. Both verbs are usually intransitive.
Set (set-set-set) has a notoriously5 large6 number of
meanings but most have some idea of ‘put’ or ‘place’. In
Modern English ‘set’ is not normally used for ‘to cause
people or animals to sit’ (its original meaning) but
rather7 simply for ‘to put’, ‘to place’ or ‘to lay’ objects on
a surface8.
For example, while the British usually say ‘lay the
table’, Americans say ‘set the table’. Despite this, the original relationship should be clear.
- He was sitting by the window looking out at the garden.
- Cambridge sits on the River Cam from which it gets its
name.
- Sit down and listen to what I have to tell you.
- She set the large6 book down on the table and opened it.
- Junior, have you set the table yet? [US English]
trade (adj.) – commercial
shopkeeper – sb. who
manages and/or owns a small
shop
3
somewhat – (in this case) –
partly, partially
4
It can sometimes be used to
1

2
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refer to the action, though
this is quite confusing
5
notoriously – (false friend)
infamously
6
large – (false friend) big, great
7
but rather – (in this case) by
contrast it is used

Is she sitting down or rising?

Photo by Brian Donnelly

Bite vs. Bait
Another pair is ‘bite’9 and ‘bait’ 10; if you bait a hook, you
cause a fish to bite it:
- He baited the mousetrap11 with cheese.

Drink vs. Drench
An even more deformed pair is drink-drench. Drink
(drink-drank-drunk), as you know, means ‘to consume a
liquid’. Drench (drench-drenched-drenched) means ‘to
soak’, i.e. ‘cover sb./sth. in a liquid’. Although this is not
the same as ‘to cause sb. to drink’ (its original meaning)
the relationship is still clear.
- The exhausted horse drank for a long while12 at the
little stream13.
- “You can take a horse to water but you can’t make it
drink”. (an English proverb).
- They were drenched when they were caught out in the
park by the cloudburst14.
surface /ˡsɜ:rfis/ – (in
this case) table, worktop,
counter
9
to bite (bite-bit-bitten) –
attack with one’s mouth
10
to bait – put food (e.g. a
larva) on a fishhook
8

mousetrap –
for a long while –
for a long time, for
many minutes
13
stream – brook, small river
14
cloudburst – rainstorm,
shower
11

12
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Stative Verbs

Stative
Verbs:
the Key to
Continuous
Tenses
My garden smells of lavender at the moment.

A

small but important group of
verbs is used in English specifically to describe permanent states.
The actions described by these verbs
cannot be stopped and started at
will1. Because of the permanence
implied by these verbs, they are not
used in the continuous (= progressive) tenses. Moreover 2 , stative
verbs are not used in the imperative.
Verbs that can be used in the continuous are called ‘dynamic verbs’.

The verb ‘notice’ is not used in
the continuous tenses but it can be
used in the imperative (= “pay special
attention to the fact that…”). There is
an example of this in the first paragraph of this section! 3

Verbs of Perception
Verbs that refer to perceiving in a
way that we do not control – ‘hear’,
‘recognize’, ‘see’ – are not used in
the continuous tenses. Notice that
the related verbs referring to voluntary perception – ‘listen to’, ‘look at’ –
can be used in the continuous. ‘Smell’
and ‘taste’ are stative (and so cannot
be used in the progressive tenses)
when they are intransitive:
- My garden smells of lavender at the
moment.
We use the auxiliary verb ‘can’ with
these verbs when we are talking
about present time:
- Can you smell gas?
- I can see three people in the picture.
at will – voluntarily, when you want
moreover – what’s more, besides
3
“Notice that the related verbs referring

1

2
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Doubt

Verbs of Mental Processes
The verb ‘believe’ is always stative. Moreover, verbs that can mean
‘believe’ – notably ‘feel (that)’ and
‘think (that)’ – are stative when they
do4. However, when they don’t mean
‘believe’:
- How are you feeling?
- What are you thinking about?
they are dynamic.
Other stative verbs that describe
mental processes include ‘agree’ 5,
‘doubt’, ‘forget’, ‘know’, ‘realize’6,
‘recall’7, ‘remember’, ‘understand’
and ‘suppose’. The verb ‘imagine’ is
also stative when it means ‘suppose’:
- I imagine you are tired after your
journey.
Notice, however, that ‘forget’ and
‘remember’ are sometimes used in
the imperative (e.g. ‘Forget it!’ or
‘Remember the Alamo!’). Furthermore 8, ‘see’ can mean ‘understand’,
in which case it can be considered in
this group:
- See what you mean.
- See!
However, ‘see’ can also mean ‘meet’
(e.g. I’m seeing her tomorrow), in
which case it is not stative.

Photo by Marco Bellucci

to voluntary perception...”
do – (in this case) mean ‘believe’
5
to agree – concur; consent

4

Photo by marina Carresi

to realize – (false friend) become conscious
to recall – remember, reminisce
8
furthermore – what’s more, moreover

6
7
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Stative Verbs

Other Stative
Verbs
Verbs of Preference
The verbs that describe our preferences are also stative.
They include ‘hate’, ‘prefer’, ‘dislike’, ‘love’ and ‘like’.
However, ‘like’ and ‘love’ can sometimes mean ‘enjoy’
- How are you liking your new job?
- I bet1 you’re loving this!
in which case they are not stative.

Verbs of Desire
Similarly, verbs that express desire are stative. These are
‘want’, ‘wish’, ‘need’ and ‘desire’.

Verbs of Appearance
Verbs that refer to appearance are stative. Examples
include ‘seem’ and ‘resemble’. When the verbs ‘appear’,
‘sound’ and ‘look’ mean ‘seem’ they are also stative;
- Your boyfriend sounds really nice – I’d love to meet him.

She seems tired.
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Verbs of Possession
Verbs that express possession are stative: specifically,
‘own’ and ‘possess’. The verb ‘have’ can mean ‘possess’,
in which case it is stative:
- I have a villa2 on the south coast.
However, if ‘have’ means ‘take’ it is not stative;
- She can’t come to the phone – she’s having a shower3.

Miscellaneous
Other stative verbs that are less easy to
group include ‘astonish’, ‘belong to’, ‘consist of’, ‘deserve’4, ‘forgive’, ‘impress’,
‘involve’ 5 , ‘matter’ 6 , ‘mean’, ‘please’,
‘refuse’ 7, ‘satisfy’, ‘suppose’, ‘surprise’
and ‘contain’. The verb ‘hold’ can mean
‘contain’ in which case it is stative:
- This can holds over a litre of petrol.
‘Hold’ can also mean ‘to have in your
hands’, in which case it is dynamic;
- What are you holding in your other hand?
Notice that in Indian English stative verbs
are often used in the progressive tenses:
- Pi is having a tiger.
- You must be knowing my cousin Sanjay.
She looks pensive.
I bet – (in this case) I’m sure, I
know
2
villa – (false friend) holiday
home

1
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3

to have a shower
(have-had-had) (UK
English) – take a shower
(US English)

to deserve – merit, should have,
be worthy of
5
to involve – require, include,
implicate

4

to matter – be important, make
a difference
7
to refuse – say ‘no’ to, (opposite
of ‘accept’)
6
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Have/Have Got

To Have & To
Have Got
Do you know how to use ‘have’ and
‘have got’ correctly? Unfortunately,
even quite advanced learners often
have problems with these verbs.
Structure
>>  To understand the difference between ‘have’ and ‘have
got’ it is very important that one understands their
structure.
>>  ‘Have’ is a normal (though irregular) main verb1. In the
third-person singular the form is irregular (‘has’) and the
past and past participle are also irregular (‘had’). But apart
from this it is ‘normal’: It has all the tenses that any other
‘normal’ verb (e.g. ‘make’ or ‘play’) has. Importantly, have –
as a main verb1 – should not be contracted: “I’ve a car” is
NOT correct. Since2 ‘have’ is a main verb1, questions and
the negative are formed with ‘Do...?’, ‘Does...?’ and ‘Did...?:
- Do they have a dog?
- Does she have a sister?
- Did it have an airbag?
and negatives are formed with “don’t”, “doesn’t” and
“didn’t”
- I don’t have any money.
- It doesn’t have a garage.
- You didn’t have enough time.
- Didn’t you have an iPad?
‘Have you a car?’ is NOT correct.
>>  By contrast, the form of ‘have got’ is that3 of a present
perfect (i.e. 4 the present perfect of the verb ‘get’)*. The
meaning of ‘have got’ is the same as that of ‘have’ when
‘have’ means ‘possess’. The ‘have’ in ‘have got’ is therefore 5 an auxiliary verb. This has implications for questions and the negative. Questions are formed by inversion: changing the order of the auxiliary verb (‘have’) and
the subject:
- Have you got a car?
Negatives are made by combining the auxiliary verb
(‘have’) with the adverb ‘not’ (or -n’t):
- We haven’t got a car.
main verb – full verb (in contrast to an auxiliary verb)
2
since – (in this case) given

1
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3

that, as
that – (in this case) the form, the
structure

>>  ‘Have got’ only exists in the present in Modern English.
If you have to put ‘have got’ into the past, you should use
“had/didn’t have” (NOT “had got/hadn’t got”). Similarly, for
the future of ‘have got’ we use ‘will have’.
>>  When it means ‘possess’, ‘have’ cannot be used in the
continuous tenses. ‘Have got’ is never used in the continuous tenses.
>>  ‘Have got’ is NEVER used with adverbs of frequency
(‘always’, ‘frequently’, ‘often’, ‘sometimes’, ‘occasionally’,
‘seldom’6, ‘rarely’, ‘never’).
>>  ‘Have got’ is NEVER used in the imperative:
- Have a break. You deserve7 one.
>>  Be careful with question tags and yes/no answers to
‘Have/have got’.
- Do you have a car? Yes, I do.
- Have you got a car? Yes, I have.
- You have a car, don’t you?
- You’ve got a car, haven’t you?
* ‘Have got’ means ‘possess’ because get can mean
‘receive’, ‘obtain’ or ‘buy’. If you think about it, when you
have received (have obtained or have bought) something you possess it. That’s the English logic, anyway!

4
5

i.e. – (id est) that is
therefore – for this reason, as
a result

6
7

seldom – occasionally, rarely
to deserve – merit, should have

6

Have/Have Got

‘Have to’ is often pronounced /ˡhæftə/. ‘Have to’ (usually contracted to: -’ve/ -’s got to) is common in spoken
English. This is often written as ‘gotta’, but the British
pronunciation is more like ‘godda’ /ˡgodə/ and the American pronunciation is, in fact, something like ‘gadda’.

Using ‘Have’
and ‘Have Got’

Expressions
A few idioms can illustrate the uses of ‘have/have got’:
1.  In formal writing, British and American English both
prefer ‘have’ to ‘have got’ when it means ‘possess’.
2.  In speech, British English prefers ‘have got’ whereas1
American English prefers ‘have’ to say ‘possess’.
3.  ‘Have’ is used in a number of expressions to talk about
an activity in British English: ‘have a bath’, ‘have a
shower’, ‘have breakfast’, ‘have lunch’, ‘have dinner’,
‘have a meal’ and ‘have a nap’ 2. In these cases, the
Americans use ‘take’ instead of3 ‘have’ (i.e. ‘take a
shower’, etc.).
4. ‘Have got’ is preferred when we are talking about illness:
- I’ve got a cold.
- We’ve both got (the) flu4.
- She’s got meningitis.
5.  Both ‘have’ and ‘have got’ are used for general obligation. ‘Have to’ is preferred for writing in a formal style.

>>  Have I got news for you?!
= this will surprise you. This expression is only used with
‘have got’:
- You think your answer was brilliant? Well, have I got
news for you?! You got the lowest mark5 in the whole
class for it.
>>  Have it coming
= deserve6 retribution7. This expression is used almost
exclusively in the past, so it is not used with ‘got’:
- After years of abuse she finally left him. He had it coming.
>>  Have a heart
= be merciful, show compassion. This alliterative expression is used almost exclusively in the imperative, so it is
not used with ‘got’.
>>  Have your work cut out (for you)
= have sth. very difficult to do. The expression is mostly
used in the future, so it is not used with ‘got’:
- We’ll have our work cut out for us if we hope to make
the flat presentable by this evening.
However, other expressions can use both forms:
>>  Have (got) it in for sb.
= feel special antipathy towards sb.
- The French teacher has/’s got it in for me!
>>  Have (got) what it takes
= have the necessary qualities for success 8. In this
case we actively prefer ‘have got’ because of the rhyme
between ‘got’ and ‘what’:
- Do you thing Jerry’s got what it takes to be a firefighter?

Have a shower (UK) / Take a shower (US)
whereas – by contrast
nap – siesta
3
instead of – rather than, as

1

2

6
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opposed to
flu – influenza, grippe (US English)
5
mark (UK English) – grade (US

4

>>  Have (got) a bone to pick with
= be irritated with sb.
- I have/’ve got a bone to pick with you. You finished the
milk and didn’t put a new bottle in the fridge!
English)
to deserve – merit
7
retribution – retributive justice,
6

disciplining
success – (false friend) victory,
triumph

8
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There Be

There Be
“There is…” isn’t as simple as
it looks. There are at least 30
other forms of this verb.

O

ne of the earliest English verbs you will have
learned is “there is/are”. While1 the basic idea
of this verb is readily2 grasped3 by even elementary students 4 , most learners are not aware 5 of
the full extent of this verbal structure. This article
aims to6 set the record straight7.

There are a lot of people in the street.

Photo by Marina Carresi

There is/are – The Basics
This is the best known form of the verb and we
needn’t waste too much time 8 on it. You should
be aware 5 that although the only correct form is
‘there is’ with a singular complement and ‘there
are’ with a plural complement, you will often hear
‘there is’ with a plural complement in colloquial
speech.
-  There’s some people at the door. [colloquial
spoken English]
Some grammarians believe that within 9 a few
generations there will only be one form (i.e. there
is) for both singular and plural. However, in Standard English we haven’t reached10 this point yet:
-  There are some people at the door. [Standard/
written English]

‘There Be’ Complaints11
Notice also that when we are complaining12 it is
common to use “there is/are no…” as an alternative
to “there isn’t/aren’t any…”:
-  There’s no hot water in my room and there are
no towels, either.
They are protesting because there are no jobs.
while – (in this case) although,
despite the fact that
2
readily – easily, quickly
3
to grasp – (in this case)
understand
4
i.e. we use it to talk about
1
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something for the first time –
to say that it exists
5
to be aware of – be conscious
of, realize
6
to aim to – have the intention
of (+ -ing)

to set the record straight
– clarify ideas, correct
misconceptions
8
to waste time – use time
inefficiently
9
within – in, (in this case) after,

7

inside
to reach – get to, arrive at
11
complaint – protest, objection
12
to complain – protest, criticize
10

3

There Be

‘There Be’
in Simple
Tenses
‘There Be’ & Non-Finite Forms
Photo by Marina Carresi
There was a fascinating exhibition about African women.
‘There be’ can be used in all the simple
tenses in English, but it cannot be used
in continuous (a.k.a.1 ‘progressive’)
‘There Be’ in the Imperative
tenses:
‘There be’ is not normally used in the imperative, but
There was/were [Past Simple]
when it is, the form is ‘Let there be…’10 . This is most fre-  There was a bomb scare2 yesterday.
quent in the Biblical command13:
3
-  There were three bears who lived together in a cot- -  Let there be light! [Genesis: I, v, 1]
tage4 in the woods5 .
There has/have been [Present Perfect Simple]
“Let there be light!” said God, and there was light!
-  There has always been a problem between the two
“Let there be blood14!” says man, and there’s a sea!
communities.

Lord Byron, Don Juan (1819-24)
-  There have been reports of sporadic fighting.
There will be [Future Simple]
Other Structures
-  There will be severe gales6 tomorrow.
In question tags, ‘there be’ works like any other
-  There won’t be any food left7 for the weekend if you
verbal structure;
keep8 eating like that!
-  There are twenty pupils in your class, aren’t there?
There had been [Past Perfect Simple]
-  There won’t be any trouble15 , will there?
-  There had been a landslide9 and part of the village was
‘There be’ followed by no point/sense/use (+ -ing) is
completely destroyed.
one way of expressing futility16 (see pp. 74-75):
-  There was no point (in) waiting – the bus had obvi‘There Be’ & Finite Forms
ously left without us.
The verb is used in the infinitive (with ‘to’) after structures
-  There’s no use crying, it’s not going to change the
that require this:
situation.
-  I’d like there to be a library in every neighbourhood.10
However, generally speaking, we prefer to use “it’s”
-  I don’t want there to be any more delays11.10
(rather than17 “there’s”) with ‘use’:
It can even be used in the gerund (e.g. after prepositions):
-  It’s no use crying, it’s not going to change the
-  What are the chances12 of there being cancellations?10
situation.

a.k.a. – also known as
bomb scare –
fear that there
is a bomb that is
going to explode
in a public place
3
bear –
4
cottage – small
rural house
1

2

3

the woods – a forest
gale – windstorm (US English)
7
there won’t be any food left –
no food will remain, there won’t
be any food
8
to keep (keep-kept-kept)
– continue
9
landslide – rock-fall, mudslide,
avalanche
5

6

this idea is expressed using
the subjunctive in some
European languages
11
delay (n.) –postponement, loss
of time
12
chances – (in this case)
possibilities
13
command (n.) – order,
directive
10

blood – red liquid found in
veins and arteries
15
trouble – problems, difficulties
16
futility – uselessness,
pointlessness, inefficacy
17
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
14
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There +
AUXILIARY + be
POSSIBILITY:
>>  There can be [Present Possibility]
-  There can be no excuse for that type of behaviour1.
>>  There could be [Present Possibility]
-  There could be up to a hundred people at the wedding
reception. 2
>>  There may be [Present Possibility]
-  There may be some short delays3. 2
>>  There might be [Present Possibility]
-  There might be an opportunity. 2
>>  There may/might/could have been [Past Possibility]
-  There may/might/could have been an accident on the
motorway. 2
>>  There is bound to be (= I’m sure that there will be)
-  There’s bound to be an election later this year.
TIME AUXILIARIES:
>>  There is going to be [Going To for Predictions]
-  There’s going to be violence if this situation continues.
>>  There was going to be [Past Predictions]
-  There was going to be an accident so I made him stop
the car and give me the keys.
>>  There used to be
-  Didn’t there use to be a cinema where that bingo hall is
now?
OBLIGATION:
>>  There should be [(weak4) obligation]
-  There should be a lifeguard on duty5 at the swimming
pool.
-  I think there should be more places for children to play.
>>  There ought to be
-  There ought to be someone here to help with customer6 inquiries7.
behaviour (UK English) –
behavior (US English) conduct
2
this idea is expressed using
the subjunctive in some
European languages
3
delay (n.) –postponement, loss
of time

1
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weak – (in this case) mild, soft,
(opposite of ‘strong’)
5
on duty – working, on the job
6
customer (adj.) – clients
7
inquiries – questions, doubts
8
tighter – stricter, more severe
9
to be in place – be established/

4

There seems to be a scooter exhibition on.
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>>  There needs/need to be
-  There needs to be tighter8 security at airports.
-  There need to be stricter controls in place9 .
Notice that ‘there must be’ is not frequently used for
obligation.
DEDUCTION:
>>  There must be [deduction/inference]
-  There must be hundreds of people with the same
allergy.
>>  There has/have to be [deduction/ inference]
-  There has to be a way of getting into the building.
>>  There must have been [deduction/inference about the past]
-  There must have been a storm – judging10 by all the
damage11.
APPEARANCE:
>>  There appears/appear to be
-  There appears to be a problem with my helmet12 .
-  There appear to be several reasons for the changes.
>>  There seems/seem to be
-  There seems to be a problem with your visa13 .
>>  There seemed/appeared to be
-  There seemed to be two parallel command
structures14 .
>>  There appear(s)/seem(s) to have been
-  There seems to have been a mistake – I asked for a
room with twin beds15 .
functioning
to judge by – consider, take
into account
11
damage – destruction
12
helmet – hard hat, protective
head covering
13
visa – (false friend) specific
10

permission to enter a country
command structure –
(military) hierarchy
15
twin beds – two parallel beds
(not a double bed)
14
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Subjunctive

The
Subjunctive:
Form
Structures that express uncertainty
and imaginary situations can cause
a lot of problems for EFL learners.
I wish I had learned to play a
musical instrument.

M

any students ask about how to translate the subjunctive into English. Unfortunately, there isn’t a
direct correspondence. The tense used instead of1 the
subjunctive depends on the structure in question. Anglo
Saxon had subjunctive structures but Modern English has
largely2 replaced them with other tenses.

Tenses vs. Times
Before studying these questions, let’s be clear about the
differences between tenses and times. A tense is a grammatical structure which may or may not refer to the same
period. For example, in the second conditional sentence
“If you worked harder, you would pass the exam”, the
tenses are past (‘worked’) and conditional (‘would pass’)
but the time referred to is present/ future.

La Banda del Soplo.
Photo by Marina Carresi

The Present Subjunctive
The subjunctive is not used in the same way in English
as in other languages. The present subjunctive for all
verbs is the same as the bare infinitive3 (be, come, go,
etc.). Thus4 for most verbs the present subjunctive is the
same as the present indicative except in the third-person
singular:
-  They are demanding that he pay them immediately.
As we will see, this structure can also be used to talk
about past time:
-  They demanded that he pay them immediately. (see
Tenses vs. Times).

The Past Subjunctive
The past subjunctive is identical to the past indicative
except in the case of ‘be’. For ‘be’ the past subjunctive is
‘were’ in all persons:
-  I wouldn’t do that if I were you.
Even in this case, it is common for people to use the past
indicative (“...if I was you”) in speech. The past subjunctive
is used to talk about hypothetical situations in present/
future time
-  I wish you were here with me now.
-  If only I were taller.

The Past-Perfect Subjunctive

I wish governments would take
global warming more seriously.
1

instead of – in place of, rather
than

32
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2
3

largely – mostly, in general
bare infinitive – the infinitive

The past perfect subjunctive is identical to the past perfect indicative and is used to talk about unreal situations
in past time:
-  I wish I had gone there. [past perfect subjunctive];
-  He had (already) left by the time she arrived. [past perfect indicative]

4

without ‘to’
thus /ðʌs/ – (formal) therefore,

so, as a result
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The Imperative
& The
Subjunctive
As you should know, the imperative in English uses the
bare infinitive1:
- ‘Go!’, he said to them.
- Don’t worry, be happy!
This is, in fact, a subjunctive.

Implied2 Imperative
There is an implied2 imperative (i.e. an implied obligation) in cases of demands, insistence, recommendations,
They required that
we be well-dressed.

suggestions, proposals and requirements 3. For this
reason, the present subjunctive can be used (in a formal
style) after these verbs (demand, insist, recommend, suggest, propose and require):
- They demanded that I give them a room.
- She insisted that he come back later.
- The judge4 recommended that he spend5 at least 30
years in prison.
- I suggest that you work harder.
- They required that I be well-dressed.
In all these cases, an alternative form is with ‘should’6 :
- They demanded that I should give them a room.
or with the past, when referring to past time:
- They demanded that I gave them a room.
If the subject of the main7 clause8 is the same as that of
the subordinate clause with ‘demand’ and ‘require’, then
we can use the infinitive:
- They demanded to be given a room.
- I was required to be well-dressed.
‘Insist’, ‘recommend’, ‘suggest’ and ‘propose’ can be followed by the -ing form if the two subjects are the same:
- I suggested going to play tennis = I suggested that we
(should) go and play tennis.
The same is true of implied 2 imperative structures
involving9 ‘It is’ + AN ADJECTIVE:
- It is important that we leave early.10
- It was important that we left early.11
- It is necessary that you go there.
In all these cases it is more common to use ‘should’,
‘ought to’ or ‘must’:
- We ought to leave early.

The Idiomatic Subjunctive
The subjunctive is used in several structures which
are easiest to learn as idiomatic expressions:
- (God) bless you!12
- God save the Queen!
- Long live the Republic!
- Heaven forbid!13
- Come what may14...
- Be that as it may15...
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bare infinitive – the infinitive
without ‘to’
2
implied – insinuated,
suggested
3
requirement – necessity,
prerequisite, stipulation
4
judge –
5
to spend (time) – stay, remain,
serve
6
the ‘should’ structure is the
1
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most common one in British
English

main – (in this case) principal
(as opposed to ‘subordinate’)
8
clause – phrase
9
involving – that involve, that
include
10
or “It is important that we
should leave early”, etc.
11
alternatively, “It was
important that we leave
early”, or “It was important

7

that we should leave early”.
God bless you! – I hope that
God looks after you
13
God/heaven forbid! – I hope
that that never occurs
14
come what may – whatever
happens
15
be that as it may – even if that
is true
12
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Subjunctive

More
Subjunctive
Structures
Hoping & Wishing
We express wishes about the future with ‘hope’ followed
by the present or future indicative:
- I hope it stops (or it’ll stop) raining soon!1
Wishes are more complicated. If we are talking about
present/future time, we have to decide whether2 the
wish refers to an irritating habit or a permanent situation.
For irritating habits ‘would’ is used in the subordinate
clause3:4
- I wish you wouldn’t bite your fingernails5.
- I wish you’d (= would) stop smoking in the sitting room.
However, if you are talking about a current situation you
don’t like but that you cannot change, you should use the
past (subjunctive) after ‘I wish’ or ‘If only’:
- I wish/If only I were taller.
- I wish/If only I had a car.
- I wish/If only you loved me!
Regrets6 about the past (time) are expressed by using
the past perfect after ‘I wish’ or ‘If only’:

If only I had a shield.

- I wish/If only I had gone to university.
- I wish/If only I had drunk less last night!

It’s Time
The expression “it’s time” always refers to present/future
time. However, it is usually followed by the past (subjunctive) tense. In this case, we can also say “it’s high time”
(emphatic) or “it’s about time”:
- It’s (high/about) time I left. (= I should leave).
- It’s (high/about) time I were 7 leaving. (= I should leave).
- It’s (high/about) time that you paid me back that money
I lent you! (= You should return the money!).
If the sentence refers to the speaker (I, we), you can –
alternatively – use the infinitive after ‘it’s time’:
- It’s time to leave. (= It’s time I/we left)

As if/As though

I hope it stops raining soon!
in the past tense this is, “I
hoped it would stop raining
soon.”
2
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used before ‘or’)
3
clause – phrase

1
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this structure
is not possible
with ‘I’ – we
never say, “I
wish I would...”
5
fingernail –

4

‘As if’ (which means exactly the same thing as ‘as though’)
is used to talk about things which appear to be true but
which are not. For this type of situation, we use the past
(subjunctive) to talk about present/future time, and the
past perfect (subjunctive) to talk about past time:
- He behaves8 as if/though he owned9 the place.
- She acted as if/though she had seen a ghost10.
regrets – remorse, repentance,
penitence
7
in informal spoken English
some people also use the
indicative, ‘was’.
8
to behave – act
6

9

to own – be the proprietor of
ghost – phantom, spectre,
apparition

10
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Futility

(It’s No Use)
Expressing Futility
...or how to be a pessimist!

E

nglish has several structures for
saying that an action is futile, is
not practical or offers no advantage.
All these structures are always followed by the -ing form, never the
infinitive.

It’s No Use
- It’s no use asking him about that
word, he’s never studied foreign
languages.
- It’s no use1 you/your complaining2
to him.
The structure is also used in a
common saying:

- It’s no use crying over spilt3 milk.
This structure can also be formed
using:
It’s no good + -ing
- It’s no good arguing. We’ve lost the
match4 and that’s that5 !
- It’s no good him/his asking for a
pay rise6.

There’s No Use
An alternative to “It’s no use + -ing” is
“There’s no use + -ing”. In this case it is
possible to insert ‘in’ before the gerund:
- There’s no use (in) asking him about
that word, he’s never studied foreign languages.

It’s no use crying over spilt milk.

However, notice that “There’s no
good + -ing” cannot be used to
express futility.

‘Any Use’ Questions
These structures can also be used in
questions by replacing ‘no’ with ‘any’:
- Is it any use watching videos in
English without subtitles?
- Is there any use (in) calling the fire
brigade if the house has already
burned down?
It is also possible to add a personal or
possessive pronoun before the gerund7:
- It’s no use us/our learning French,
they speak German in that part of
Switzerland.

There’s no use changing; the water’s too cold to swim in.
to be no use – be pointless, be futile
to complain – protest, object
3
to spill (spill-spilt-spilt) – accidentally drop
4
match – (in this case) formal game (e.g. of
football)
1

2
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With “There’s no use” it sounds more
natural to use ‘in’ if you use one of
these pronouns:
- Is there any use in me/my soaking8
the stained9 shirt before washing it?
- There’s no use in them/their getting air conditioning in their car if
they’re going to move to Scotland.
Photo by Marina Carresi

and that’s that – and that’s the end of it,
period (US English)
6
pay rise – salary increase, raise (US English)
7
for more verbs which can be followed
by object pronouns or possessive
5

pronouns, see p. 78
to soak sth. – (in this case) immerse sth. in
water with detergent (before washing)
9
stained – that has a potentially permanent
dirty mark
8
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Futility

Further Futility:
Worth, Point
and Sense
There are more ways to express futility.

It’s Not Worth
The negated verb can be written
either “It’s not...” or “It isn’t...”
-  It’s not/It isn’t worth repairing that
computer, you’d better buy a new one.
Questions are formed with or without
‘not’:
- Is it worth climbing to the top of
the tower? [an open question]
- Isn’t it worth climbing to the top of
the tower? [expressing surprise]
The structure can also be followed by
‘the effort’ if it is obvious what we are

talking about:
- It’s not worth the effort.

There’s No Point/Sense
This structure is like “There’s no use”
but notice that we cannot say “It’s no
point” or “It’s no sense”:
- There’s no sense (in you/your)
trying to make him see reason1.
- There’s no point (in us/our) running,
we’ve already missed the plane.
- There’s no point (in me/my) asking
for an advance2.
With ‘point/sense’ we can replace ‘no’

Is it worth climbing to the Photo by Marina Carresi
top of the tower?

with ‘little’:
- There’s little point (in your/you)
complaining3 ; nobody will take
any notice4.
- There’s little sense (in our/us) waiting for him now.
Again – as with ‘use’ – to make a
question we use ‘any’ instead of5 ‘no’:
- Is there any point (in us/our) sitting
the exam6 if we’re not going to pass?
- Is there any sense (in you/your)
buying an exercise machine if
you’re not going to use it?

What’s The Point?
Questions can also be formed using
the structure “What’s the point + -ing”:
- What’s the point (in my/me) learning to drive if I can’t afford7 a car?
- What’s the point (in his/him) learning to add and subtract8 if he’s
going to use a calculator for even
the simplest calculation?
- What’s the point (in us/our) going
to the cinema if the film will have
already started?
What’s the point taking the car to the shops? You can go by bike.
to see reason (see-saw-seen) – become
conscious that one is wrong and start to act
in a reasonable way
2
advance – an amount of money received
before the established date for payment

1
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to complain – protest, object
to take notice (take-took-taken) – pay
attention, listen
5
instead of – rather than, as opposed to
6
to sit an exam (sit-sat-sat) – take an exam,
3

4

do a test
can’t afford – not have enough money to
pay for
8
to subtract – take away, reduce, deduct

7
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-ing

“I Dislike
him/his
Smoking”
Which is correct?

I dislike him/his smoking.
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Possessives before the -ing form

Some Verbs Do, Some Verbs Don’t

It is correct to use a possessive (my, your, her, his, its, our,
their) before an -ing form and it is quite common to see
and hear formal sentences like:
-  Do you mind1 my making a suggestion? (= Do you mind
if I make a suggestion?)
-  She insisted on my reading her article. (= She insisted
that I read her article.)
-  They were interested in my opening a deposit account2.
(= They were interested in the possibility that I might
open a deposit account.)

A number of everyday verbs can be used either with the
possessive or the object pronoun. These include:
appreciate3
insist on
approve of and disapprove of
dislike and not like
involve4 and mean5
mind6, resent7 and object to
remember and recollect8
save9
propose
understand
-  She insisted on him/his going to see a doctor.
-  They strongly disapprove of her smoking. (In this case
‘her’ could be a possessive or an object pronoun)
-  That will save me/my having to go out again.

Object Pronouns before the -ing form
However, in informal English, especially in spoken English
it is more common to use object pronouns before the -ing
form, especially when it is functioning as the grammatical
object in the sentence:
-  Do you mind me making a suggestion?
-  She insisted on me reading her article.
-  They were interested in me opening a deposit account.

to mind – care, object
account – a written agreement
with a bank to deposit or withdraw (= take out) money.
3
some people strongly
favour using the possessive
adjective after ‘appreciate’,
e.g. I appreciate your coming
to help me
4
to involve – require, imply
5
to mean – (in this case) imply
6
to mind /maind/ – object to,
resent
7
to resent – (in this case) be
1

2
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angry about,
be offended by
8
to recollect
– (formal)
remember
9
to save – (in
this case)
make sth.
unnecessary
10
to prevent –
stop, impede
11
shower –

Certain verbs can optionally be followed by a preposition
before the -ing form. If the preposition is used, then only
the object pronoun is possible:
-  Forgive me/my calling so late.
Forgive me for calling so late.
-  Please excuse me/my arriving so late.
Please excuse me for arriving so late.
-  The bad weather prevented10 us/our going for a walk.
- The bad weather prevented us from going for a walk.
There is a group of verbs – ‘hear’, ‘feel’ and ‘smell’ – which
are not normally followed by a possessive + -ing form
structure:
-  I saw his him talking to a policewoman.
-  We heard her singing in the shower11.
In conclusion, use the possessive pronoun if you want
to sound formal and the object pronoun if you want to
sound colloquial.

Hollow 'It'

Hollow ‘It’
‘It’ is normally presented as a subject or object pronoun
standing in for1 a thing or an idea. However, there are a
series of situations in which ‘it’ cannot be replaced with
a noun and therefore2 it is not a true pronoun. In such
cases we talk about a ‘hollow3 it’ or ‘empty it’.

‘It’ as a Dummy4 Subject
Sometimes it can be difficult to identify a ‘hollow it’. Take
these two examples:
-  It was cold and wet.
-  It was raining.
The two sentences look similar, though they are not. In
the first sentence ‘It’ can be replaced by ‘The weather’.
Such a substitution is not possible in the second sentence. ‘The weather was raining’ – or indeed 5, ‘The
cloud6 was raining’ – sounds silly. The same is true for
other types of precipitation:
-  It’s snowing outside.

It's snowing outside.
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‘It’ as a Dummy4 Object

-  I hotfooted it here as soon as I heard the news (= I
came here quickly...)
-  We missed the last bus and had to hoof it (= ...and had
to walk (quickly) home.)
-  He arrived in the capital with no money and nowhere to
stay so he had to rough it to begin with. (= ...he had to
sleep rough8...)
-  Did you hear? Janet’s husband snuffed it last week (=
...died last week.)
-  They’re not real crusties9. They’re just rich kids slumming it. (= ...temporarily acting as if they were poor.)
- I can’t find the notes I made for my speech. Oh, it
doesn’t matter, I’ll wing it. (= ...I’ll improvise.)
-  Just because he’s the boss’s son he has no right to lord
it over the rest of us (= ...to act disdainfully towards the
rest of us.)
-  Val and Ginny really hit it off (= ...became instant
friends). Unfortunately, their husbands got in an argument and slugged it out (= ...hit each other until one of
them couldn’t continue.)

‘Hollow it’ is also used in certain expressions as a
dummy4 object:
-  I take it you’re leaving. (= I conclude that you’re leaving.)
-  We can’t let them find us here, we’d better leg it. (= ...we
should run away.)

Occasionally, it is even possible to have ‘it’ as both the
dummy subject and the dummy object of a sentence:
-  Oh, no. It’s bucketing it down10 outside. (= It is raining
hard.)

Similar contrasts can be made between times and times
of day:
-  When I woke up it was 2:30pm.
-  When I woke up it was already afternoon.
In the first case we could say “When I woke up the time
was 2:30pm”. No such substitution is possible in the
second sentence.
Other examples of ‘empty it’ include:
-  It looks as if they are going to win the elections.
-  It seems as though I was wrong.
-  It’s (high/about) time7 you started telling me the truth.
-  It’s no use asking him for help.

to stand in for (stand-stoodstood) – substitute
2
therefore – for this reason
3
hollow – empty, void,
meaningless
4
dummy – counterfeit, false
5
indeed – (emphatic) in fact, (in
1
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this context) even
cloud –
7
it’s (high) time – it’s about time,
the moment has arrived when
I/we/you etc. should do sth.
8
to sleep rough (sleep-sleptslept) – sleep in the street or in

crusty – young person who is
apparently homeless, typically
has anarchic ideas and dogs
10
or “...it’s tipping it down...”
or “...it’s pissing it down...”
(more vulgar)

9

6

any place that you can find (as
opposed to in a bed in a home)
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Contradictanyms

Contradictanyms:
Auto-antonyms
You may have always had a sneaking suspicion1 that
English was illogical. Well, in this article we are going to
prove it by looking at ‘contradictanyms’ /ˌkontrəˡdiktənimz/.
. These are words that have two different meanings which
are more or less opposites. You could say that they are
‘auto-antonyms’. Why any language would choose to use
two identical words with opposite meanings is a bit of a2
mystery. How such contradictanyms survived centuries of
misunderstandings, even more so3. You may be beginning to get the idea that we make English more difficult
than it needs be simply to spite4 you!

The First Five
The early letters of the alphabet (A-D) offer five
contradictanyms:
To bolt
a. (transitive) shut5 securely (using a bolt6):
- Don’t forget to bolt the door before you go to bed.
b. (intransitive) run away, escape:
- The horses bolted through the door and ran off through
the fields.
- They bolted [a.] the door after the horse had bolted [b.]!
To cleave
(cleave-cleaved/clove/cleft-cleaved/cloven/cleft)
a. split, break into two
- With one stroke7 of his axe8 he cleaved the shield9
in two.
b. adhere to, stick together
- Ivy10 cleaved/clove to the old wall.

sneaking suspicion – persistent idea
2
a bit of a – something of a, a
3
even more so – (in this case) is
even more of a mystery
4
to spite sb. – annoy sb., irritate
sb.
5
to shut (shut-shut-shut) – close
6
bolt (n.) – cylindrical piece of
metal used in a simple mechanism to stop a door being
1
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opened
stroke – blow,
hit, movement
8
axe (UK
English) – ax
(US English)
9
shield (n.) –
10
ivy – (Hedera
helix) an evergreen climbing
plant with dark

Ivy cleaved/clove to the walls of the house.
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- He cleaved [a.] the door in two and then cleaved [b.] it
together again!
Notice that with either of these two meanings ‘cleave’ is
only used in literary contexts.
critical
a. censorious, condemnatory:
- She was very critical of our plan.
b. crucial, vital, essential:
- Her support11 is critical to the plan’s success12.
custom
a. tradition, common practice
- The custom is for all the men to dress identically in evening suits13.
b. ‘custom-made’ = specifically made, personalised:
- Custom-made suits are more expensive than ready-towear14 ones.
To dust
a. to eliminate dust15:
- Could you dust the shelves16 for me please?
b. to cover something in fine particles:
- Next you have to dust the cake with icing sugar17.

green 5-angled leaves

7

support (n.) – (in this case)
backing, help
12
success – (false friend) accomplishment, triumph, victory
11

suit – formal dress (especially
for businessmen)
14
ready-to-wear – prêt-à-porter
15
dust – particles of dirt
16
shelf (plural ‘shelves’) – horizontal surface that supports
objects
17
icing sugar – powdered sugar
(US English); finely powdered
(= very fine) sugar used for
making icing on cakes
13

8

Contradictanyms

Contradictanyms:
Funny Peculiar
The middle of the alphabet (F-O)
offers six more contradictanyms.

Fast
a. rapid(ly), quick(ly)
- They need fast boats to catch the smugglers1.
b. securely, immovably
- The boat was stuck fast2 on the riverbed3.
- They were all fast asleep when we arrived home.
To fix
a. mend, repair:
- I need somebody to fix my computer.

b. fraudulently predetermine the result of a competition
- They fixed the boxing match4 so that the champ5 fell in
the third round.
Funny
a. humorous, laughable
- There was a very funny comedian on TV last night.
b. strange, unsettled6
- I’m feeling a bit funny. I hope that seafood7 I had for
lunch wasn’t off8.
c. suspicious, untrustworthy9, questionable
- There were some funny characters hanging around10
outside.
To clarify, informally we talk about ‘funny ha-ha’ for the
first meaning (a.) and ‘funny peculiar’ for the second and
third (b. and c.)
- Do you mean it was ‘funny ha-ha’ or ‘funny peculiar’?
To garnish
a. decorate, adorn
- Don’t forget to garnish the fish with parsley11.
b. (legal) take away, appropriate
- The tax authority has the right to garnish your earnings.
Liberal
a. tolerant, centrist, favouring local government as
opposed to central government, supporting12 the Liberal
Democrats [UK English]
- The Liberals promote personal freedoms over government controls.
b. left-wing13, favouring central government control [US
English, pejorative]
- The Republican candidate accused his opponent of
being too liberal.

The boat was stuck fast on the riverbed.
smuggler – sb. who imports
and exports without paying
duties (= taxes); sb. involved in
contraband
2
to be stuck fast – (emphatic)
not be able to move
3
riverbed – the bottom of a river
4
match – contest, (in this case)
fight
5
champ – (abbreviation)
1

8
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champion
unsettled – uncomfortable,
sickly
7
seafood – fish, molluscs and
crustaceans
8
to be off – (in this case) be
spoiled or past its edible
(= eatable) state
9
untrustworthy – dodgy,
unreliable, suspect,
6

Oversight
a. negligence, careless error
- Due to14 an oversight by the bank clerk15 there wasn’t
enough money in my account and the cheque bounced16.
b. supervision, control
- Government oversight of stock transactions helps prevent17 insider dealing18.
questionable
to hang around (hang-hunghung) – wait around, be about
11
parsley –
12
to support
– back, be in
favour of
13
left-wing –
progressive,
socialist
10

due to – because of
clerk – administrative worker
16
to bounce – (of cheques) come
back after being refused (= not
accepted)
17
to prevent – stop
18
insider dealing – illegal
buying and selling using
privileged information
14
15
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Contradictanyms

Sanctioning
Contradictanyms
A final half dozen contradictanyms
to complete the list:

Qualified
a. certified, fully-trained, professional
- Now that you are qualified are you going to set up1 your
own law firm?
b. limited, restricted, partial
- I’m afraid it was only a qualified success2.
To rent
a. charge for the use of
- She rented us her cottage3.
b. pay for the use of
- We rented a cottage from her.
Sanction
a. (usually plural) penalty, punishment4
- They imposed sanctions on Russia for Putin’s interference in the Ukraine.
b. authorization, permission
- The project has received the local authority’s sanction.

She rented us her cottage.
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To screen
a. show (a movie)
- They are screening the final part of The Hobbit at the
local cinema this weekend. Let’s go.
b. hide
- The mansion was screened by a line of well-placed5
trees.
Suspicious
a. causing suspicion, disreputable
- Those strangers6 look suspicious.
b. affected by suspicion, distrustful
- They were suspicious of all strangers.

An Auto-Antonymous Phrasal Verb
If all of that wasn’t bad enough we even have a phrasal
verb that is a contradictanym, I’m afraid:
To be out
a. be shining, be producing light
- Thousands of stars are out tonight.
b. be switched off, not be producing light
- The lights are out so they must have gone to bed.

The Limits of Contradictanyms
Of course, the reason that most of these contradictanyms
have survived is that they are used in specific contexts
(i.e. collocations), which means that native speakers don’t
have too much trouble7 using them.
Thousands of stars are out tonight.
to set up (set-set-set) – establish,
create
2
success – (false friend) accomplishment, triumph, victory

1
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cottage – small house in a
village or in the countryside
4
punishment – disciplining
5
well-placed – judiciously
3

6

positioned
stranger – (false friend) sb.
who is not known (not necessarily ‘foreigners’)

7

much trouble – many
difficulties/problems

8

Pronunciation

Doubled
Consonants:
There to
Help You

That’s our only reason for doubling a consonant – to
help you with the pronunciation of the previous vowel
sound. It tells you that in the word ‘accommodation’ the
(first) a- and first -o- are short. Unfortunately, not all short
vowel sounds are followed by a doubled consonant. So,
for instance 5, the (first) -i- in both ‘Britain’ and ‘Britten 6 ’
is short. However, doubled consonants are never preceded by a long vowel or a diphthong. Compare:
SHORT

maple7

apple

doted

dotted9

8

later

B

elieve it or not, doubled consonants exist in English
to help you. Put1 simply, we double consonants to
signal that the previous vowel sound is short (i.e. it is not
pronounced with a long sound 2 or a diphthong 3). This is
easiest to illustrate by comparing the third person singulars of the present continuous and present perfect tenses
of verbs like ‘hide’ and ‘write’. The main4 way we distinguish between the pronunciation of “it’s hiding” and
“it’s hidden” or between “she’s writing” and “she’s written” is in the sound of the -i-. In the -ing form the -i- is
pronounced as a diphthong /ai/, but in the past it is pronounced in the short form /i/. We signal that the pronunciation of the -i- is short in the past participle by doubling
the following consonant (i.e. hidden, written).

DIPHTHONG

wager

latter10
stagger12

11

cuter13

cutter14

LONG

SHORT

meter

letter

The Devil in the Detail
There are a couple of additional points to be made:
1. We don’t normally double -c- or -k- but prefer to use -ck
instead15. Having said that, the -ck works16 like any other
doubled letter. Compare:
baker17
backer18
19
biker
bicker20
liking
licking21
2. We never double -x. So, the -o- in ‘foxed’22 or ‘boxing’
is short despite the single consonant.
3. We don’t usually double -vdriving /ˡdraiviŋ/
driven /ˡdrivən/
However, we can double -v- before -y:
navy /ˡneivi/
navvy23 /ˡnævi/
This is one of the most useful concepts you will ever
learn to link24 English spelling to English pronunciation.

Maple leaves
to put (put-put-put) – (in this
case) express
2
e.g. /a:/, /i:/, /ɜ:/, /ɔ:/, /ju:/
3
e.g. /ei/, /ai/ or /ou/
4
main – primary, principal
5
for instance – for example
6
the family name of Benjamin
Britten (1913-76), the English
composer
7
maple /ˡmeipəl/ – (Acer) type
of tree
1

4
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dote /dout/ – adored, idolized
dotted /ˡdotid/ – characterized
by dots (= spots) – e.g. a dotted
line (= .............)
10
latter – second
mentioned
11
wager /ˡweiʤər/
– bet
12
to stagger –
walk without
stability
8

9

cute (cute-cuter-the
cutest) – adorable
14
cutter /ˡkʌtər/ –
15
instead – (in this case) in
place of -cc- or -kk16
to work – (in this case)
function
17
baker – sb. who makes
bread
18
backer – sponsor, financier, supporter
13

biker – motorcyclist
to bicker – squabble, argue
about trivial things
21
to lick sth. – pass one’s tongue
over sth.
22
foxed – baffled, fooled, tricked
23
navvy – (historical) labourer
employed to build roads,
canals or railways
24
to link – connect

19

20
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Hedging

Hedge Your
Bets
Hedge Words
If you look up1 ‘hedge’ in a dictionary it will tell you that
the word means a barrier formed by bushes2, a sort of
living wall if you like. However, ‘to hedge your bets’ is a
rather3 strange horseracing term. It means to bet4 on
several different horses as a way of reducing risk5. The
expression has been adopted into general English to refer
to any action that reduces risk. From it, comes the use
of ‘hedge’ as an adjective meaning ‘risk-reducing’ (e.g. a
hedge fund6).
Lunch is as good
as ready.

He has nearly finished fishing for the day.

Photo by Marina Carresi

So, ‘hedge words’ are not what hedgehogs7 say but
terms used to soften8 the impact of a statement9, i.e.
words that make what you say sound less assertive and/
or arrogant. Hedge words put limits on statements that
could not be justified in their absolute form. However,
notice that if hedge words are used in excess they can
make you sound indecisive and uneducated.
There are four types of hedge words:

1. Approximators
>>  STANDARD: almost10 = nearly11
-  I was almost late for work this morning.
-  I’ve nearly finished my homework.
>>  FORMAL: all but12 = to all intents and purposes
-  The bank is to all intents and purposes bankrupt.
-  The match13 is all but over14.
-  It’s nigh on15 impossible to get a job there without
‘contacts’.
>>  COLLOQUIAL: practically = virtually = more or less =
as good as
- Lunch is as good as ready.

Photo by
Micaela de Silva

to look sth. up – look for (= try
to find) sth. (in a reference book)
2
bush /buʃ/ – shrub, plant similar
to a small tree
3
rather – somewhat, surprisingly
4
to bet (bet-bet-bet) – risk money
5
risk – (in this case) the
1
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possibility of losing money
hedge fund – a flexible investment company for a small
number of large investors
7
hedgehog –
8
to soften /ˡsofən/ – reduce
9
statement – declaration, sth.
6

>>  INFORMAL: just about16 = pretty much = pretty well
-  We’ve pretty much covered all the possibilities, don’t
you think?
-  Pretty well everyone agreed with her.
said
almost – nearly, just under, not

10

quite
nearly – practically, virtually
12
all but – almost, practically
13
match – formal sports event
14
to be over – have finished
15
nigh /nai/ on – (poetic) nearly11
16
just about – almost, practically
11

34

Hedging

Hedging:
Playing this
Down
2. Compromisers
>>  STANDARD: rather, quite, fairly
-  The book is quite interesting.
-  I find him rather arrogant.
-  We have to go to London quite often.
-  It was a fairly good translation.
Notice that ‘fairly’ is the weakest of these words and is
often used when damning with faint praise1. ‘Quite’ is a
little stronger and ‘rather’ is the strongest.
>>  FORMAL: reasonably, somewhat
-  The novel is reasonably long.

We thought he was pretty strange.

Photo by Predrag Pajdic

Although these informal terms can be used to tone
down2 statements3, notice that they are often used
simply as pause fillers4.

3. Diminishers
>>  INFORMAL: kind of, sort of, pretty
-  She kind of told me she didn’t love you anymore.
-  The movie was sort of sad.
-  We thought he was pretty strange.

>>  partly, partially = somewhat
-  Well, his plan was partly successful.
-  I was somewhat surprised by the announcement.

4. Minimisers
>>  barely5 = hardly
-  The alarm was barely audible.
-  I hardly heard a word she said.

That’s Quite Different
Notice that when ‘quite’ is used with an absolute
adjective (rather than 6 a gradable one) it means
‘totally’, ‘completely’. Compare:
-  I quite liked the film. (= I more or less liked it)
-  The meal was quite nice. (= it was OK)
-  The meal was quite delicious. (= it was absolutely
delicious).
-  Oh, that’s quite different. (= that’s completely different; ≠ that’s rather different).
-  You were quite right to complain7. (= completely
right)

The book is quite interesting.
to damn with faint praise
– commend (= applaud,
compliment) so unenthusiastically
as to imply disapproval

1

34

to tone down – make less
strong or intense
3
statement – declarative
sentence
2

pause filler – expression used
to fill a silence while the speaker
thinks or doubts
5
barely – hardly, scarcely, only

4

just
rather than – as opposed to,
instead of
7
to complain – protest, object
6
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Picture Description: Face-Painting

A
1. Look at the two pictures:
>>   What do they have
in common?
>>   How are they different?
2. Look at the first picture.
>>   Describe the photograph in detail.
>>   Why have these two
men painted their faces?
What function does the
face paint serve?
>>   In what sense are they rivals?
>>   Describe their emotions
in the photograph.
3. Look at the second picture.
>>   Describe the photograph in detail.
>>   Why has this man painted
his face? What function
does the face paint serve?
>>   Can you describe
his emotions?

Photo by US Department of State

4. Do you consider team
sports to be a ritualized
substitute for war?
>>   Is it useful to consider
sports fans in tribal terms?
>>   Do you consider supporting
a specific sports team to
be part of your identity?

s
>>   Now listen to the picture
description on the audio
scripts (track 11).
>>   How are the examinee’s
comments different
from yours?
86 | YES 16
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

The following pages contain the transcriptions
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS

Spoken English is significantly different from the written language:
A more limited vocabulary is generally used
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more
incomplete or badly constructed sentences.
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS

Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

1

Before you listen we recommend that you read through
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself).
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

2

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to
understand everything; listening practice should
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much
meaning you can extract from the recording.

YES NO. 16 TRACK LIST
Mini-debates (33m18s)
1. Is Corruption In Human Nature? (8m39s)
2. Freezing Eggs: An Advance or A
Dangerous Trend? (10m10s)
3. On Children and Fairy Tales (14m29s)
4. Spelling and Pronunciation:
Double Consonants (3m39s)
Monologues:
Shopping Habits (12m48s)
5. Monologue 1 [US English] (3m11s)
6. Monologue 2 [UK English] (4m15s)
7. Monologue 3 [UK English] (3m28s)
8. Monologue 4 [Irish English] (1m54s)
Colorado Anecdotes (8m56s)
9. Learning Navaho (5m04s)
10. The Lure of Trains (3m52s)

3

Listen more times going back to the footnotes
to integrate the information you have.

11. Picture Description (4m31s)

4

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Total time: 1h03m12s

5

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

6

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a
structure that interests or confuses you.

7

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

8

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

moreover – what’s more, furthermore
footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in
this box)
3
subject (n.) – (in this context) theme
4
painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5
to improve – get better
6
eventually – (false friend) in the end
7
to relate – associate, connect, link
1

2
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Mini-debates
(33m18s)

1. Is Corruption In Human Nature?
(8m39s)
Englishwoman (EW): So, what do we
think about corruption? Is corruption
human nature?
Englishman (EM): What do you
mean by ‘corruption’ exactly?
Irishman (IM): Well, I looked that
word up1 in the dictionary and it says
‘dishonesty for personal gain’.
EM: So corruption, for example,
would be paying a plumber2 cash in
hand3.
IM: I think so.
American man (USM): I do too. I
think it’s… my take on4 corruption is
that it happens all throughout5 society, in all aspects of society, from…
what we know about and what we
hear about the most is corruption
in politics. But, for example, for me
cheating6 on an exam, for example, is a type of corruption, cheating
on your tax returns7 is a type of
to look sth. up – look for
sth., try to find sth.
2
plumber –
3
to pay sb. cash in hand
(pay-paid-paid) – pay sb. in
physical money to avoid
paying taxes
4
one’s take on – one’s perspective on, one’s opinion
about
5
all throughout –
(emphatic) in every part of
6
to cheat – infringe the rules
1
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corruption.
EM: Is downloading a film from the
internet corruption?
EW: I would say so.
USM: Yeah. Yeah because… yeah.
IM: Yeah, I believe it’s…
EW: I mean8, you have to go… now
we’ve got to work out9 what we
mean by ‘dishonesty’ and ‘personal
gain’. I could say that corruption is a
form of survival tactic in a highly10
pressurized society. You’re looking at
the cleverest way to keep your head
above the water11 any way you can.
EM: So, why are some societies supposedly more corrupt than others?
Why are some societies famous for
their corruption, whereas12 other
societies are supposedly much less
corrupt?
IM: I think corruption exists in all societies but some societies are better at,
tax return – annual declaration of what one
owes to the tax authorities
8
I mean – (pause filler) y’know, sort of, kind
of, like
9
to work out – determine
10
highly – very
11
to keep one’s head above (the) water
(keep-kept-kept) – survive
12
whereas – while, by contrast
13
to hide sth. (hide-hid-hidden) – conceal sth.,
camouflage sth.
14
two-faced – hypocritical
15
are likely to – will probably

7

not maybe hiding13 it, but also maybe
they have better laws, you know?
USM: Yeah.
EW: I think there are two-faced14
societies and other societies that are
less two-faced. And I think the ones
that are more hypocritical are likely
to15 consider themselves less corrupt
and that’s probably not even true.
EM: But isn’t it also true that… I
mean 8… each person in each situation is just16 weighing up17 their
potential gain against their possibilities of getting caught18 and doing
things that are clearly illegal in, for
example, a country like Britain usually
it’s probably not worth the effort19
because there is a greater possibility than in some countries of being
caught and of being punished20 for
it? Whereas12 – y’know21 – if there are
systems whereby22 the legal process
is slow, it can be drawn out23 if you
know what you’re doing and there are
just16 ways out of it. You’re unlikely
to24 actually25 pay the consequences
or that calculation is such that it’s
worth26 taking the risk. I’ve never
just – (in this case) simply
to weigh sth. up – consider sth., ponder sth.
to get caught (get-got-got) – be discovered
19
to be worth the effort – be a good idea
20
to punish – discipline, penalize
21
y’know – (pause filler) like, I mean, sort of,
kind of
22
whereby – (in this case) in which
23
to draw sth. out (draw-drew-drawn) –
extend, prolong
24
you’re unlikely to – it is improbable that
you will
25
actually – (false friend) really, in fact
16
17

18

9
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seen such a quizzical27 look28!
USM: I agree to a point29. I mean8…
it’s hard30 to talk about corruption
especially in politics or certain cultures without mentioning cultural… a
specific culture. Take… I don’t want to
pick on31 anyone, but one that comes
to mind32 is Russia, for example. After
the fall of the Soviet Union there was
widespread33 ridiculous corruption
in all parts of society and I think to a
large extent34 that still exists today.
If we were to compare Russia with

to be worth (+ ing) – be a good idea to (+
infinitive)
27
quizzical – perplexed, questioning
28
look – (in this case) expression
29
to a point – in part, partially, to some degree
30
hard – (in this case) difficult
31
to pick on – victimize
32
to come to mind (come-came-come) – be
thought of first
26

9

England, for example, or the United
States, there’s clearly a difference. But
that’s not to say that there isn’t corruption because there is. I just16 think
that it’ a different type of corruption
and people get more creative with
the ways that they carry out35 illegal
activities.
EW: Are we just16… I think there’s a
big danger that we’re also touching
on the – sort of36 – deep-felt37 prejudices. We tend to – sort of36 – lump
the UK and the US together38 as the

widespread – generalized
to a large extent – more or less, in general
to carry out – perform, undertake
36
sort of – (pause filler) kind of, like, y’know, I
mean
37
deep-felt – profound, deep-seated,
ingrained
38
to lump A and B together – combine A and B
39
whiter than white – (in this case) totally
33

34

35

whiter than white 39 and butter
wouldn’t melt in the mouth40 and
all that sort41 of thing against our
archetypal enemies. So, Third World
countries and pre-Iron Curtain 42
countries and those all those must be
bad compared to us.
EM: I think there are organizations which are international which
I mean 8, you may see… you could
argue that they’re based on Western
values, maybe relating to the rule
of law43 or whatever, but that have

virtuous, morally irreproachable
butter wouldn’t melt in one’s mouth –
one is entirely innocent
41
sort – type, kind
42
she means ‘post-Iron Curtain’
(= post-Soviet)
43
the rule of law – the restriction of the
arbitrary exercise of power by subordinating
it to well-defined and established laws
40
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Photo by Pal Nordseth

objective criteria for judging corruption and there are clearly differences between, for example, northern Europe, the northern half of the
Americas and some of the places
mentioned maybe. But, I mean 8 ,
there’s no reason for considering…
I don’t consider in any sense at all
Sub-Saharan Africa to be the enemy
but I think there’s an awful lot of44
corruption that goes down there.
EW: Can we tie in corruption with45
an awful lot of – (emphatic) a lot of
to tie in A with B – relate A to B
46
amount – (in this case) level
47
wealth – capital, prosperity
48
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – tackle,
manage
49
fair – just, equitable
50
level playing field – equality of opportunity, an impartial context
51
there’s much less likely to be – it is much

44
45
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the amount46 of poverty... extent
in a society or the big differences
between rich and poor in a society?
I think that where wealth47 is better
distributed probably corruption is
better dealt with48 and becomes
more transparent.
EM: I’m not sure I would agree about
the causality there. I think if you
have a fair49 society where there
are basically level playing fields 50
for people to do business, there’s
less probable that there will be
wide-scale – extensive
53
rather than – instead of, as opposed to
54
the other way (a)round – vice-versa
55
facile – simplistic
56
foreseeable – that can be predicted
57
crime – (semi-false friend) delinquency,
illegal activity
58
can’t dare – be so audacious as to
59
gonna – (slang) going to
52

much less likely to be 51 widescale 52 extreme poverty. So, I think
the corruption may create the poverty rather than 53 the other way
round 54 or it may just16 be a vicious
circle.
IM: So, basically you’re saying that
the political class are as corrupt as
the people who vote for them.
EM: That’s an attractive idea. I think
it might be little bit facile 55. I think
politicians are a product of their society. But the level to which you… the
probability to which you are going
to be caught and punished 20 in
the foreseeable 56 future presumably affects the whole of society. So,
I think the two things are related. I
mean8, there’s a famous quote which
I think I may have said here before,
but anyway, that the reason that
there’s so little crime 57 in Germany
is because it’s illegal. You know if you
have a society which… again, there
are virtuous circles whereby22 you
don’t see all sorts41 of things happening around you. You think, “Oh,
I can’t dare 58 do that because I’m
gonna 59 stand out and fingers are
going to be pointed 60”, whereas12
if everybody, for example, pays the
plumber2 cash in hand 3 it stops
being even a social stigma, which
is part of the whole punishment
ethos61.
USM: That’s an interesting point you
make and it’s an interesting topic62 to
think about. I think in the end we vote
for the politicians that are provided
by the political elite. We don’t have
much of a choice in that. And I don’t
think corruption has anything to do
with63 voters voting for politicians. I
fingers are going to be pointed – people
are going to ostracize me
61
punishment ethos – disciplining atmosphere
62
topic – (false friend) theme, matter,
question
63
to have anything to do with (have-hadhad) – be related to
64
to come across (come-came-come)
– encounter
60
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read… when I was reading about corruption I came across 64 an interesting verse, an Indonesian verse that
has… says a lot about corruption,
specifically…
EM: Could you say it first in Tagalog 65
and then?
USM: Yeah. I wish I could. No, I can’t.
EM: Or is that the Philippines?
USM: I think so.
IM: Yeah.
EM: I got it wrong66.

USM: It goes like this. As I was saying
it’s very, very on the point67 as far
as political corruption goes68. And it
goes like this:
Go with the flow69 is the name of
the game70,
Corruption the answer to fortune and
fame.
Fiddle and diddle71 and rip off72 the
state,
That’s the way forward, make no
mistake73.’

2. Freezing Eggs: An Advance
or A Dangerous Trend?
(10m10s)
American Woman (USW1): So it’ll
soon become routine practice in the
US for professional women to have
their eggs74 frozen and stored75 in
liquid nitrogen for future use. Is this
an advance, freeing women from the
rigours of their biological clock, or it’s
a dangerous trend76?
American Man (USM): I’ve nothing against it, not being a woman
– y’know21 – it’s not really for me to
say. But I think everyone has the right
to do whatever they want with their
body.
USW: Well, you could put yourself
in the position of somebody who
decides to have children at an age…
at a later age: 55, say77, 60.
USM: I could try to put myself in
the mindset78 of a women but it’s
impossible.
the official language of the Philippines
to get sth. wrong (get-got-got) – make a
mistake
67
on the point – pertinent, relevant
68
as far as... goes – as regards..., in terms of...
69
to go with the flow (go-went-gone) – act
like everybody else
70
to be the name of the game – be the
essential consideration
71
to fiddle and diddle – falsify accounts and
65

66

9

USW: Of a parent79.
USM: I would want to be able to have
that possibility. So I’m for80 it. But I
think the problem is it’s… it doesn’t
offer a solution to the real problem
which is discrimination in the workplace, I think. I think the root81 problem of this and women wanting to
freeze their eggs in order to free their
career82 or to advance in their career,
the root problem is discrimination,
racism, sexism in the workplace.
Englishman (EM): But is that really
true? I mean 8 , the statistic that I
read was that 88% of people, sorry,
of women who chose to do this was
because they haven’t met the right83
man yet.
USM: I don’t believe that, where do
you read that? That’s really strange.
Scotsman (SM): Well, there’s far
pay less than one should
to rip sb. off – cheat sb., defraud sb.
73
make no mistake – undoubtedly
74
egg – ovum
75
to store – keep, conserve
76
trend – tendency
77
say – (in this case) for example
78
mindset – established attitudes and
opinions
79
parent – (false friend) mother or father
72

Photo by Wikifrits

too much 84 Hollywood as well 85.
There’s who is the right person and
everyone’s waiting for this – kind of86
– magical person to arrive who’s perfect and you know.
to be for sth. – be in favour of sth.
root (adj.) – fundamental
82
career – (false friend) professional
trajectory
83
right – appropriate
84
far too much – (emphatic) much too much
85
as well – too, also
86
kind of – sort of, like, y’know, I mean
80
81
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USW: Yeah, I’ll second that87. I think
we have very high expectations of
what we want to… of the lives that
what we want to have and I also
believe that women have… of these
generations now that are the childbearing age 88 have been brought
up 89 with the idea that they could
do everything and there’s lot of
feminists talking about that, talking
about how we were told that we
could be high-performing employees
or business people, that we could
be mothers, that we could be great
partners90 and we could do everything at the same time and finding
out91 that is just16 not possible. And
I think that’s where the problem is in
the mind92 of these women is they
have things to do and they want to
achieve 93 certain things at a time in
their life where they have the energy
to do it and childbearing94 isn’t in
the schedule95 at that point.
EM: But, I mean8, there are professions which are driven by the vast
majority of the public and so it’s
unlikely to96 change. Like, for example, being a... I believe we have to
say, ‘female actor’ now rather than 53
‘actress’; they have ‘sell-by date’97 to
some extent98. It’s far more 99 difficult to find work after you’re 40. So
you could say that there’s a great
deal of100 sense in controlling things
so that you get one thing out of
the way101, you make your money,
et cetera, et cetera while you’re in a
position to and then you go about
having children in a relaxed way
rather than53 trying to do everything
together at the same time.

I’ll second that – I agree with that
childbearing age – the period in a woman’s
life between puberty and menopause
89
to bring sb. up (bring-brought-brought) –
raise sb., rear sb., prepare a child for adult
life
90
partner – (in this case) lover
91
to find out (find-found-found) – discover
92
mind – (in this case) mentality
93
to achieve – accomplish, attain, do
94
childbearing (n.) – the process of giving
87

88
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Assisted reproductive technology

SM: I mean8, the problem I have with
this – y’know21 – I quite respect the
freedom of every person to choose
but the problem I have as an older
parent79 myself – y’know21 – having
kids102, it’s become very clear to me
why it’s a good idea to have kids
when you’re in your twenties because
your back is stronger, you have more
energy, you have a lot more patience
and as you get older – y’know21
– I can’t count the amount103 of
times that my back’s gone out104
from picking up 105 children. And
– y’know21 – there are just16 basic
physical things that make – y’know21
– looking after106 small children at a
certain age a lot more complicated.
EM: But it’s all just16 completely badly
birth to children/a child
schedule – plan
96
it’s unlikely to – it probably won’t
97
sell-by date – (in this case) age at which
one is considered obsolete
98
to some extent – to some degree, in part
99
far more – much more
100
a great deal of – a lot of
101
to get sth. out of the way (get-got-got) –
finish sth. so that it is easier to do sth. else
102
kid – child, (in this case) son or daughter
95

Photo by Bruce Blaus

planned though, isn’t it? I mean8, in
the sense that the number of people
who in their twenties are earning
enough money to be able to follow
that particular ‘hobby’ is.
USM: Hobby!
USW: I like that slip107.
EM: As a non-breeder 108 . No, I
mean8, it’s a very expensive thing to
be a parent79 given the expectations
of modern society.
SM: Well, I mean8, the whole problem
is the expectations. I mean8, is it that
expensive?
EM: No family is an island, is it really?
SM: Well, I mean8, I think everyone
wants a perfect life. So this idea that
– y’know21 – you work, you buy a
flat109, you find the perfect partner90,
amount – (in this case) number
to go out (go-went-gone) – (in this case)
abruptly become painful
105
to pick sb. up – lift sb., elevate sb.
106
to look after – care for, take care of
107
slip (of the tongue) – lapsus linguae
108
non-breeder – sb. who does not have
children
109
flat (UK English) – apartment (US English)
103

104
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and only when everything is ready,
you then have a child. You know, I’m
sorry this doesn’t happen.
EM: Well, in Britain there’s110 quite a
lot of children who were born to 15or 16-year-olds.
SM: Well, exactly. And – y’know21 –
and those people have a lot of freedom later on – y’know21 – when they
have their second youth, when their
children grow up enough and they
can actually25 have fun and do things
they want to do, whereas12 the other
parents111 are – y’know21 – with their
backaches112 and trying to be patient
with children and they’re there, you
know?
USW: Yeah, but you also have more
mature adults at the point when
you’re having… that you have children. So, I don’t completely disagree.
I think it might’ve been ideal for

somebody to have children in their
twenties, but if they don’t make it
until their early forties I’m sure there’s
an advantage to that as well85.
SM: But also people get stuck in
their ways113. I mean 8, when you’re
in your late forties/fifties you’ve been
working, you think you know what’s
what. And so, yeah, your children get
brought up89 you become very overprotective of those children because
you’re not going to have many at
that age. So you have your child, you
spoil that child rotten114, you try
and115 educate that child exactly the
way you think how you’ve lived life,
how you think everything should be.
You’re not flexible to other points of
view.
USW: Do you think when you’re in
your twenties you’re more flexible
than when you’re in your forties?

SM: I think so. I think as people get
older they tend to become less flexible and more dangerously they try…
very often think they’ve become
more flexible.
USW: So now you’ve created the
argument against my saying116 that I
disagree: “and if you disagree you’re
wrong because you’re not flexible!”
SM: That was clever of me, wasn’t it?
EM: Well at the moment I think we’re
talking about between $8,000 – if
you go for a really cheap job – and
$15,000 a batch117. I think they do the
eggs by batches.
USM: That’s what I was going to say.
We’re really talking about a small percentage of women that can afford118
this.
EM: Yeah, presumably again that’s
for the moment. Once, like with any
technology, the price will probably

Photo by Schwangerschaft

there’s – (informal) there are
parents – (false friend) mothers and fathers
112
backache – prolonged pain in the muscles
in one’s back
113
to get stuck in one’s ways – become
110
111

9

resistant to change, become inflexible in
one’s attitudes
114
to spoil sb. rotten – (emphatic) indulge sb.
completely, give sb. everything s/he wants
115
try and – (colloquial) try to

my saying – me saying
batch – group with a predetermined
number of elements
118
can afford – have enough money for
116
117
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collapse down to the price
of a small car.
USM: Either… OK, that’s
a possibility. I’m not sure
that’s going to happen.
But I think even so it’s... I
think the success rate 119
is comparable to in-vitro
fertilization. I think one…
the average120 is one out
of three121, so there’s 33%
success rate. So, this is not
a guarantee.
EM: Right.
SM: Which also means
going back122 to the single-child family and in
China they have this problem with the political situation where they had
the one-child policy123 .
They have too many families with one… with one
child caused a whole lot
of social problems. And so
– y’know21 – we could be
heading124 in that direction
as well85 when you create
a whole society of families
in a very certain way.
USW: A single child. I think that is
a real problem because if you think
about spoiling125 a child, being a
single child is the direct route to
being spoiled.
EM: Yeah, it would be… if that
became a – sort of36 – majority situation, as conceivably technologically could, I mean8, does it to some
extent98 make more sense with the
reality of women working in our society to do things – sort of36 – that
way around126 if you like127? It could
create a huge 128 number of social
success rate – percentage of positive
results
120
average – typical proportion
121
one out of three – 33%
122
to go back (go-went-gone) – return
123
policy – programme, strategy
124
to be heading – be going
125
to spoil sb. – indulge sb., satisfy all sb’s
desires
119
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are doing this are welloff133 and I think they plan
it ahead of time134. They
freeze their eggs, make a
lot of money, so they can
choose when they stop
working or when they
work part-time to have
their children. It’s part of
the plan, at least that’s
what I’ve read from a few
interviews that I’ve read
about women who have
done this.
USW: Yeah, when you
look it at that way you
think: OK, 20-year-old
that does it off the spur
of the moment135 like136,
“Yeah, I wanna 137 have
kids”; 40-year-old with
a career82 behind her
and lots of responsibility,
taking lots of responsibilities in life and planning
it out well. I’d go for the
40-year-old.
Photo by B Devouard
EM: Yeah, but I think
there’s a shocking number
of 40-year-olds who natuproblems, couldn’t it?
rally become mothers now. I think the
SM: And also nowadays129 because – danger’s that we’re talking 50-55.
y’know21 – one would assume130 that USW: Yeah.
the mothers would continue working. EM: I think that’s where it becomes
And so what happens to the child – sort of36 – questionable. I mean 8,
when that mother’s working? The according to… I think all doctors the
grandparents will be too old to look best period is to the late 20s, early
after106 the child.
30s. But, I mean 8, who does that
EM: Well, they’re living longer and now?
longer and longer, aren’t they?
SM: And obviously the probability of
SM: Yeah, I mean 8, my parents131 the parents138 dying when the child’s
are still alive but they certainly can’t young obviously increases.
handle132 a child.
USM: Sure.
USM: No, but I think the women that
that way round – in that order
if you like – as it were, if I can express it
like that
128
huge – great, enormous
129
nowadays – these days
130
to assume – (false friend) suppose, take
for granted
131
one’s parents – (false friend) one’s mother
and father

to handle – manage, take responsibility for
well-off – affluent, rich
ahead of time – in advance
135
off/on the spur of the moment – impetuously, without premeditation
136
like – (in this case) thinking
137
wanna – (slang) want to
138
parents – (false friend) mother and father

126

132

127

133

134
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3. On Children and Fairy Tales139
(14m29s)
Irishman (IM): Richard Dawkins 140
has suggested that children shouldn’t
be so overexposed to fairy tales139
but rather 141 parents 111 should
“foster142 a spirit of scepticism”. Do
you agree?
Englishman (EM): I think there’s

some basis for limiting a certain
aspect of what is presented to children. I mean8, I’m thinking for example of “Jack and Jill went up the hill143
to fetch144 a pail145 of water”. Now if
you’re going uphill to look for water,
then you’re going to have a problem.

Water tends to flow
downhill147.
44
There’s an awful lot of – sort of36
– nonsense148 which isn’t actually25
doing children any good. But, on the
other hand, there are an awful lot
of44 problems and terrors that children have to face149 which is dressed
up 150 as fairy tales139 that’s very
important for them.
American Man (USM): I think there
could be a well151 at the top of the
hill143.
Englishwoman (EW): There could be
146

Photo by Ldorfman

fairy tale – traditional folk story characterized by fantasy and magic
140
British scientist, Darwinist and atheist
writer (The Selfish Gene, 1976)
141
but rather – by contrast
142
to foster – promote
139

9

hill – small mountain, elevation in terrain
to fetch – get and bring
back, collect
145
pail – bucket
146
to flow – run, move
147
downhill – downwards
143

144

nonsense – ridiculous or
irrational ideas
149
to face – confront
150
to be dressed up – be camouflaged, be presented
151
well –
148
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the source152 of the river at the top of
the hill143.
USM: Anyways to be fair I think Richard Dawkins has been… what he said
has been taken out of context.
EM: How could there be a well151 at
the top of a hill143?
USM: How can a river start at the top
of a mountain? Anyways…
EM: A very small stream153 starts at
the top. OK.
USM: That’s a debate for another day.
To be fair to154 Richard Dawkins a lot
of the press took what he said out of
context. He did say155 that it might
be a bad thing. And he threw it out
there156 saying, “I don’t know. But it
was an interesting idea that came to
me one day and I think it’s something
that we need to think about.” His reasoning was that… that these things
should exist alongside children learning about science and learning to be
critical thinkers. But what he was getting at, what was interesting to him
was that this, fantasies and religion
at some point children realize157 that
Santa158 doesn’t exist or the tooth
fairy159 doesn’t exist.
EM: You can’t say that!
USM: But that they still continue to
believe in religion. And that’s where
he was going with his reasoning and
throwing that out there as a topic62
of debate. He wasn’t, from what I
understood in the two interviews I listened to… radio interviews after this
came out in the press, he said “I’m
not against having children read fairy
tales139”. But he thinks it’s important
to also instil in children the ability to
source – origin
stream – brook, small river
to be fair to – do justice to
155
did say – (emphatic) said
156
to throw sth. out there (throw-threwthrown) – express an idea publicly
157
to realize – (false friend) become
conscious
158
Santa (Claus) (US English) – Father Christmas (UK English)
159
tooth fairy – mythical being who is
believed to take young children’s milk teeth
and leave money in exchange (in France
152
153

154
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be reasonable, to reason and to be
critical thinkers.
EW: OK. Begging to be asked is160:
what do we mean by ‘children’? Are
we talking about four year olds? Are
we talking about seven year olds?
Are we talking about 14 year olds?
There’s a huge128, huge, huge difference and introducing very, very small
people to concepts in life has to come
in some sort41 of palatable161 form.
So, simplified stories, stories with
characters that children… will appeal
to162 children, very... Very small children I’m talking about, have a place…
have had a place since time immemorial163 and to deny164 that would
seem to be preposterous165 to me.
I’m also… I’m not a religious person,
but it seems that this man is heading towards166 a – y’know21 – fatwa
because he’s basically looking for a
and Spanish-speaking countries the
equivalent is a magical rodent)
begging to be asked is – the question that
must be asked is
161
palatable – (in this case) acceptable,
easy
162
to appeal to – be attractive for
163
since time immemorial – always, for a
very long time
164
to deny sth. – say that sth. is not true
165
preposterous – absurd, ridiculous
166
to head towards – move in the direction of
167
to throw out (throw-threw-thrown)
160

reason to throw out167 all religion of
all forms. I don’t think that has any
basis and validity whatsoever. People
do need168 to have concepts, philosophies to hang onto169 to make sense
of their life and to give themselves
structure. And some people have
more and some people have less.
And whether170 it starts with fairy
tales139, I don’t know. But you can’t…
the idea that a four year old must be
bypassing171 Cinderella and heading
straight for172 the test tube173. It’s
ghastly174. All of this is ghastly.
EM: I think it’s possible to see somewhere of where he’s going with a
book175 that I think he published last
year which I looked through, partially
read when I was in Britain recently,
which is written for children. I believe
it’s written for – sort of36 – maybe
10-12 year olds and it puts a lot of
– discard, eliminate
do need – (emphatic) need
to hang onto (hang-hung-hung) – resort
to, use
170
whether – (in this case) if
171
to bypass – avoid,
circumvent
172
to head straight for – go
directly to
173
test tube –
174
ghastly – awful, terrible
175
The Magic of Reality (Illustrated version) [Transworld Publishers, 2011]
168

169
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– sort of – the miracles of science in
parallel with the myths and legends
of world culture and it puts the two
things – sort of36 – side by side. And I
have to say I thought it was rather176
well done. It wasn’t – sort of36 – Stalinist materialism being – sort of36 –
forced down children’s throats177. It
wasn’t saying… laughing at the myths
and saying this is why the science is
right and the myths are wrong. But
it was putting the two things – sort
of36 – side by side in a way which I
thought was quite educationally intelligent. The 12 year old in me liked it.
EW: OK. Well then, I’m missing something very vital here. When you say
fairy tales139 what exactly do you
mean then? Do you mean religion and
36

that’s it full stop?
USM: No. He was comparing the idea of
fairy tales139 and the imaginary world
with religion. Obviously Richard Dawkins is an atheist and what he found
interesting was that at some point children when they become adolescents or
at some point in their childhood realize157 that these fantasies, these fairy
tales139 are not true. They’ve learned
from them, they’re a good…
EW: OK. No, but I’m going to bring
you back to this idea of what do we
mean by a fairy tale139? Who’s telling a child the fairy tale is true? What
fairy tale is true? Cinderella?
EM: What is truth?
EW: No. No, no. I mean it. I’m honestly asking that question.

EM: I’m honestly asking.
EW: No one has ever said to me, here
is a story and it’s true. I read Cinderella, I read Rapunzel. Nobody said to
me, ‘this is true’.
USM: They don’t says it’s false either,
do they?
EW: Does that matter?
USM: Yes, I think so. They tell you it’s
a story…
IM: Or a fairy tale139.
USM: …or a fairy tale 139 and they
leave it up to your imagination. I
think that’s – kind of86 – the goal178
of these sorts41 of stories that they
lead179 you into this to think out of
the box180 and to be imaginative, just
like181 science. Science forces you to
think, to use your imagination.

Photo by Peter Merholz
176
177

rather – (in this case) surprisingly
to force sth. down sb’s throat – force sb.
to consume sth.

9

goal – objective
to lead (lead-led-led) – guide, cause
180
to think out(side) (of) the box

178

179

(think-thought-thought) – think in an original or creative way
181
just like – exactly like, in the same way as
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EW: One could argue that religion
also does that but with respect to the
concepts, with respect to morals, with
respect to…
EM: No. It tells you much more what
to think. The structure’s already given,
isn’t it?
EW: No, I don’t think so. It depends
on the religion.
USM: But in that case it can be compared to a fairy tale139, to fantasy,
because can any of it be proved?
EM: I have a separate problem which
will probably be more in line with
what people were thinking that Dawkins was saying. I mean 8, you were
suggesting that these people have
been told fairy tales139 since time
immemorial163. I think to argue tradition is normally – sort of36 – the last
defence of the blackguard182 as it
were183. It’s not… that’s a very weak
justification. What happens in a lot
of fairy tales139 is you have a reinforcement of very traditional roles,
you have female roles, male184 roles
and part of the socialization of how
people are expected to behave 185
in traditional societies and probably
rather186 goes against modern values
– a lot of fairy tales139.
EW: I think it’s again another dangerous path187 towards being… making
an enormous amount188 of heritage189 prohibited, just16 we’re not
allowed to190, you’re not allowed to,
one isn’t allowed to read. Children
aren’t allowed to go there. They have
to look at it another way. The Lord of
the Rings is fantasy. You can read it
as an adventure story, you can read
it as some sort41 of metaphor for
blackguard /ˡblæga:d/ – (old fashioned)
villain, dishonourable man
183
as it were – if you like, if I can express it in
that way
184
male – ♂
185
to behave – act
186
rather – (in this case) somewhat, to a significant degree
187
path – route
188
amount – quantity
189
heritage – traditional culture
182
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pre-Second World War Europe. But
either way you can decide that it’s
worth26 reading or not. But somebody
can come along191 and say, “Well, this
is fantasy. It’s a fairy tale139 and it’s not
appropriate and therefore it’s binnable192”. That sounds really dangerous
to me as a root193. There’s an awful
lot of44 stuff194 that’s already gone. I’m
aware195 it’s already gone. I don’t think
I’m a worse person because I read
about ‘the golliwog and the tigers’196 .
I do understand197 why there were
inappropriate things in that story. But I
know there are children who will never
go anywhere near it now. That’s history as far as I’m concerned198.
EM: Yeah, but I think that there is critical analysis that can be made there. I

mean8, the fact is that Tolkien came
out of a massively homosocial199
society where basically he hardly200
interacted with females at any intellectual level and so produces a book
of basically male184 adventures. The
female roles in The Lord of the Rings
are pathetic compared to something
which is more directly produced by our
times, probably very critical, but something like Harry Potter at least has…
EW: So we should ban201 it, should
we?
EM: No, nobody’s saying ban it. It
should happen with that criticism,
with the idea that “remember this
happens”. A better comparison would
be with something like The Chronicles of Narnia which has some

to be allowed to – be permitted to
to come along (come-came-come)
– appear
192
to be binnable – (UK informal) can be
eliminated
193
root – basis
194
stuff – (informal) things
195
to be aware – be conscious
196
a ‘golliwog’ was a caricature of a black
man in the form of a soft toy popular
in the Anglosphere between the late

19th Century and the 1970s. Here the
speaker is referring to a series of stories by Helen Bannerman.
197
do understand – (emphatic) understand
198
as far as I’m concerned – in my opinion
199
homosocial – referring to social interaction
between men and to the exclusion of women
200
hardly – not really
201
to ban sth. – prohibit sth.

190
191
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appalling values in it, values which
are absolutely unacceptable in today’s
society. 203 But part of the problem
I think is that you have a situation
where you were suggesting that fairy
tales139 existed since time immemorial163. The Brothers Grimm which...
who collected these things together
are not from time immemorial. It’s a
couple of centuries.
EW: Well, this is the danger of using
a word without defining it properly204. Are we talking about stories
from a particular period of history
or are we talking about any kind205
of fantasy, are we talking about religious fantasy, in which case I can go
back to that time immemorial, stories
that make sense of the world as that
society understands it, finds it palatable161, finds it palatable at a certain
age? All of which I believe is appropriate and you can revisit stories at
a later stage206 in your life and say
– y’know21 – are there other ways of
looking at this. And there’s nothing
wrong with that either.
USM: Again, to defend what Richard
202

appalling – terrible, awful, shocking
he is talking about the books, not the
movies.
204
properly – precisely and correctly
205
kind (n.) – sort, type
206
stage – (in this case) time, moment, period
207
to frame sth. – formulate
208
gibberish – nonsense
209
just – (in this case) only
202
203

9

Dawkins... he’s not for prohibiting
these types of stories. What he found
interesting was that how is it that at
one point in a child’s life their parents131 or... the children realize157 that
Santa158 doesn’t exist or the tooth
fairy159 doesn’t exist, but at the same
time this never happens… they never
question these same ideas in religion.
EM: I think a lot of children do.
What you’re not allowed to190 do is
frame207 it in the same way. You’re
not allowed to say, “My invisible friend
doesn’t exist, Santa158 doesn’t exist”,
and say, “Jesus Christ doesn’t exist”.
EW: That’s so over simplistic. There’s
so many societies in the world that
have no concept of a tooth fairy159
that this is just16 all gibberish208. I
was brought up 89 without a tooth
fairy159. It makes no difference.
USM: Those are just209 examples I’ve
given. But I’m sure all societies have…
EM: But there are many societies in
the world that major religious figures
exist or don’t exist, aren’t there? I
mean8, there are…
EW: So, have we got to bring all
societies into line210 with the same
kind205 of thinking?
EM: But I don’t understand the point
you’re making.
EW: Well, I’m not sure that I understand where we’re going with this
question. There’s somehow211 an
idea that everybody has been forced
into believing Grimm’s fairy tales139,
which I don’ think is true at all.
IM: I think we’ve all been brought
up 89 on fairy tales139, haven’t we?
There’s four of us. How many of us
would consider ourselves religious?
None of us.
USM: Personally I’m not. But I think
to bring sb. into line (bring-broughtbrought) – force sb. to conform
somehow – in some way
212
to sum up – summarize, synopsize
213
to prevent – stop
214
to be up to sb. – be sb’s decision
215
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be used before
‘or’)
216
if we take the inclusive definition of fairy
210

211

going back…
EW: Good point, Dave.
USM: Going back to the idea, we
were talking about children, right?
And I think to – kind of86 – sum up212
what he was saying: the idea is not
to take these stories away or to prevent213 children from reading them,
but that they would read them and
not try to inculcate the ideas or the
values found in a lot of these stories.
Let the children think for themselves.
Let the children question the stories.
EW: I don’t think anybody stops
that. It’s up to214 a child whether215
they ask a question or not. I can’t
remember ever being told not to ask
questions, although there are some
families where a child at the age
of, what, between two and four will
ask so many questions that they’ll
say, “All right, enough now. No more
questions. Time for bed” or “Eat your
dinner”. But, hey, that doesn’t sound
like anything that I ever heard of in
a normal liberal society. Children ask
the questions that they want to ask
and the adults answer them to the
best of their ability, don’t they? Isn’t
that what happens.
USM: In a normal liberal society, yes.
But…
EW: Well, in the other societies
I imagine there aren’t any fairy
tales139. 216 There is no sugar217 with
which you can sweeten 218 your
development219 as you grow up220.
USM: I don’t know. I can’t comment
on that.
4. Spelling and Pronunciation:
Double Consonants (3m39s)
Commentary: listen to this text from
the grammar section (p. 81).
tales as ‘folkloric fantasy short stories’
they probably exist in all human cultures
sugar – (in this case) element that makes
sth. more acceptable
218
to sweeten – (in this case) make sth. more
agreeable
219
development – progress, evolution
220
to grow up (grow-grew-grown) – mature
217
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Monologues:
Shopping Habits
(12m48s)

Listen to these people talking about how they shop.

5. Monologue 1 [US English]
(3m11s)
To tell you the truth, I’m not a big
fan of shopping in general whether
it be221 for food, clothes or things
for the house. I always procrastinate222 when I need to go shopping
for clothes. To give you an example,
my go-to pair of sneakers223 I tend
to wear everyday have holes in them
and needed replacing months ago.
Every time I put them on I say that
I’m going to go out and get a new
pair, but somehow224 I always find
better things to do. This will probably
go on225 until the shoes are so badly
damaged 226 that I can no longer
wear them. Further227 proof of my
dislike of shopping for clothes is that
I do it once a year at most.
whether it be – irrespective of if
to procrastinate – play for time, delay,
postpone action
223
sneakers (US English) – trainers (UK English)
224
somehow – for some reason
225
to go on (go-went-gone) – continue
226
badly damaged – irreparable
227
further – additional
228
grocery shopping – buying food
229
as far as X is concerned – as regards X, in
terms of X
230
grocery store – shop that sells food
231
the lion’s share – the majority

As far as grocery shopping 228
is concerned229, I hate this the least.
Actually25, I really don’t mind going
to the grocery store230 though I have
to admit that my wife does the lion’s
share231 of the work. We tend to go to
the same supermarket in our neighborhood to buy the staple items232
for the kitchen, cleaning products
and stuff194 for the bathroom because
it’s easy and their prices are usually
better than smaller shops. Of course,
there are some things that the supermarket doesn’t carry233 that we like
– for example, peanut butter, jalapeños and flour tortillas234 – so we
will occasionally go to other smaller
shops in the neighborhood to pick

those things up235. Sometimes the
fresh fruit and vegetable selection
at the supermarket isn’t the greatest
or the products we’re looking for236
aren’t in stock 237. When that’s the
case, we’re lucky238 to have a number
of produce239 sellers nearby240 who
usually have a nice selection of fruits
and vegetables.
Having a wide variety of supermarkets and small shops in our neighborhood is really convenient241 and we
are indeed242 very lucky238 in that
regard243. We don’t need to get in a
car to get to the grocery store230.
Since244 we do live245 so close to the
shops, we tend to do our shopping
once a week on average246. Before
going we make a shopping list and
try to stick to247 it as much as possible. The shopping list usually includes
staple items232 such as rice, pasta,
cereal, milk, eggs, sugar, beans, some
sort41 of meat and some fruit and
to look for – try to find
to be in stock – be available in a shop
238
lucky – fortunate
239
produce – agricultural products
240
nearby – close-by, in the vicinity
241
convenient – (false friend) advantageous
242
indeed – (emphatic) really
243
in that regard – in that sense, in those
terms
244
since – (in this case) given that, as
245
do live – (emphatic) live
246
on average – typically
247
to stick to (stick-stuck-stuck) – (in this case)
respect

221

236

222

237
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staple item – basic product
to carry (US English) – stock (UK English)
have available
234
flour tortilla – tortilla made with wheat
flour as opposed to maize
235
to pick sth. up – (in this case) buy sth.,
purchase sth.
232
233
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Photo by Andrea Fonseca

vegetables. Until recently, we used a
folding248 shopping cart249 to bring
the groceries250 home. Unfortunately
the handle251 – which we had fixed
once already – has broken again and
is beyond repair252. Now we have
two reusable shopping bags and each
trip we buy just253 the amount188 of
groceries250 that will fit in254 them.
folding – that can be collapsed
to save space
249
shopping cart (US English) –
shopping trolley (UK English)
250
groceries – food that is
bought in shops
251
handle – part of sth. that you
hold and/or pull with your
hand
248

31

Home-delivery service 255 is really
convenient241 and we have done it a
few times in the past. This service is
best when you need to buy a lot of
groceries250 and since244 we live in
a small apartment where space is limited, buying in bulk256 is really out
of the question257.
Our shopping habits have changed
to be beyond repair – be irreparable
just – (in this case) exactly
to fit in sth. – be contained by sth.
255
home-delivery (service) – service by
which one’s shopping is brought to one’s
home
256
to buy in bulk (buy-bought-bought) – buy
in large quantities
257
to be out of the question – be unrealistic,
252

slightly258 over the years and much
more now that we’re on a budget259.
We always stick to260 the essentials
and only splurge261 on special items
once in a blue moon262. This actually25 works out well 263 though
because those special items are much
more special when you have them
only occasionally.
be impossible
slightly – a little
to be on a budget – be controlling what
one spends
260
to stick to (stick-stuck-stuck) – limit oneself
to
261
to splurge – spend extravagantly
262
once in a blue moon – occasionally, rarely
263
to work out well – be positive in the end

253

258

254

259
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6. Monologue 2
[UK English]
(4m15s)
Ah, shopping. It’s something I love
and I hate, highly10 conflictive all
the time. Retail therapy264. Yes, it
really is therapy at some level. When
I allow265 myself, when there’s money
and I’m off on266 a shopping trip I feel
lighter, I feel focused, I’m on some
retail therapy – shopping as a way of
reducing stress
265
to allow – permit
266
to be off on – be going on
267
to browse – examine products in a relaxed
way
268
shelf (plural ‘shelves’) –
269
my goodness! – (minced oath) my God!
264
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sort41 of escapist journey and I can
enjoy nothing better than browsing267 and allowing265 myself to be
seduced by all sorts41 of things that I
might never have thought I wanted. I
know that there are times of my life,
in fact most of my life, I should be
controlling what I spend, I should be
on a budget259, I should make a list, I
should stick to260 the list. It’s always
extremely dangerous to go to the big
supermarkets that have shelves268
full of stuff194 that were never on my
list. But, my goodness!269 I never

knew that you could get biscuits
that had that flavour and with that
extra and so on and so forth 270.
So, I am quite conflicted. There are
some kinds 86 of shopping I enjoy
very much because I love eating, so
buying food’s271 great. I enjoy doing
up272 my house and there’s an endless fantasy of “I could add this curtain273 and a shelf268 here and this,
that and the other”. So, I get seduced
again by those sorts41 of shops. The
shopping that I find appallingly274
difficult is shopping for clothes
and so on and so forth – et
cetera, etc.
271
food’s – (in this case)
food is
272
to do sth. up (do-did-done)
– decorate sth.
273
curtain –
274
appallingly – very, terribly
270
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because I have a very negative
self-image and I might start off with
an idea of how I might like to look
and then it’s impossible to find. So,
clothes shopping is notoriously275
dreadful276 and I will put it off277 and
I’ll end up278 in a state279 halfway
through that particular280 trip.
Shopping has changed for me
hugely281 over the years. It depends
where I live, it depends whether215
I’m in a flush282 moment of my life
with money. Funnily enough 283
when I was in my twenties I had a lot
of money. I had a big executive job. I
used to get in the car, drive to a big
supermarket, fill up284 once a week
with huge128 quantities of stuff194 and
that has now gone. And I find that
funnily enough283 I enjoy pottering
with285 the shopping baskets so much
more. And recently I just286 moved to
a small town where it’s perfectly possible, 10-minutes’ walk and there are…
there’s a butcher’s287, and there’s a
baker’s288 and there are very small
supermarkets. And I enjoy that a
great deal289 more in fact. I enjoy getting to know people. I enjoy getting
to know the man in the fruit shop and
being able to talk to him using his first
name and feel that I’m building up290
some sort41 of trust291 for the quality
food that I’m getting. And that has
changed definitely over the years.
Who does the shopping? Well,
me, definitely because I’m a control freak292 and so I can buy what
I want if my husband is not with me.
He can be much more precise about
the whole business293 of comparing prices and things whereas 12
I’m much more likely to be 294
seduced by pieces. I’ve never used
notoriously – infamously, (in this case)
absolutely
276
dreadful – awful, horrible, onerous
277
to put sth. off (put-put-put) – postpone sth.,
delay sth.
278
to end up – be... in the end
279
in a state – agitated, upset, tense
280
particular – (false friend) specific
281
hugely – enormously
275
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flush – affluent, prosperous
funnily enough – curiously
284
to fill up – (in this case) buy all the necessary provisions
285
to potter (about/around) with – visit in a
relaxed way
286
just – (in this case) a short time ago
287
butcher’s – shop that sells meat
288
baker’s – shop that sells bread

a great deal – much, a lot
to build up (build-built-built) – develop,
create, establish
291
trust – confidence, assurance
292
control freak – sb. who has to be in charge
293
the whole business – (in this case) the
question, the matter
294
I’m much more likely to be – it is much
more probable that I will be

282

289

283

290
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home-delivery255. I don’t totally trust
it. I don’t actually25 like the business
of choosing things online. I like to
be there and choose in person, pick
things off295 the shelf268. I’m terrified that someone’s going to palm a
broken product off on296 me or eggs
that are cracked 297 or something
like that. And shopping by car? Yeah,
when I have to. Certainly on foot is
much more enjoyable. There’s no
doubt about that. I have a great lovehate relationship with shopping.

7. Monologue 3
[UK English]
(3m28s)
Our shopping regime has been revolutionized by the opening of four
different supermarkets within298 300
metres of our home. Before we had
to go either to the nearest row299 of
shops, which was at least a kilometre
away, or to the nearest hypermarket,
which is even further away.
These distances are important
because we don’t have a car and, in
fact, neither of us knows how to drive.
It’s not the same to come home 300
metres with a full shopping trolley300 and an inevitable shopping
bag, as to trudge301 home weighed
down302 for over a kilometre. Yes,
there are buses to the hypermarket
and the row of shops, but they’re not
very convenient303 and not frequent
enough. Our new supermarkets are all
so close that catching a bus would be
ridiculous.
Despite our much improved shopping options, we still manage to complicate things. This is because we like

to pick sth. off – select sth. from
to palm sth. off on sb. – give sb. an inferior
product as opposed to the genuine article
297
cracked – fissured, broken
298
within – (in this case) in a radius of
299
row – group, line
295

296
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A shopping trolley/cart

one supermarket for some things and
the others for other things. The very
closest supermarket is best for fruit,
for example, while the next closest
has better bread, humus and breakfast cereals. Then there’s another one
that has really good free-range eggs.
We didn’t use to go much to the fourth
supermarket until I discovered that
they do a range304 of imported products including some of the things I

shopping trolley – shopping cart249
to trudge – walk in a state of exhaustion
302
to be weighed down – be carrying heavy
bags
303
convenient – (in this case) advantageously
positioned

Photo by Marina Carresi

miss from Britain, such as Twiglets and
sweet chili sauce. So, we end up going
to four different supermarkets, none
of which are especially close to each
other. However, this is not as crazy305
as it sounds. The combination works
out306 cheaper than going to the
hypermarket or the row299 of shops
and we end up buying products we
really like rather than53 making do
with307 ones we are indifferent about.

range – variety
crazy – mad, irrational
306
to work out – (in this case) be... in the end
307
to make do with (make-made-made)
– accept

300

304

301

305
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I like the idea of shopping in small,
privately owned shops but the reality
is that their location and their lack
of308 variety means that we don’t
tend to go to them much. Also, they
tend to have more restricted opening
hours. There are exceptions, though.
The first is our local corner shop
which is open late, and we often pick
up235 things we’ve forgotten there.
Then there is a bakery309 where we
can buy good-quality bread. We go
there regularly and freeze 310 the
breed. Finally, perhaps once a month
we go across town to stock up on311
special vegetarian food for me that’s
impossible to buy locally.
All this time I’ve been talking in
plural when the reality is that my wife
does the bulk of312 the shopping. I’ll
always accompany her or go on my
own if she asks me to but the fact
is she usually doesn’t because she

knows I’ve always got a lot of work to
do. This is kind313 of her because she
knows I don’t like shopping and especially dislike lugging stuff194 back314.
However, we do make quite extensive use of the home-delivery services255 of the supermarkets, which
of course makes the shopping trip a
whole lot easier.
So, there you have it. I don’t really
know if our shopping habits are reasonably typical or weirdly bizarre315.

8. Monologue 4
[Irish English]
(1m54s)
Well, I hate shopping. I grow impatient, get cranky316 , feel claustrophobic. But if I’m around when it’s

time to go shopping I can’t get out
of it. So, we go shopping together,
my partner90 and I. I’m the pack
mule 317. My partner wanders 318
slowly through the aisles319 with me
following behind at an even slower
pace 320 waiting for something to
be dropped 321 into the shopping
basket. Then I can break the monotony by organizing the basket, for
example, frozen foods together, keep
the biscuits on top so they don’t get
crushed along with certain types of
cereal, any squishy322 fruit must also
be kept on top, tins323, bottles on the
bottom – y’know21 – you get into
the details like that when you’re so
bored.
We go to a mixture of supermarkets and small shops. It’s all the
same to me but at least with the
small shops I can wait outside and
play some Angry Birds. For some
reason we shop nearly324 every day,
at least it seems like every day. Our
trip always begins the same way. I
ask my partner90, “Should I bring the
trolley300?” She always says, “No, no.
We’re not going to get that much”.
I always listen to her and I always
regret325 it because we end up filling a couple of baskets and I end up
walking home with my arms getting
longer with the weight of the baskets.
Terrible.
My shopping habits have changed
since I’ve been with my partner90.
Whereas12 before I’d spend as little
time as possible in shops, now it’s
almost a daily occurrence 326 . She
says that my quality of life has
improved since I’ve met her. And you
know what? I think she’s right.

Photo by Anne-Sophie Ofrim

lack of – deficient
bakery – baker’s, shop that sells bread
310
to freeze sth. (freeze-froze-frozen) – preserve sth. at sub-zero temperatures
311
to stock up on sth. – amass sth., buy in sth.
312
the bulk of – the majority of
313
kind (adj.) – generous
314
to lug sth. back – return with sth. that is heavy
315
weirdly bizarre – very strange
308

309
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to get cranky (get-got-got) – become
irritable
317
pack mule – (metaphorical) carrier, sherpa
318
to wander – amble, walk
319
aisle – (in this case) passageway between
the products in a supermarket
320
pace – rhythm, speed
321
to be dropped – be put, fall
322
squishy – soft, crushable
316

tins (UK English) –
cans (US English)
nearly – almost,
practically
325
to regret sth. – rue
sth., feel repentant
about sth.
326
occurrence – (false
friend) event
323

324
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Colorado Anecdotes
(8m56s)

Listen to these anecdotes about Colorado.

9. Learning
Navaho
(5m04s)
Robbie Jones (US English): So one
thing I wanted to talk about regarding327 Colorado was not my experience visiting Colorado but from the
time that I lived there for a couple of
years in the town of Durango. One
thing that was really interesting to
my life experience was the presence
of Native Americans, which I hadn’t

been around up until328 that point
and at this point I was, when I lived
there, I was in my second and third
years of college 329. I… the school
that I went to, Fort Lewis College,
was originally started as an ‘Indian
school’, as they called it, for education
for Native Americans. And up until
that point, and I believe till330 today,
Native Americans can still attend 331
that school for free. And one thing
that was really interesting was that
there was a lot of Native American
culture present on the campus. And
I remember on, say332, Friday afternoons walking around the campus

and there was the group of Native
American chant singers 333 that
would rehearse 334… would rehearse
their songs around a really large335
drum336 made out of337 a trunk338 of
a tree and each person sitting around
it had their own stick339 and they all
played it together in unison and they
sang with voices that, if you’ve ever
heard flamenco music, the timbre of
the voice was very reminiscent of340
that. And being up on a mesa341, a
flat-topped 342 mountain, above the
town and having mountains around
you as well85, higher mountains, the
sound just16 carried343 all across the

Photo by Tenpenken

regarding – in relation to
up until – until, up to
329
college – (false friend) university
330
till – until
331
to attend – go to, (in this case) be a student at
332
say – (in this case) for example
333
chant singers – singers who sing a
repeated rhythmic phrase in unison
327

328
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to rehearse – practise
performing
335
large – (false friend) big
336
drum – percussion
instrument
337
out of – from
338
trunk –
339
(drum)stick – wooden
334

instrument for hitting a drum
to be reminiscent of – be similar to
341
mesa – (US English) mountain with an
extensive flat area at the top caused by
horizontal strata
342
flat-topped – whose summit is flat
(opposite of ‘peaked’)
343
to carry – (in this case) be heard
340
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Fort Lewis College - Durango, Colorado

campus and it was really something
powerful and fascinating.
Another experience that I had
was that I could take as an elective Navaho-language class and I
took that for one semester and I
had a student in the class who was
Navaho and his grandfather had
been a code-talker344 during the
Second World War. What that means
was they used Navaho language as
a code, a secret code, to communicate among 345, I believe primarily
the Navy, between ships. And supposedly it’s the only code that was
used during the Second World War
that wasn’t broken346 at some point.
And what was fun about that class,
apart from being completely foreign
code-talker – human encrypter
among – amongst, (in this case) between
346
to break (break-broke-broken) – decode
347
to recite sth. back to – repeat sth. to

Photo by Tenpenken

as a language, was that we had to
learn phrases each day and then
come back the next day and recite
them back to347 the teacher. But
it coincided with my work schedule 348 in the cafeteria where I was
washing dishes for 500 students at
a time349. And being a student I had
little money and so it was really difficult for me to not go to work and go
to this class. They were right350 at the
same time, at dinner time. And so in
the kitchen there were some Navaho
guys working and one day, in order
not to lose credit351 for my homework and my attendance, I got them
to teach me phrases while we were
washing dishes. And the only one
I can remember was Yago nish ish
schedule – timetable, programme
at a time – on each occasion
350
right – exactly
351
credit – marks, grades

nish, which means “Today I worked
very hard”. And so what I did was
my schedule finished right350 at the
time that the class was letting out352
and I would run across campus to my
teacher before she left and say, Yago
nish ish nish and she went ‘What?’.
And so there were other phrases that
I can’t remember that basically said,
“That’s why I didn’t come to class
today because I was working really
hard but I had the fellows353 in the
dish room teach me how to say some
things in Navaho”. And she was completely surprised and I got away
with354… got my credit for the class
that day.

to let out (let-let-let) – (US English) finish, end
fellow – guy, chap
354
to get away with sth. (get-got-got) –
escape penalization for sth.

344

348

352

345

349

353
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10. The Lure
of Trains
(3m52s)
Robbie Jones (US English): OK, so
one thing that was really fun that
happened on my trip to Colorado
was when we were in Durango one
of the things in Durango, and the
main 355 reason why I even know
about Durango, is a steam train 356,
a narrow-gauge 357 railroad 358 that
has running since 1881. It’s called the

Durango & Silverton Narrow-Gauge
Railroad. It’s really neat359. If you’re
a movie buff360 you could’ve seen
this train in movies like Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid and it was also
in Around the World in 80 Days and
I’m a bit of a train nerd361 because
my great-grandfather drove362 trains,
he was an engineer. And so that’s
why we first went to this town years
ago. And Susie, my wife, she was not
quite so enthusiastic about trains, in
fact, she – sort of36 – politely363 tolerated my fascination. And we weren’t
going to go on the train and… but
I could convince her to go and see

the museum and have a tour around
the train yard364. And we went and
we had a fascinating, fascinating
tour. Well, it was fascinating for me
and Susie was – kind of86 – “Hum,
dum, dum, dum…” just16 – kind of86
– politely363 tolerating the tour until
one story which was about the train
that you ride in 365, passenger cars,
are some of the oldest train cars
operating in the world. Some of them
were built in 1881. And one particular car called ‘the Nomad’, which
had been the host to366 President
Taft 367, President Garfield 368 I believe
as well 85 and all sorts41 of people

Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad

main – primary, principal
steam train –
357
narrow-gauge – that is not as wide as
modern trains
358
railroad (US English) – railway (UK English)
359
neat – (in this case) cool, great
360
movie buff – fan of cinema
361
train nerd – sb. who is fascinated by trains
362
to drive (drive-drove-driven) – (in this case)
operate

Photo by Robbie K Jones

politely – courteously, respectfully
train yard – rail yard, area where there
are multiple tracks for storing, loading and
repairing locomotives
365
to ride in (ride-rode-ridden) – travel in, use,
enter
366
to be the host to – (in this case) transport
367
US President William Taft (1857-1930)
368
US President James Garfield
(1831-1881)

355

363

356

364
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like that. When they restored this
car they discovered that there’s a
tradition that had been going on369
since the very beginning of the construction, since it was first built. And
that was that every 35 years more or
less they would have to completely
restore the train car and so when
they do that they took apart the walls
and found in the walls time capsules370 wrapped371 in wax paper372
or in leather373 and inside they found
photographs of the crew374 that
worked on it, they found coins 375
from the period of time, they’d find
notes about the work that was done
and they would find notes about the
people that were actually25 working
on it. And they had time capsules370
dating all the way back to376 the
very first crew374 in 1881 and then
one about every 35 years. And Susie
found this just so377 fascinating that
by the end of this story she wanted to
hear more and asking questions and
then going around saying, “And how
does this work? And how does this
work? And so this is called this? And
this is…” And by the end of the day
she had completely turned into378 a
nerd361 about trains with just209 one
story. And now she’s more fascinated
by trains than even I am.

Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad

Photo by Robbie K Jones

Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad

Photo by Robbie K Jones

11. Picture Description
(4m31s)
Examiner: OK, can you describe
these two photographs for me of
these people with painted faces?
Examinee: Right. Well, this is
rather 176 interesting to be able to
compare these two photographs. The
photograph on the left, if I start with
the differences between these two
things, the photograph on the left is

to be going on – be happening, be
occurring
370
time capsule – container storing a selection of objects chosen as being typical of
the present time, hidden for discovery in
the future
369

10

to wrap – envelop, cover
wax paper – paper that has been treated
with paraffin to make it impermeable
373
leather – cured cow’s skin, hide
374
crew – team of workers
375
coins –
371

372

all the way back to –
(emphatic) continuously
from
377
just so – (emphatic) so
378
to turn into – become
376
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a picture of two people with painted
faces. The photograph is mainly379 a
picture of one person with a painted
face. Going back to the picture of two
people, I’m very clear from looking
at this photograph what the circumstances are. They are… it is a sporting
event and they’re clearly supporting380 teams and what they’ve done
is they’ve painted their faces with the
colours of their teams, actually25,
their countries by the look of it.
If I compare that to the other photograph it’s not at all clear what the
event is. I can see behind the man in
that photograph that there are other…
other people who are possibly part of
the same group as him but actually25
it’s not at all clear whether215 what
we’re looking at is an artistic event,
possibly a sporting event, a religious
event or there’s something permanent about his look.
So, that’s not giving me any information the fact that he’s painted
his face in that photograph. Going
back to the picture of the two
together, there are primary colours
involved, that’s actually25 also true

of the chap381 on his own382. The two
together are clearly enjoying themselves, they’re clearly celebrating.
One suspects that their teams are
winning or that they’re busy encouraging 383 their teams and they’re
having a great day. Going to the photograph on the right, the face is very
inscrutable. It’s very difficult to tell
what the emotion is there. But I’m
gonna 59 jump384... fast-forward now.
I think there’s a very interesting question to be raised385.
Examiner: Yes. Do you think these
people have painted their faces for
similar reasons?
Examinee: I’m pleased you asked me
that question because what I can tell
you is that there are tribal elements
to both of these photographs. One
can compare belonging to386 a football club or being a fan of a football
team, perhaps if this is football, to
belonging to a tribe. And the gentleman on the right is quite clearly part
of a tribe and his accoutrements387,
the way he’s decorated – he’s got
all sorts41 of beads388 and jewellery389 around his neck 390 and an

extraordinary beaded nose decoration, which seems to be attached to
his hat as well85. And it’s clear that
from behind him there are other gentlemen who are similarly attired391,
which suggests that they are part
of a tribe. So, the tribal element of
the face painting is one thing that
one can draw on 392 that draws
these two together393. The primary
colours, the strong colours. One suspects also a very strong drive394 to…
although I’m quite sure that these
two chaps381 on the left are enjoying
a sporting event without anything
dangerous going on395 but the warlike396 nature of sport is also something that is perhaps suggested in
the photograph of the tribal gentleman that faces are painted in order
to threaten397 or in order to challenge398… in order to look more menacing399. He certainly looks very menacing. So, I would say that is a similarity between these two circumstances
and that perhaps painting one’s face
as a fan of a sport dates back to400
that.
Examiner: Great. Thanks.

mainly – primarily
to support – back, be a fan of, cheer on
381
chap – bloke, guy, man
382
on his own – by himself, alone
383
to encourage – cheer on, support
384
to jump – (in this case) change the theme
385
to raise – (in this case) ask
386
to belong to – be part of
387
accoutrements – accessories,
adornments

beads – rounded ornaments of (usually of
glass or stone) often strung together on a
necklace or rosary
389
jewellery – gems and adornments
390
neck – the part of the body that joins the
head to the torso
391
attired – dressed
392
to draw on (draw-drew-drawn) – refer to
393
to draw these two together (draw-drewdrawn) – compare these to pictures

drive – (in this case) impulse
to be going on – be happening, be
occurring
396
warlike – bellicose, belligerent
397
to threaten – intimidate
398
to challenge – confront
399
menacing – intimidating
400
to date back to – be derived from, come
from

379

380
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EXERCISES
PAGE

EXERCISE
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1. Illustrations round-up: see if you can
identify most of the objects and actions
illustrated in the footnotes of this issue.

PAGE

EXERCISE

122

17. Phrasal Verbs: how many new phrasal
verbs have you learned this month?
18. The unaccusative: choose
the best option (pp. 45-48).
19. Reflexives: correct the use of reflexive
pronouns in these sentences (pp. 42-44, 49).

123

20. Homophones: correct the homophones
in this text about the strange origins
of Colorado’s name (pp. 22-25).
21. False Friends Round-up: test to see if
you learned the false friends marked in the
footnotes throughout the magazine.
22. Wordplay: another word game – relating
to the true-crime article on pp. 26-29.
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2. Title Tag: can you match these alternative
titles to the news, language news, religious
news and science news articles on pp. 7-11?
3. Sentence Transformation: test your
understanding of the ‘there be’ article on pp. 68-70.
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4. Word Search: find corruption-related
terms from pp. 14-17.
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5. Translation: try to improve these
translations rendered without considering
relexification (pp. 50-51).
6. Have vs. Have Got: do this little exercise to check
that you use the two forms correctly (pp. 66-67).

23. Stative verbs: which sentences
are correct? (pp. 64-65).
24. Internet Listening: test your listening
comprehension of this fascinating talk
about corruption (pp. 14-17).
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25. Colorado map exercise: fill in the names
on this map of the US heartland (pp. 22-25).
26. Empty ‘it’: choose between ‘it’
and a noun phrase (p. 77).
27. Futility: fill the gaps with ‘use’,
‘point’, ‘sense’ or ‘worth’ (pp. 74-75).
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28. ‘Caused by’ verbs: fill the gaps with
the 'caused by' verbs from pp. 62-63.
29. Cleft sentences: another sentence
transformation exercise (pp. 58-60).
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30. ‘You’ plural: have you learned
to use ‘you’ correctly? (p. 37)
31. Monologues: a true-false listening
comprehension on audio tracks 5-8, pp. 100-105.
32. The subjunctive: a sentence-correction
exercise relating to pp. 72-73.
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33. Inverted structures: a sentence
conversion exercise (pp. 54-55).
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34. Hedging: fill the gaps. (pp. 82-83).
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35. Conditionals without ‘if’: convert the
‘if’ conditions and vice-versa (pp. 56-57).

131-133

ANSWERS

115

116

7. Crossword for revision of vocabulary
from throughout the magazine.

117

8. Contradictanyms: fill the paired
sentences (pp. 78-80).

118

9. Debates: listening comprehension
for audio tracks 1-3 (pp. 88-99).

119

10. Colorado Anecdotes: listening
exercise for audio tracks 9 and 10.
11. ‘Have been to’ or ‘Have gone to’?
An exercise for the article on p. 61.
12. Perverse plural: can you correctly
use the nouns from p. 36?

120

121

13. Verbs used as adverbs: a
re-writing exercise (pp. 52-53).
14. Pronunciation: revision of the difficult
words from throughout the magazine.
15. The unaccusative: correct these real
examples of students’ mistakes (pp. 45-48).
16. Relexification: more real mistakes, this
time in relation to relexification (pp. 50-51).
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:

an arrow
bait
a bear
a bell
bucket/pail
buttocks
a cap
a choir
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a cloud
to comb one’s hair
a cup
a curtain
a dam
a fingernail
a flashlight (US)
/ a torch (UK)

a hammer
a handshake
headphones
a hedgehog
a hen
a high five
ivy
a judge

a lettuce
a mousetrap
parsley
a placard
plumber
a punch
shelf
a shield

a shower
a sneaker
to stretch
a vulture
a wallet
a well
a whip
wind (n.)

2. Title Tag. Read i. the News (pp. 7-9) and ii. Science News (pp. 10-11) articles. Then try to match the alternative titles
given below to the originals, without looking at the magazine. This can be one or two exercises:
i.
1. Stygian Felines Aren’t Photogenic
2. Brighter Wife, Better Marriage
3. Thor or Thora?
4. Genocide & Hope in the Caliphate
5. God & Bots
6. The Plagiarism Arms Race
7. The Need to Read
8. Gee-Gees’ Gestures
9. UK Stats

a. Books Make You Brighter
b. Synonym Nonsense
c. British Figures
d. Horse Talk
e. Of ISIS and Lettuce
f. Marry a Graduate
g. Black Cats Make Bad Snaps
h. Hammer Man Becomes a Battle-axe
i. The Implications of Playing God

ii.
1. Pigeon Stew on the Prehistoric Menu
2. Curbing Contagion
3. Audible Silence
4. Preventing Dementia
5. The Play’s the Thing for Autism

a. Actions against Alzheimer’s
b. The Tempest as Therapy
c. Neanderthals Loved Dove
d. Crisp Packet Can Reveal Speech
e. Bump Fists to Stay Fit

3. Sentence Transformation. Read the article on pp. 68-70. Then, without referring back to the article, rewrite the
following sentences using part of the verb ‘there be’:
1. Someone ought to be here to assist passengers who have a lot of heavy luggage.
2. I don’t want any more mistakes to occur.
3. Thousands of people must be having the same problem.
4. Sooner or later a war is bound to take place between India and Pakistan.
5. It’s no use shouting at me, I’m not responsible for the delays.
6. Several problems had existed with the space shuttle before the Columbia disaster.
7. An eclipse will take place later this year.
8. Some seats may be empty.
9. Seven dwarfs worked in a mine under the mountain.
10. I want light!
11. I’m afraid your driving licence appears to have a problem.
12. Didn’t a row of trees use to exist down the left-hand side of the lane?
13. A way of escaping from this prison has to exist.
14. I won’t accept any more slip-ups on this project – is that clear?
15. We won’t have any more problems, will we?
16. The economic downturn seemed to be the result of several factors. (Use “reasons” instead of “factors”)
17. An election is going to take place here soon.
18. Few people will be at the concert tonight. (Use “not… many”)
19. Apparently, several reasons exist for the rioting. (Use “appear”)
20. Something might have gone wrong with the car. (Use “problem”)
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4. The word box below contains 26 corruption-related words from the article on pp. 14-17. Use the clues below to
help you:
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Clues
1. dishonestly take money for one’s own use
2. operating in such a way that it is easy for
others to see what actions are performed
3. optional, non-restrictive (in relation to power)
4. capital, assets
5. wrongdoing, delinquency
6. bribe (in parts of Asia)
7. illegal payment
8. bribable, dishonest
9. financial inspection
10. conduct (UK spelling)
11. immoral, unprincipled
12. uprightness, integrity
13. immunity

L

E

F

R

Y

14. misuse public money
15. assign
16. illegal payment (informal)
17. strong negative reaction
18. illegal payments and corruption
19. (moral) ________: disinhibiting of the powerful
20. rob, steal
21. illegal payments
22. illegal payment for the unofficial
promotion of a product
23. corruption
24. infringe (rules)
25. upper class
26. benefit

Remember to write down any new vocabulary. Moreover, if there are any words you don’t
recognize, find them in the article and write down the context as an example sentence.
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5. Translation. Read the relexification article on pp. 50-51. The following text should emphasize the absurdity of
relexification. It comes from a menu that is circulating on the Internet. We have no way of verifying the authenticity
of the ‘translations’ given – in one sense it really doesn’t matter as it’s just a piece of fun. Please note that this
activity will be meaningless for non-Spanish-speakers.
What were the dishes and drinks on offer in the original Spanish? Try to work them out before looking at the footnotes:
Food/Drink Specialities
Octopus to the party1
Courageous potatoes2
Huge hairspray with grelos3
Canes & little ones4
Drink from the boot and the big joint5
Thin uncle Joseph & thin fifth6
They will pash from Navarra7
Wines from the river Ha and the valley of rocks8
Today’s Menu

pulpo a feira
patatas bravas
3
lacón con grelos
4
cañas y chiquitos
5
beba en bota y en porrón
6
fino Tío Pepe y fino Quinta
7
pacharán de Navarra
8
vinos de Rioja y Valdepeñas
9
judías con chorizo
10
bonito a la plancha
11
una jarra de sangría al pedir
un pepito de ternera
12
concurso de futbolín
13
torneo de dominó
14
porra de lotería primitiva
15
concurso de tute por parejas
16
barajas disponibles para
jugar en las mesas
1

2

Female Jews with thief9
Pretty to the iron10
Special Opening Promotion
One mug of bleeding if you buy a little Joseph of veal11
Animation Activities
Little football contest12
He-dominated tournament13
Primitive lottery cudgel14
You-you contest by couples15
Airport available to play on the tables16

ii. Could you do much better? Write out your translation to this menu and then compare it to the suggested translation
in the answers section.
6. Have vs. Have Got. Read the article on p. 66. Then fill the gaps without referring back to the article. If both forms
are possible, write them both:
1. He ____________________ two showers – his house is very big.
2. You’ve got three dogs, _________________ you?
3. I __________________ to buy a new cellphone. Someone stole my last one.
4. A: I’ve got a cold!
B: So ____________ I.
5. A: Do you have a birthday party every year?
B: Yes I ____________.
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Crossword

1

2

9

Test how well you have
retained the vocabulary from
this issue of Yes by doing
the following crossword
If you find the crossword difficult,
do the easy clues (in bold) first.
This will make the rest of the
words much easier to find.

Across
1. hoard, stockpile, reserve.
Homophone of ‘cash’
2. continuous or prolonged pain
3. Ernesto Guevara’s nickname
4. subject pronoun
5. therefore. Homophone
of 34 ACROSS
6. organ of vision.
Homophone of ‘aye’
7. archaic pronoun
9. pit. Homophone of ‘whole’
11. Slovakia (internet address)
13. lure, taunt. Homophone
of ‘bate’
14. fit, paroxysm, capture
16. Industrial Hygiene
Foundation; International
Hockey Federation
(initialisms)
18. soothes, pacifies.
Anagram of ‘clams’
19. charity. British homophone
of ‘arms’. Anagram of ‘slam’
20. pounds (Latin abbreviation)
22. a second judicial process
on the same issues and
with the same parties.
Anagram of ‘trailer’
23. lawsuit, test
27. ordered, neat
30. that is (Latin initialism)
31. notice carried in a
demonstration
33. stiff paper – birthday,
Christmas, red or credit?
34. Musical note;
homophone of ‘sew’
35. exclamation of surprise
37. solo, unaccompanied.
Homophone of ‘loan’
38. pronoun; number
39. @
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3

4

5

10

11

12

14
16

17

22

23

31
37

18

32

6

25

29

30

26

27

33

49

55

56

57

50

60

41. negative adverb.
Homophone of ‘know’
42. feline
43. same as 39 ACROSS
45. preposition
47. transplant (n.+ v.). Corruption
48. floating platform
51. overseas
52. wide
53. street
55. barrier formed of
bushes and shrubs
56. rim, lip
58. wise person, herb
60. problematic
61. various, several.
Homophone of ‘sum’
62. object pronoun

Down
1. group of singers.
Homophone of ‘quire’
2. Angola (internet address)

21

35

36

28

34
39

48

20

13

19

38

47

8

15

24

42

7

43

44
51

40
45

52

3. split, divided
4. same as 4 ACROSS
5. talented
6. organ of aural perception
7. give way; surrender
8. extra-terrestrial
(abbreviation)
10. abandoned. Opposite
of ‘right’
11. marine breeze (3, 3)
12. committed homicide
13. sculpture of somebody’s
head and shoulders. Broken.
14. science (abbreviation)
15. Zambia (internet address)
17. hi
21. preposition. Homophone
of ‘buy’
24. competition.
anagram of ‘care’
25. nitrogen and oxygen
26. guided
28. possessive adjective
29. expert. ‘One’ in cards
31. predicament

46

53
58

61

41

54
59
62

32. indefinite article
35. preposition – activated?
36. multitude. Homophone
of ‘hoard’
37. opposite of ‘heavy’
and of ‘dark’
40. chest. Anagram of ‘roots’
42. Council of Technical
Examining Bodies
(initialism)
44. story. Homophone of
‘tail’. anagram of ‘late’
46. spume, froth
48. renewable energy
resources (initialism)
49. commotion
50. Fantasy Games
Unlimited (initialism)
51. a type of beer
54. epoch; number of years lived
57. auxiliary verb
58. same as 5 ACROSS
59. (I) exist – in the morning?

8. Contradictanyms: Read the article on pp. 78-80 and study both uses of the words given. Then try to fill in the
gaps in the following pairs of sentences with the same word. In some cases the form of the word is different:
1. A. It is clear that the Green Party has a much more ______________________ outlook on politics than the other parties.
B. ______________________________ voters support the Government’s position on fox hunting.
2. A. If you really want to be a serious translator, very good monolingual and Spanish-English dictionaries are
______________________________.
B. He was very ___________________________ of my work and said that it seemed to have been thought up by a child.
3. A. After the terrorist attack, they were ____________________________ of all Moslem residents.
B. Lately, I have been seeing very __________________________ -looking characters hanging around my neighbourhood.
4. A. When the workers were cleaning the façade of my building this summer I had to _____________________ my desk
and computer everyday.
B. If you ask me, rice pudding is not rice pudding unless it is ____________________ with cinnamon before serving.
5. A. Nowadays, the labour market is becoming extremely competitive due to the fact that there are so many
_______________________________ professionals.
B. The chief of the pre-crime investigation unit was suspicious of everyone and John was only given
________________________ access to the facilities.
6. A. In the heyday of the Mob, _________________________ the horse races was very commonplace.
B. I have done everything I know. I guess I should take my guitar to a luthier to have the bridge ___________________.
7. A. The bank robbers _____________________________ after having successfully taken $50 million.
B. If you do go to the cottage this weekend in the mountains, be sure to ______________________ the door before
coming back to the city.
8. A. The doctor was afraid that the judge was going to impose ___________________________ if they were taken to court.
B. Believe it or not, gun owners in the state of Texas have been given state _________________________ to carry their
firearms in public.
9. A. If you do not pay your student loan, the government has no qualms about___________________________ your wages.
B. I really wish I had some cherry tomatoes to ________________________ this pasta dish. It is lacking a dash of colour.
10. A. What a wonderful night! It is as though all of the stars of the universe ______________________________.
B. The manager always makes sure all of the lights in the warehouse _________________________ before locking up and
going home for the day.
11. A. The comedians I went to see do stand-up last night were very ______________________________.
B. It is a bit __________________________ that Rick did not show up for class today because he called me this morning
and told me to save a seat for him.
12. A. Bill ___________________________ us his sound system for the concert we had in the museum.
B. We ________________________ a country home for the weekend to get away from the hustle and bustle of the city.
13. A. The ninja was able to ____________________________ the warrior’s body armour in two with one swift swing.
B. In the dark and labyrinth-like streets of the medina, the child __________________________ to his mother’s leg.
14. A. The police need _____________________________ cars to catch some of the motorcycle drivers.
B. As the hurricane neared, the sailors made sure that their fishing boats were tied ____________________ to the dock.
15. A. The government _________________________________committee will definitely notice these questionable transfers to
your Swiss bank account.
B. Due to an ______________ by the billing department, I never paid for the updated version of the anti-virus program.
16. A. It is a _____________________________ in his country to offer customers tea.
B. If you want to look good for the awards ceremony, I suggest you get a ________________________-made suit.
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9. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 1-3) and answer the questions according to
what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as three separate exercises:
1. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, answer the following questions:
1. What definition of corruption is given?
2. Several examples of corruption are given – fill the gaps:
a. paying a plumber ______________ in hand

b. cheating on an _________________

c. cheating in your ________________ returns

d. downloading a _______________ from the internet

3. What rational calculation is suggested that those capable of corruption make?
4. Which country is cited as an example of corruption?
5. Finish this quotation: “The reason there is so little crime in Germany is because it’s ________________________.”
6. Fill the gaps in this rhyme from Indonesia:
Go with the flow is the name of the ___________________,
Corruption the answer to fortune and __________________.
Fiddle and diddle and rip off the ____________________,
That’s the way forward, make no ______________________.
2. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate and answer the questions:
1. According to one of the speakers, what percentage of women who freeze their eggs do so because they haven’t met
their ideal husband yet?
2. What is the ‘sell-by date’ age for actresses, according to one of the speakers?
3. Which is the ideal period in life in which to have children, according to the conversation?
4. How young are many British parents?
5. How much does a cheap egg freezing cost in the USA?
6. How much does a more expensive egg freezing cost there?
7. What is the success rate of the egg-freezing process?
8. When is the best period to have children according to doctors?
3. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate. While you listen again, put the follow sentences in the order that you hear them:
a. All right, enough now. No more questions. Time for bed.
b. But he thinks it’s important to also instil in children the ability to be reasonable, to reason and to be critical thinkers.
c. But I know there are children who will never go anywhere near it now.
d. How many of us would consider ourselves religious?
e. I don’t know. But it was an interesting idea that came to me one day and I think it’s something that we need to think
about.
f. People do need to have concepts, philosophies to hang onto to make sense of their life and to give themselves
structure.
g. The goal of these sorts of stories that they lead you into this to think out of the box and to be imaginative.
h. There are an awful lot of problems and terrors that children have to face which is dressed up as fairy tales.
i. There could be the source of the river at the top of the hill.
j. You can revisit stories at a later stage in your life.
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10. Colorado Anecdotes. Listen to the anecdotes about Colorado (audio tracks 9 and 10) and then choose the best
answers to these questions (a, b or c):
1. The music on Fridays could be heard so far away because...
a. it was a quiet town

b. of the geography

c. it was electrified

b. Because it was compulsory

c. he doesn’t say

2. Why did he learn Navaho?
a. Because he wanted to join the navy

3. Why did he learn phrases from his colleagues at work?
a. to impress the teacher and pass the course

b. to impress his classmates

c. for fun

4. Durango is famous for
a. its steam train

b. its film studios

c. the US Presidents who were born there

5. They visited the museum because
a. they both love cars

b. his wife is interested in nomads

c. he loves trains

6. The car was fascinating because of what had been found in it
a. in 1881

b. each of the four times it was refurbished

c. by the FBI

11. Read the article about have been/gone on p. 61. Without looking at the article, choose the correct answer in each
of these sentences:
1. “Has Alfred (been/gone) to the bank?” “Yes, that’s why he’s not here.”
2. “Have you (been/gone) to the bank yet?
3. I had already (been/gone) to Turkey twice before I met my wife.
4. This city has (been/gone) to the dogs!
5. Have you ever (been/gone) to Ireland?
6. She has (been/gone) to a meeting and she won’t be back until after lunch.
7. I have (been/gone) (in/to) Paris several times in the last two years.
8. They haven’t (been/gone) (in/to) the States before, so they’re very excited about the trip.
12. Perverse Plurals. Read the article on p. 36. Then, without looking at the magazine, decide whether the following
sentences are correct or not. Correct those that are not:
		
1. Contradictory news were arriving from our various sources.
2. The troops carrier was hit by a rocket-propelled grenade.
3. The Government’s initiative aims to reduce unnecessary salt content in biscuits and cakes.
4. The kidnapper pointed a loaded arm at her head.
5. It’s relatively easy to define a Giffen good; it’s much more difficult to provide a real example.
6. Don’t cross at the crossroads – they’re very dangerous.
7. The goods train collided with the bus at the level crossing and split it clean in two.
8. Jack’s an arm dealer but you’d never know it from his personable demeanour.
9. How come you’re wearing so many clothes?
10. They live in an outskirt of the city.
11. I need a spirit – give me a brandy or a whisky or something like that.
12. The market for luxury goods has been largely unaffected by the recession.
13. Is it difficult to obtain a firearm here?
14. Please pour the contents of your handbag into the tray for inspection.
15. An airborne troop landed in the field behind the enemy lines.
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13. Read the article on verbs used as adverbs (pp. 52-53). Then, without looking at the article, answer the following
questions:
i. Which of these three verbs (be bound to, fail to, happen to) could be used in this sentence?
He ___________________________________ to notice that the book was missing.
ii. Rewrite the following sentences using these three verbs:
1. There will certainly be more opportunities to buy a flat in this neighbourhood.
2. She hadn’t reset1 her watch, so it was an hour fast.
3. By chance, the police were in the area so they arrived very quickly.
4. It will definitely snow tomorrow.
5. I was going past your apartment by sheer coincidence2, when I noticed that the door was wide open3.
6. She didn’t mention that you were away last week.
7. If you find you go4 to the post office, buy me some stamps, please.
8. Ross forgot to take the garbage 5 out.
9. Surprisingly, I have actually6 been to Bhutan.
10. I don’t understand why she did it.
to reset – adjust, (in this case) change the
time on
2
by sheer coincidence – (emphatic) by
coincidence, fortuitously

1

to be wide open – (emphatic) be completely
open
4
if you find you go – if you find that you go, if
you go by chance
3

5
6

garbage – trash, rubbish, waste, refuse
actually – (false friend) in fact

14. Pronunciation Round-up. Throughout the magazine we provide the phonetic transcription of the words that
cause the greatest pronunciation problems. Practise these words from Yes 16 by answering the following questions:

1. Does ‘surface’ (p. 63, n. 8) rhyme with

a. suffice

b. deface

c. office?

2. Does ‘choir’ (p. 60, n. 3) rhyme with

a. liar

b. memoir

c. dear?

3. Does ‘tough’ (p. 55, n. 10) rhyme with

a. bough

b. cough

c. rough?

4. Does ‘lettuce’ (p. 8, n. 17) rhyme with

a. impetus

b. Betis

c. fetus

5. Does ‘awry’ (p. 28, n. 29) rhyme with

a. Tory

b. airy

c. rye?

15. The Unaccusative. Read the article on pp. 45-48. Here are 10 examples of mistakes by people learning English.
Try to correct them:
1. The custom has been lasted for a long time, because….
2. At the time it happened I was stayed in my room.
3. I shone my shoes last night, and left them by the door, but in the morning they were disappeared.
4. My friend was supposed to come for lunch, but she was arrived early.
5. I found out that my uncle was died last week.
6. When the storm was over, only the foundations of the house were remained.
7. Another incident was occurred later in the afternoon.
8. Before I could answer, the door was opened.
9. I tried to look outside, but condensation was formed on the windows and I couldn’t see outside.
10. My shoes were shrunk and were so tight that they hurt my feet.
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16. Relexification. Read the article on pp. 50-51. Here are 14 real sentences by EFL learners. See if you can correct them:
1. He is working1 like a postman2 in the last years3.
2. There is going to be4 a lot of things to do in the next days5.
3. I am very sorry I haven’t writen6 in so long7. I’ve been very busy for that time8.
4. I’m writting9 you this lines10 after knowing11 about your next12 job interview.
5. I know you were waiting13 this moment for a long time.
6. I wanted to give you some little advices14 hoping be useful15 for your purpose.
7. Even if you know the most16 of them, it’s not a bad idea to refresh it17.
8. About18 the treatment19 you should appear polite but not servile, listening with attention and answering sincerely.
9. At the moment of20 professional matters21 stay clear22 that you know well the company23 and it’s24 development
along25 the years.
10. Be honest with26 your degrees and studies, because you have background enough27 to convince them, and monstrate yourself open28 to new learnings29 and challenges30.
11. The concrete31 offering32 I write about33 it was34 published on35 Graphics Magazine on March month number36.
12. The story it’s37 a short work that shows us a tragic event happened38 in a short space of time.
13. It tells the facts that take39 a woman to death40 after a course of41 stressing happenings42.
14. To finish could be said43 we are in front of44 a tale that, in spite of being a tragedy that always stay present the
matter of death45, it becomes too46 an emotive description of inner illusions and fears, maintaining at every
moment47 a lively strength and intensity.
use the present perfect continuous to
talk about an activity continuing from
the past into the present
2
‘like’ implies ‘in a similar way to’
3
‘in recent years’
4
‘a lot of things’ is plural...
5
‘in the next few days’ or ‘in the coming
days’ (formal)
6
spelling
7
‘for so long’ or ‘for such a long time’
8
‘for that time’ is unnecessary. If you
have to write something it should be
‘recently’
9
spelling
10
‘these lines’. However, “I’m writing to
you...” doesn’t need a direct object, so
you can omit it
11
‘having heard about’ or ‘because I heard
about’
12
‘upcoming’ or ‘latest’ would sound
better than ‘next’
1

‘I know you have been waiting for...’
‘advice’ is uncountable
15
‘in the hope that they will be useful’
16
‘most of them’ without the ‘the’
17
‘to run through them again’
18
‘as regards’ or ‘in relation to’
19
‘etiquette’ or ‘your manner’
20
‘as regards’
21
matters – questions
22
‘be clear’ or better ‘show’
23
‘you know the company well’
24
‘its’ [possessive pronoun]
25
‘over’
26
‘about’
27
‘enough background’ or better ‘enough
experience’
28
‘monstrate’ is not an English word
29
‘knowledge’ [‘learning’ is uncountable]
30
challenge – sth. that is interesting because
it is difficult
31
‘specific’
13

14

‘an offering’ is a gift to the gods!
‘I am writing about’ [‘I write about’
implies a habit]
34
‘it’ is unnecessary
35
‘in’
36
‘in the March issue’
37
‘The story is...’ [the sentence cannot
have two subjects]
38
‘that happened’ or ‘which happened’
39
‘that lead to’
40
‘a woman’s death’
41
‘a series of’
42
‘stressful events’
43
‘it could be said’
44
‘this is’
45
‘in which death is ever-present’
46
word order
47
‘all the time’ or ‘constantly’
32
33
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17. Phrasal Verbs. Throughout the magazine phrasal verbs are identified and explained in the footnotes. Fill the
following sentences with phrasal verbs from Yes 16. The first letter of the base verb and the particle are given to
help you. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is also given:
1. A coconut fell from the tree and k________________ him o___________. (p. 62, n. 8)
2. When she saw her dog lying dead in the street she b_______________ d____________ in tears. (p. 60, n. 7)
3. Everything she said was true but she l______ o_____ some crucial details which explain the events that day. (p. 56, n. 4)
4. I’m not going to s_______________ f________ your insolent behaviour any longer. You’re fired! (p. 57, n. 2)
5. The FBI agents b_____________ i_______ the offices at night and removed all the computers’ hard drives. (p. 54, n. 7)
6. The band’s reunion tour s_____________ o_______ in a couple of hours. (p. 7, n. 18)
7. Well, what’s done is done. We’ll just have to p___________ our failure d__________ to experience. (p. 37, n. 9)
8. The salad dressing is m____________ u_______ of oil, vinegar, mustard, garlic and salt. (p. 39, n. 3)
18. Read and study the different examples given in the ‘Unaccusative Verbs’ article on pp. 45-48. Then, choose the
best answer from the options given in the following sentences:
1. The agency told us that the rock group is arrived/arrived this morning.
2. It seems that babies are grown/grow extremely fast.
3. The car was filled/filled with gas at the last rest stop.
4. My aunt called to tell me that my uncle was passed away/passed away on Saturday.
5. The fire brigade said the blaze was occurred/occurred around midnight.
6. The message on their web site read/was read: “Under Construction”.
7. The bookcase dusted/was dusted with a cloth.
8. My backpack was disappeared/disappeared while I was paying the bill.
9. The teenager was killed/killed in a tragic motorcycle crash.
10. My favourite T-shirt was shrunk/shrunk and I had to throw it away.
19. Reflexives. Read the article on pp. 42-44. All the following sentences are incorrect in Standard English – they
represent typical ‘literal translations’ by European learners of English. Correct them:
1. You should brush yourself the teeth every morning.
2. Thirty-five people injured themselves in the accident.
3. John and Beverly looked at themselves and it was love at first sight.
4. I decided to cut myself the hair at the new beauty parlour.
5. I ask myself if Peter will be able to pass the exam.
6. Did you remember yourself to buy stamps?
7. Relax yourself! Everything’s going to turn out fine – you’ll see.
8. He feels himself happy today because his team won last night.
9. India and Pakistan accused themselves mutually of provoking an escalation in tensions.
10. I thought to myself what she meant by that.
11. Wash yourself the glasses – they’re filthy!
12. Betty is tiring herself – she should have a rest.
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20. Homophones. The following text comes from Names on the Globe (1975) by George R. Stewart (slightly adapted).
However, we have changed 29 words for their homophones. Try to find them and change them back so that the
text makes sense:
An incident culminating inn 1921 shows the power of association inn determining peepuls feelings about plaice
names. The state of Colorado (admitted inn 1876) had occasioned sum controversy inn Congress over it’s name, since
the general area lacked any apt and popular appellation. An old tradition was to name states after rivers, and sew
‘Colorado’ was adopted. The inhabitants and the country inn general seamed to approve of the melodious Spanish
term, and only after almost half a sentry did the problem of association (or lack of it) arise. The Colorado River
nowhere flowed threw the gnu state of Colorado!
The name-situation, however, offered a possibility. Because of the vagaries of explorers, the name was applied only
to the lower part of the stream. As happens knot two infrequently, the river was ‘formed’ buy the junction of the Green
and the Grand, too rivers of comparable sighs and length. Of these, the Grand rows inn the mountains of Colorado,
and flowed for most of it’s length threw the state. The state legislature therefore voted inn 1921 that the name of the
Grand should be changed to ‘Colorado’. Congress and the legislature of Utah concurred. After the passage of almost a
sentry the change is sow firmly routed that many Coloradans don’t no that things whirr ever different.
When you have finished doing the exercise, read the article again – it’s interesting!

21. False Friends Round-up. Throughout the magazine false friends are identified and explained in the footnotes. The
following sentences contain false friends from Yes 16 that are incorrectly used here. Correct the underlined words
in the following sentences so that they make sense. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:
1. The economic situation has improved notoriously. (p. 63, n. 5)
2. The third career of the day is a 800m relay. (p. 58, n. 14)
3. Silvia finally realized her dream of becoming a brain surgeon. (p. 57, n. 4)
4. Ultimately, several planes have gone missing mysteriously. (p. 35, n. 15)
5. Stay for a cup – I’ve got this excellent vintage wine. (p. 44, n. 8)
6. I saw John waiting at the bus parade and offered him a lift. (p. 46, n. 10)
7. He gave a conference about subatomic particles. (p. 8, n. 20)
8. The villa has some 10,000 inhabitants. (p. 65, n. 2)
9. I don’t believe in casualties. This happened for a reason. (p. 29, n. 9)
22. Wordplay. Read the True Crime article on pp. 26-29. Then, without looking at the article, find four words from the
article. Use the clues and the numbers; each number represents a letter:
1

2

3

1

4

2

3

5
the criminal underworld

6

4

7

8

3

9

8

4

8
one’s customers as a group

10

11

11

5

4

12

13
gangster, mobster

2

6

12

13

8

3
sagacity and ability (especially for business)
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23. Read the article on stative verbs on pp. 64-65. All the following sentences are in the continuous or the imperative.
Without looking at the article, decide which sentences are correct and re-write those that are not:
1. They are having lunch in the local Italian restaurant.
2. He is appearing in a production of Romeo & Juliet.
3. I’m wishing you wouldn’t smoke in here!
4. I’m hating her more and more every day.
5. Remember to buy some bread!
6. He’s resembling his father more these days.
7. Are you wanting any help?
8. He’s thinking about visiting New Zealand next year.
9. I’m feeling rather sick, actually.
10. He was tasting wine when he had the heart attack.
11. I’m seeing what you mean now.
12. Recall the Alamo!
13. That music is sounding like Beethoven.
14. Who is that woman that’s smelling the roses in my garden?
15. With that makeup on she is resembling Audrey Hepburn!
16. Are you enjoying your new school, Billy?
17. Why are you disliking her so much?
18. I’m seeing the dentist tomorrow. I hope I don’t need any fillings!
19. The situation was seeming hopeless when the hero suddenly appeared.
20. Are you hearing a siren or is it my imagination?
24. Internet Video Listening. This exercise is based on the fascinating TED Talk by Charmian Gooch about the
hidden players in global corruption. As you watch the video – (http://goo.gl/wNXu4S) – answer the following
questions. If necessary listen a second time:
1. What was unique about Saparmurat Niyazov’s sculpture of himself?
2. Which country’s per capita income is Equatorial Guinea’s comparable to?
3. What was Teodorín Obiang’s official monthly salary until recently?
4. In which year was Ms. Gooch investigating ‘blood diamonds’?
5. Which Italian company did business with Dan Etete?
6. Which bank financed the illegal logging in Sarawak, Malaysia?
7. What type of companies are used for tax evasion and embezzlement of capital from developing countries’
resources?
8. What percentage of corruption cases involved these sorts of companies, according to the World Bank study?
9. How much greater was the outflow of capital from developing countries’ exports of natural resources than the
inflow of aid in 2011?
10. What proportion (by value) of the world’s oil and mining companies are now covered by transparency laws?
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25. Map exercise. Read the article on Colorado (pp. 22-25). Below we offer a map of the landlocked US States around
the Rocky Mountains. Label them:

F

1. Arizona

D

2. Colorado
3. Idaho

A

H

K

4. Kansas
5. Montana

L

6. Nebraska

I

7. New Mexico

E

8. North Dakota

J

9. Oklahoma
10. South Dakota
11. Utah

C

G

B

12. Wyoming
26. Empty ‘it’. Read the article on p. 77. The following sentences contain ‘it’ and the noun it supposedly refers to.
Decide in each case whether ‘it’ can be replaced by the noun (✔) or whether it is a ‘hollow it’ (✖):
1. The two boxers slugged (it/the boxing match) out until the 12 round.
2. (It/The time) is 9:30. We ought to start thinking about leaving for the airport.
3. I hotfooted (it/the distance) to the bus station but when I got there the coach had already left.
4. (It/The weather) was pissing (it/rain) down outside so the children had to stay indoors.
5. Some managers take advantage of their position of power to lord (it/their position of power) over their subordinates.
6. The vicar went up to the candle and snuffed (it/the candle) out.
7. The neighbourhood is full of rich kids slumming (it/their accommodation) while many poor people have to rough
(it/life) on the streets.
8.  Their friendship blossomed. (It/Their friendship) had started when they met on holiday where they had hit
(it/their friendship) off immediately.
9. (It/The moment) is about time you started treating me with a little respect.
10. Who is (it/the person at the door)? (It/Your plan) ’s no use giving me the silent treatment. I’m not going to open this
door until you tell me who you are.
11. I’d prepared a brilliant outline for my presentation but I think I’ve left (it/the outline) at home. Oh well, I’ll just have
to wing (it/my presentation).
12. (It/The situation) looks as if we’ll have to hoof (it/the journey home) since there are no taxis waiting at the taxi rank.
27. Expressing Futility. Read the article on pp. 74-75. Then, without looking at the article, complete the following
sentences with either ‘use’, ‘worth’, ‘point’ or 'sense’:
1. There’s no _________________________ signing on, you’re not eligible for unemployment benefit.
2. Is it any _________________________ me asking for new equipment?
3. There’s little __________________________ going hiking today – it’s going to rain.
4. There’s no _________________________ you complaining to me. I have no power to change things.
5. It’s not ______________________ seeing that film, it’s really boring!
6. It’s no _____________________ asking Robin for money; she never has any.
7. Is it _____________________ reading English newspapers?
8. What’s the ______________________ in me learning to drive if I live in a city?
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28. Read the article on ‘caused by’ verbs on pp. 62-63. Without looking at the article, put the following verbs into the
gaps in the following sentences:
fall

fell

rise

raise

lie

lay

sit

set

drink

drench

1. Tyson ___________________ his opponent with a knockout punch.
2. The hot-air balloon slowly ______________________ into the air and disappeared between the clouds.
3. A large wave crashed against the quay and _________________________ the tourists.
4. We _____________________ the alarm clock but it didn’t go off.
5. The horse has _______________________ all the water in the trough.
6. The soldiers _____________________ the flag over the damaged fort.
7. The old elm is diseased. We’ll have to ___________________ it.
8. Americans say ‘___________________ the table’, but in Britain we say ‘__________________ the table’.
9. The dog ___________________ down on the carpet and went to sleep.
10. This year prices have _____________________ but demand has ___________________. It looks like there’s a recession.
29. Cleft Sentences: Read the article on pp. 58-60 and study the different forms given therein. Then try to complete
the cleft sentences using the model sentences.
1. A. His childish behaviour is what upset her the most.
B. The thing that…____________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. A. Her mother called this morning.
B. It was…_____________________________________________________________________________________________________.
3. A. I came here to study grammar and writing.
B. The reason why…__________________________________________________________________________________________.
4. A. The bird was found on the roof.
B. The place…_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
5. A. Paul spoke at last year’s Christmas dinner.
B. It was…_____________________________________________________________________________________________________.
6. A: The boy fell through a hole in the ice while he was skating.
B. What happened was that…________________________________________________________________________________.
7. A: A pocket of air in the upturned boat kept him alive.
B. What…_____________________________________________________________________________________________________.
8. A: I ask only that you treat your aunt with the proper respect.
B: All…________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
9. A: The teacher decides what the class will do for homework, not you.
B: The teacher is…____________________________________________________________________________________________.
10. A: I don’t understand why she did it.
B: The thing…_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
ii.
A: My granddad is going to steal the crown jewels from the Tower of London on 27th May.
B: It’s my granddad…_____________________________________________________________________________________________.
C: It’s the crown jewels…_________________________________________________________________________________________.
D: It’s from the Tower of London…_______________________________________________________________________________.
E: It’s on May 27th…_______________________________________________________________________________________________.
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30. You (plural). Read the article on p. 37 and then do the following exercises.
i. Write polite alternatives to the following sentences:
1. Can you hold up the wires while I sweep under the table?
2. Do you want to leave her a message?
3. Can you take me to the airport on Friday at six?
ii. Fill in the blanks in the sentences using the information given at the end of the sentence:
1. Would ________ _________ please keep it down? I’m on the telephone. (Addressing two people.)
2. I really am grateful for the surprise party. I would like to thank _______ _________ for coming. (Addressing a group of
people.)
3. Have _________ _________ thought about where you will stay in London? (Colloquial, two words.)
4. What have ____________ been up to this afternoon? (Colloquial, one word.)
5. What can I bring ________ ___________ to drink? (Colloquial, two words.)
6. One can escape from the insanity of the city by going on holiday. (Alternative subject, spoken.)
31. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 5-8 and decide whether these statements are true (T) or false (F):
1. The first speaker has a pair of shoes he should have replaced months ago.
2. He prefers the supermarket’s fruit and vegetables.
3. The second speaker prefers buying things for the home than buying clothes.
4. She does most of her shopping in a big supermarket.
5. The third speaker’s shopping options have deteriorated recently.
6. Whenever possible he shops in small privately owned stores.
7. When the fourth speaker goes grocery shopping he doesn’t participate in the decisions about what to buy.
8. He sometimes waits outside feeding the birds while his girlfriend shops.
ii.
9. Which speakers have a shopping trolley?
10. Which speakers currently use a shopping trolley to bring food home?
11. Which speakers currently use a home-delivery service?
32. Subjunctive. Read the article on pp. 71-73. Then, decide whether the following sentences are correct or not. If not,
give the correct answer:
1. It’s high time you go there.
2. God saves the King!
3. If only I would be taller.
4. He behaves as if he were the King of England.
5. It’s vital that he be informed.
6. It’s time I should leave.
7. Be that as it be, he’s still the best player in the world.
8. I propose that we stop production.
9. Come what comes, we will win the match.
10. They insisted that we should speak French.
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33. Read the article on inverted structures on pp. 54-55. Then, without looking at those pages, rewrite the following
sentences beginning with the word provided:
1. Look, your sister is coming!
HERE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Scarcely had we started when there was a power cut.
WE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
3. A: I thought that film was great. B: Me too!
A: I thought that film was great. B: SO _________________________________.
4. The toast popped up!
UP _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
5. We only understood the problem after seeing the destruction.
ONLY _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
6. Under no circumstances can we be held responsible for what has happened.
WE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
7. Had I known what was going to happen I would never have mentioned the matter.
IF _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
8. A: I’ve never been to Ireland. B: Me neither.
A: I’ve never been to Ireland. B: NOR ________________________________.
9. That’s our bus that’s leaving.
THERE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
10. Not only did we go to the concert but we met the band, too.
WE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
11. Nowhere have we been treated so hospitably.
WE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
12. In no way can I accept that type of insinuation.
I _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
13. Said the President, ‘There will be grave consequences if you don’t do what we want!’.
THE _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
14. If you had told me about your problem I might have been able to help you.
HAD _________________________________________________________________________________________________.
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34. Hedging words: Read through the article on pp. 82-83 and study the different types and uses of the given hedge
words. Try to fill the gaps in the sentences using the clues provided in brackets.
1. When she told me that she was pregnant I was only p_____________________ surprised. She has never taken any
precautions. (Diminisher)
2. Well, we have j_________ a___________ finished painting the bedroom. Why don’t we go down and have a drink after?
(Approximator, informal)
3. I wasn’t really moved by his playing. It was q_____________________ good, but not what I was expecting. (It was OK.)
4. After the actor’s last disastrous Hollywood performance his career was a______________ b___________ over.
(Approximator, formal)
5. I can’t really complain about my son; he’s doing r_______________________ well at school now. (Compromiser, formal)
6. The noise coming from the street was so loud that I could h_________________ hear the telephone ringing. (Minimizer)
7. Your steak is p_________________________ done, Billy. Why don’t you wash your hands and sit at the table.
(Approximator, colloquial)
8. She was q_________________________ right to have not paid the cab driver after the hellish ride he gave her. I would
have done the same. (to be completely right)
9. The girl I went out with the other night seemed to be mute. I tried all night to start up a conversation with her, but it
was no use. I thought she was r______________________ boring. (Compromiser, standard, the strongest)
10. I could b________________________ keep my eyes open yesterday. I hadn’t slept a wink. (Minimizer)
11. The president’s speech was k_____________ o______ long, but I liked it anyways. (Compromiser, informal, pause filler)
12. I a____________________ tripped on that step. Good thing I didn’t seeing as I was carrying the new computer monitor.
(Approximator, standard)
13. He was s______________________________ nervous to see his ex-girlfriend after such a long time apart. (Diminisher)
14. I’m ___________ good ____________ ready to take the exam. I don’t think I need to study much more. (Approximator,
colloquial)
15. I see what you are saying, but that’s q________________ different to what I was referring to. (to be absolutely different)
16. Well, if you ask me, I’d say he is a f_______________________ good worker. (Compromiser, standard, the weakest)
17. Did you hear that guy talking to himself on the bus? He was p________________________ weird, wasn’t he?
(Compromiser, informal, pause filler)
18. The drought was, to all __________________ and ______________________, over for now. (Approximator, formal)
19. I q________________________ liked the latest poetry book by Paul Auster, but I still prefer his novels. (to more or less
like something)
20. I think we have p__________________ m__________________ exhausted all the possibilities for this problem.
(Approximator, informal)
21. Now that I am a freelancer, I have to visit the bank q_________________ regularly to manage my accounts.
(Compromiser, standard)
22. In the US, state universities are p______________________ subsidized by the government. (Diminisher)
23. She has ________________ or ________________ finished cleaning her room. She still has a pile of dirty laundry on top of
her bed. (Approximator, colloquial)
24. The cat p_________________ w_____________ ignored us while we were at his house, until we put food in its bowl.
(Approximator, informal)
25. Rodney’s new flat is n___________________ ready. The only thing left to do is the floor. (Approximator, standard)
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35. Sentence transformation. Read the article on conditions without ‘if’ on pp. 56-57. Rewrite the following
sentences: if they include ‘if’ transform them into an if-less conditional, if there is no ‘if’, rewrite the sentence with ‘if’:
1. If this train crashed, we would all be killed.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. If this train crashes, we will all be killed.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
3. If the train had crashed, we would all have been killed.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
4. Were he to listen more carefully he wouldn’t make so many mistakes.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
5. Eric wouldn’t get so fat were he to take more exercise.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
6. If you had come, you would have met my boyfriend.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
7. Take it away from him should he cut himself.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
8. If the train is late, you’ll have to walk home from the station.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
9. Had you all done what you said you would, we might have won the contract.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
10. If he hadn’t appeared at that moment, he wouldn’t have caught them beating up the little boy.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
11. Were he to become a lawyer, he might be very successful.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
12. I would go for a walk if only it stopped raining.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
13. Do you think we would write better were we to hand in an essay every week?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
14. Had I lent her the money she would never have repaid me.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
15. We will be forced to act should the situation deteriorate.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
16. Had he lived to see it your grandfather would have been proud of you.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
17. If the jury had heard this evidence they would never have found the accused man guilty.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
18. Should the job turn out to be boring, you can always resign.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
19. Were I ever to see him again I think I would be sick!
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
20. I would be ruined if he sued me.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
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ANSWERS

E M B E Z Z L E B A C K L A S H
T Y T S E N O H S E E H S K A B

1.
Check your answers against the footnotes.

N B E H A V

2.
i. 1g, 2f, 3h, 4e, 5i, 6b, 7a, 8d, 9c. ii. 1c, 2e, 3d, 4a, 5b.
3.
1. There ought to be someone here to help passengers
who have a lot of heavy luggage.
2. I don’t want there to be any more mistakes.
3. There must be thousands of people who
are having the same problem.
4. There’s bound to be a war between India
and Pakistan (sooner or later).
5. There’s no point shouting at me, I’m not responsible for the delays.
6. There had already been several problems with the
space shuttle before the Columbia disaster.
7. There will be an eclipse later this year.
8. There may be some empty seats.
9. There were seven dwarfs who worked in a mine under the mountain.
10. Let there be light!
11. I’m afraid there appears to be a problem with your driving licence, sir.
12. Didn’t there use to be a row of trees down
the left-hand side of the lane?
13. There has to be a way of escaping from this prison.
14. There can be no more slip-ups on this project – is that clear?
15. There won’t be any more problems, will there?
16. There seemed to be several reasons for the economic downturn.
17. There’s going to be an election here soon.
18. There won’t be many people at the concert tonight.
19. There appear to be several reasons for the rioting.
20. There might have been problems with the car.
4. (see the top of the next column)
1. misappropriate
2. transparency
4. resources
5. misconduct
7. inducement
8. corruptible
10. behaviour
11. unethical
13. impunity
14. embezzle
16. kickback
17. backlash
19. myopia
20. pilfer
22. payola
23. graft
25. elite
26. gain
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

3. discretionary
6. baksheesh
9. auditing
12. honesty
15. allocate
18. bribery
21. bribes
24. break

Boiled octopus with paprika
Sautéed potatoes in a spicy tomato sauce
Smoked cured pork shoulder with chopped turnip greens
Lager and wine by the glass
Wine in wineskins and by the bottle
Tío Pepe and Quinto fino sherry
Sloe gin from Navarre
Wines from the Rioja and the Valdepeñas regions
Beans stewed with spicy chorizo sausage
Grilled tuna
A free mug of punch with each veal steak sandwich you order
Table-football/bar-football competition (UK English)
/ Foosball competition (US English)
Domino tournament
National lottery sweepstakes
‘Tute’ contest (Spanish card game played in pairs)
Decks (US English)/ Packs (UK English) of cards
are available for you to play at our tables

6.
1. has got/has
4. have

2. haven’t
5. do

I

O U R S E A B U O

E A E T U N E T H

I

C A L R D U

M E C O A E O G G R A F T

I

S

E M Y O P

I

A C U K A E R B T

I

I

C E E E H

I

R O G M D N N E

T

I

U K R E N O S P S R E O T R N C
D

I

S C R E T

I

O N A R Y Y G U

N C N A R H O Y B R
I

I

B E S E D

K P L E L H R R U P P E S

A B

I

O L C Y T

I

N U P M I

L N
I

O

M A L Y C N E R A P S N A R T C
E C F A S E C R U O S E R S E S
N K E P D A L

L O C A T E M I

C O R R U P T

I

I

B L E F B Y E M

7.

CA CHE
HOL E S
O E SE
I HF CA
RET R I A
L A I
PL ACAR
L ONE
I
CA
GR A F T
H E D GE
T R OUB L

SO EYE
K BA I T
I ZURE
L MS L B
L T I DY
T
E
S OH
D
AT NO
T OF R
A BROA D
L S A GE
E S OM E

8.
1. A. liberal, B. Liberal; 2. A. critical, B. critical; 3. A. suspicious,
B. suspicious; 4. A. dust, B. dusted; 5. A. qualified, B. qualified;
6. A. fixing, B. fixed; 7. A. bolted, B. bolt; 8. A. sanctions, B. sanction;
9. A. garnishing, B. garnish; 10. A. were out, B. are out;
11. A. funny, B. funny; 12. A. rented, B. rented; 13. A. cleave, B. clove;
14. A. fast, B. fast; 15. A. oversight, B. oversight; 16. A. custom, B. custom;

3. have/’ve got
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9.
1.
1. Dishonesty for personal gain.
2. a. cash, b. exam, c. tax, d. movie
3. They compare their potential gain against the risk of getting caught.
4. post-Soviet Russia
5. illegal
6. game, fame, state, mistake
2.
1. 88%
2. 40
3. one’s twenties
4. 15 and 16 year olds
5. $8000
6. $15,000
7. 33%/a third
8. late 20s/early 30s
3.
a. 10, b. 4, c. 7, d. 9, e. 3, f. 5, g. 6, h. 1, i. 2, j. 8.
10.
1b, 2c, 3a, 4a, 5c, 6b.
11.
1. gone
5. been

2. been
6. gone

12.
1. news was
4. a loaded gun
7. ✔
10. in the outskirts
12. ✔
15. Airborne troops

3. been
7. been to

4. gone
8. been to

2. troop carrier
3. ✔
5. ✔
6. it’s very dangerous
8. an arms dealer
9. ✔
11. I need a strong drink
13. ✔
14. ✔

13.
i. All of them: He happened to notice...; He failed
to notice...; He is bound to notice...
ii.
1. There are bound to be more opportunities to
buy a flat in this neighbourhood.
2. She had failed to reset her watch, so it was an hour fast.
3. The police happened to be in the area, so they arrived very quickly.
4. It is bound to snow tomorrow.
5. I happened by/past your apartment, when I
noticed that the door was wide open.
6. She failed to mention that you were away last week.
7. If you (should) happen to go to the post office,
buy me some stamps, please.
8. Ross failed to take the garbage out.
9. As it happens/It just so happens I have been to Bhutan.
10. I fail to see/understand why she did it.
14.
1c, 2a, 3c, 4b, 5c.
15.
1. The custom has lasted for a long time...
2. …I was in my room.
3. … in the morning they had disappeared.
4. … but she arrived early.
5. … my uncle died last week.
6. …only the foundations of the house remained.
7. Another incident occurred later…
8. … the door opened.
9. …condensation had formed …
10. My shoes had shrunk and were so tight…
16.
1. He has been working as a postman in recent years.
2. There are going to be a lot of things to do in the next few days.
3. I am very sorry I haven’t written for so long. I’ve been very busy.
4. I’m writing to you because I heard about
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your upcoming job interview.
5. I know you have been waiting for this opportunity for a long time.
6. I wanted to give you some little tips in the
hope that they will be useful.
7. Even if you know most of them, it’s not a bad
idea to run through them again.
8. As regards etiquette, you should be polite but not servile,
listening attentively and answering sincerely.
9. As regards professional matters, show that you are well informed
about the company and its development over the years.
10. Be honest about your degrees and studies, because you
have enough experience to convince them, and show
that you are open to new knowledge and challenges.
11. The specific job offer I am writing about was published
in the March issue of Graphics Magazine.
12. The story is a short work that shows us a tragic
event that happened in a short space of time.
13. It tells the facts that lead to a woman’s death
after a series of stressful events.
14. Finally, it could be said that this is a tale that, though
a tragedy with death ever-present, also becomes
an emotive description of inner illusions and fears,
constantly maintaining lively strength and intensity.
17.
1. knocked... out
4. stand for
7. put... down
18.
1. arrived
5. occurred
8. disappeared

2. broke down
5. broke into
8. made up

2. grow
6. read
9. was killed

3. was filled
7. was dusted
10. shrunk

3. left out
6. sold out

4. passed away

19.
1. You should brush your teeth….
2. 35 people were injured…
3. John and Bev looked at each other…
4. I decided to have/get my hair cut…
5. I wonder if Peter will…
6. Did you remember to buy stamps?
7. Relax!
8. He feels happy today
9. India and Pakistan accused each other of….
10. I wondered what she meant by that.
11. Wash your glasses
12. Betty is getting tired
20.
An incident culminating in 1921 shows the power of association in
determining people’s feelings about place names. The state of
Colorado (admitted in 1876) had occasioned some controversy in
Congress over its name, [...] and so ‘Colorado’ was adopted. The
inhabitants and the country in general seemed to approve [...] almost
half a century did the problem of association (or lack of it) arise. The
Colorado River nowhere flowed through the new state of Colorado!
[...] As happens not too infrequently, the river was ‘formed’ by
the junction of the Green and the Grand, two rivers of comparable
size and length. Of these, the Grand rose in the mountains of
Colorado, and flowed for most of its length through the state.
The state legislature therefore voted in 1921 [...]After the passage
of almost a century the change is so firmly rooted that many
Coloradans don’t know that things were ever different.
21.
1. markedly
5. drink
8. town

2. race
3. fulfilled
4. Lately, Recently
6. stop
7. speech/presentation/paper
9. coincidences

22.
gangland, clientele, hoodlum, acumen

4. What have yous/youse been up to this afternoon?
5. What can I bring you folks/you guys to drink?
6. You can escape from the insanity of the city by going on holiday.

23.
1. OK
2. OK
3. I wish you wouldn’t smoke
4. I hate her more and more
5. OK
6. He resembles 7. Do you want
8. OK
9. OK
10. OK
11. I see what you mean now
12. Remember the Alamo!
13. That music sounds like Beethoven.
14. OK
15. she resembles Audrey Hepburn!
16. OK
17. Why do you dislike her so much?
18. OK
19. The situation seemed hopeless
20. Can you hear a siren…?
24.
1. It rotated to follow the sun.
4. 1997
7. (anonymous) shell companies
8. 70%

2. Portugal.
5. Eni.

3. $7000
6. HSBC

9. 19 times

10. two thirds

25.
1C, 2E, 3A, 4J, 5F, 6L, 7G, 8D, 9B, 10H, 11I, 12K
26.
1. ✖ 2. ✔ 3. ✖ 4. ✖, ✖ 5. ✖ 6. ✔ 7. ✖, ✖ 8. ✔, ✖
9. ✖ 10. ✔, ✖ 11. ✔, ✖ 12. ✖, ✖
27.
1. use/point/sense
4. use/point/sense
7. worth
28.
1. felled
6. raised

2. rose
7. fell

2. use
5. worth
8. point

3. drenched
8. set, lay

3. point/sense
6. use

4. set
9. lay

5. drunk
10. risen, fallen

29.
1. The thing that most upset her was his childish behaviour.
2. It was her mother that/who called this morning.
3. The reason why I came here was to study grammar and writing.
4. The place where the bird was found was on the roof.
5. It was Paul who spoke at last year’s Christmas dinner.
6. What happened was that the boy fell through
a hole in the ice while he was skating.
7. What kept him alive was a pocket of air in the upturned boat.
8. All I ask is that you treat your aunt with the proper respect.
9. The teacher is the person who/that decides what
the class will do for homework, not you.
10. The thing I don’t understand is why she did it.
ii.
B: It’s my granddad who’s going to steal the crown
jewels from the Tower of London on May 27th.
C: It’s the crown jewels that my granddad is going to
steal from the Tower of London on May 27th.
D: It’s from the Tower of London that my granddad is
going to steal the crown jewels on May 27th.
E: It’s on May 27th that my granddad is going to steal
the crown jewels from the Tower of London.
30.
1. Could you please hold up the wires while I sweep under the table?
2. Would you like to leave her a message?
3. Could you please take me to the airport on Friday at six?
ii.
1. Would you two please keep it down? I’m on the telephone.
2. I really am grateful for the surprise party. I
would like to thank you all for coming.
3. Have you guys/you folks thought about
where you will stay in London?

31.
1T, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5F, 6F, 7T, 8F, 9. 1, 3, 4. 10. 3, 11. 3.
32.
1. It’s high time you went there.
2. God save the King!
3. If only I were taller.
4. ✔
5. ✔
6. It’s time I left/to leave.
7. Be that as it may...
8. ✔
9. Come what may...
10. ✔
33.
1. Here comes your sister.
2. We had scarcely started when there was a power cut
3. So did I.
4. Up popped the toast!
5. Only after seeing the destruction did we understand the problem.
6. We cannot be held responsible for what has
happened under any circumstances.
7. If I had known what was going to happen I would
never have mentioned the matter.
8. Nor have I
9. There goes our bus!
10. We not only went to the concert but we met the band too/as well.
11. We haven’t been treated so hospitably anywhere else.
12. I cannot accept that type of insinuation in any way.
13. The President said, “There will be grave consequences
if you don’t do what we want!”.
14. Had you told me about your problem I
might have been able to help you.
34.
1. partially/partly
2. just about
5. reasonably
6. hardly
9. rather
10. barely
12. almost
13. somewhat
15. quite
16. fairly
18. to all intents and purposes
20. pretty much
21. quite
23. more or less
24. pretty well

3. quite
4. all but
7. practically
8. quite
11. sort of/kind of
14. as good as
17. pretty
19. quite
22. partly/partially
25. nearly

35.
1. Were this train to crash, we would all be killed.
2. Should this train crash, we will all be killed.
3. Had the train crashed, we would all have been killed.
4. If he listened more carefully he wouldn’t make…
5. Eric wouldn’t get so fat if he took…
6. Had you come, you would have met…
7. Take it away from him if he cuts himself. (or …if he should cut himself).
8. Should the train be late, you’ll have to walk …
9. If you had all done what you said you would, we might...
10. Had he not appeared at that moment, he wouldn’t have caught…
11. If he were to become/If he became a lawyer, he might be…
12. I would go for a walk were it (only) to stop raining.
13. Do you think we would write better if we were
to hand in… (or …if we handed in…)
14. If I had lent her the money she would never have…
15. We will be forced to act if the situation deteriorates.
16. If he had lived to see it your grandfather…
17. Had the jury heard this evidence they would never have found…
18. If the job turns out to be boring, you can always resign.
19. If I ever saw him again I think I would be sick.
20. I would be ruined were he to sue me.
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